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Preface
2017 was an unusual year for data protection. With an increasingly rising value, data is becoming the most
important internal asset for a company. In China, General Secretary Xi Jinping has put forward the key
asse tio that No et o k se u it , o atio al se u it a d o i fo atizatio , o ode izatio , hi h
has opened up the top-le el of se u it go e a e i Chi a s
e spa e. Buildi g g eate o e all strength
and security capacity to improve network security has become the top priority for the country.
The increase in data value brings with it more and more data-related disputes and crises. Data security
incidents at home and abroad have been frequently hitting the headlines. Meanwhile, as society becomes
increasingly aware of personal information protection, infringement cases deemed common in the past are
now much criticized by the public.
The Network Security Law entered into force on June 1, 2017, givi g Chi a s legal f a e o k of data
protection its initial shape. Since the law became effective, administrative departments have been intensifying
their enforcement in the data field, and there have been an increasing number of companies punished for
failing to properly protect data. These changes in the internal and external environment have imposed new
requirements of compliance management, compelling companies to treat data compliance as a completely
separate task, which has become an integral part of a company's compliance management process.
Months of surveys jointly conducted by MWE China Law Offices and LexisNexis found that quite a number of
enterprises have begun to recognize their obligation of compliance. However, the lack of a startup and
operation mechanism connecting legal compliance and technical reality is a relatively common concern. We
also noticed an increasing number of enterprises are finding instituting cross-border data compliance practices
quite troublesome.
In 2014 we established the MWE Data Center, a pioneering resource in the field of data compliance. This
resource has been crucial to clients in the launch of their data compliance programs, assessing their data
security risks and providing protection for compliance management.
In addition, and in conjunction with LexisNexis, we have prepared and issued the PRC Data Protection Annual
Review 2018, which, on the basis of a thorough survey, includes a comprehensive layout of the various
supervision authorities involved in data compliance and enforcement, in the hope of setting new standards for
the health de elop e t of usi esses i Chi a s speedil ha gi g digital e i o e t.

Leon Liu
Attorney at Law
Feb. 24, 2018
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LexisNexis Legal & Professional is a leading global provider of content and technology solutions that enable
professionals in legal, corporate, tax, government, academic and non-profit organizations to make informed
decisions and achieve better business outcomes. As a digital pioneer, the company was the first to bring legal
information online with its Lexis® services.
Today, LexisNexis Legal & Professional harnesses leading-edge technology and world-class content to help
professionals work in faster, easier and more effective ways. Through close collaboration with its customers,
the company ensures organizations can leverage its solutions to reduce risk, improve productivity, increase
profitability and grow their business. LexisNexis Legal & Professional, which serves customers in more than 175
countries with 10,000 employees worldwide, is part of RELX Group PLC, a world-leading provider of
information solutions for professional customers across industries.
For more information, you may visit: www.lexisnexis.com.cn; www.lexiscn.com.

MWE China Offices (MWE China) is a PRC-licensed law firm established in 2007. It is headquartered in
Shanghai and has a branch office in Beijing. Upon its founding, MWE China established a strategic alliance with
the internationally renowned law firm, McDermott Will & Emery LLP. It was the first instance of a western law
firm creating a formal relationship of this kind with a Chinese law firm.
In 2014, MWE China established the innovative and pioneering MWE China Data Center, which received
extensive attention due to its unique combination of the strategic alliance framework and its domestic and
i te atio al esou es. MWE Chi a s st ategi allia e odel helps a oid the obstacles of a foreign law firm
operating in China, in particular the restrictions on PRC-licensed attorneys practicing law in China. The
strategic alliance also enables MWE China to effectively use its powerful resources in other jurisdictions when
dealing with complicated international legal matters and successfully resolve the challenges that local law
firms would face when handling cases with international aspects.
As one of the first law firms to focus on data consulting services in data privacy, data security, data local
storage, data transfer, and other information protection issues, MWE China has already deeply developed its
expertise and cultivated its talent, promoted the development of legal services in this field, and continuously
kept pace with customers' technological innovation and business needs. In this fast-changing and complicated
field, MWE China has seamlessly combined legal and technological services through its inventive techniques,
cutting-edge technologies, and its effective use of customers' internal resources. Our experienced lawyers are
continually updating and perfecting our methods and paths to achieve new solutions together with our
customers.
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particular how those enterprises are fulfilling their
obligations under the Network Security Law.

The implementation of the Network Security Law
means that all types of enterprises will be obliged to
assume the corresponding network security
obligations, posing major challenges to corporate
compliance in the field of data security. This
questionnaire is designed to help enterprises to
conduct basic surveys and analysis of their own data
compliance status, objectively review the status of
their own data management, and to help related
enterprises to conduct a preliminary assessment of
their data management compliance under the
Network Security Law framework so as to lay the
foundation for future improvements.

After months of research and analysis, this
report found that a great number of
enterprises have already begun to clue up
on data compliance obligations but lack an
operational mechanism to connect
compliance with the new law and the
technical reality of implementing a
compliance program. This problem will
directly affect the fulfillment of data
compliance obligations. The report also finds
that there are many enterprises whose
personnel are either unaware of their
statutory obligations or have not fulfilled
those obligations. This will pose enormous
risks to the operation of the enterprises,
resulting in possible network security
incidents arising at any time and will likely
lead to punishment by relevant authorities
for failure to comply. Therefore, it is
imperative for enterprises to understand and
implement data compliance.

In order to understand the reality of corporate data
compliance, MWE China Law Offices and LexisNexis
designed and issued tens of thousands of
questionnaires through various channels. The
nature of the respondents includes (without
limitation) state-owned enterprises, private
enterprises, wholly foreign-owned enterprises, Sinoforeign joint ventures etc., and covers a number of
sectors including as finance, manufacturing,
information services, leasing and commerce. The
questionnai e is desig ed to take the te pe atu e
of many enterprises across many different sectors in
respect of data security and compliance, and in
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Chapter 1

measures, this questionnaire contains a series of
specific questions tailored to focus on exactly this
issue.

Data Compliance
Response

The survey results (Table 1) show that 25.46% of the
respondents do not know whether their enterprise
has made adjustments or not; 7.41% of the
respondents clearly state that their enterprise has
not made any adjustment. The respondents of these
two groups account for 32.87% of the total. This
shows that at the current stage, some enterprises
still need to adjust and enhance their
countermeasures.

1. Countermeasures by
e te p ises afte the La ’s
entry into force

It is noteworthy that the enterprises surveyed have
already taken measures for cyber security, the most
common measures being the training on the
Network Security Law and the upgrading of privacy
policies. Of all enterprises surveyed, 11.11% have
established or updated relevant security
management systems and operating procedures.
However, this report finds that few
enterprises have introduced data
compliance reviews into related projects,
or consulted third-party professionals on
data compliance issues. No enterprise has
adopted technical measures to prevent the
theft of data by employees. This shows
that there is still room for improvement in
respect of data compliance.

Pursuant to the Network Security Law, practically all
enterprises can be included in the scope of network
operators. Thus enterprises should take the
initiative to adopt relevant measures to adapt to the
entry into force of the law. In order to understand
whether enterprises have taken the relevant
Table 1

Table 1

Conducted a comprehensive data
compliance review

Introduced a data compliance review in
related projects

Consulted third-party professionals on
data compliance issues

4.63%

0.93%

1.39%

Conducted training relating to the
Network Security Law

28.7%

Established or updated the relevant safety
management systems and operation productions

11.11%

Adopted technical measures to prevent
employees from stealing data

0.46%

Upgraded privacy policy

29.17%

34.72%

Others (please specify)

No adjustments have been made

Unclear

7.41%

25.46%
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This report also investigated whether the
enterprises had suffered cyber-attacks, data
leakage, or received user complaints due to
data problems. The results of the survey
(Table 2) show that 26.37% of the
enterprises have been threatened by
network security breaches. Of these,
enterprises infected with computer viruses
account for 15.74%, and the enterprises
that suffered network paralysis or data
leakage account for over 6%. Of the
respondents, 37.04% are unclear about
whether or not they have suffered cyberattacks and received complaints by users.
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public security authority and other
relevant authorities shall be responsible
for protecting, supervising and
administering network security within
the scope of their respective
espo si ilities. The efo e, the deg ee
of liaiso
et een enterprises and
relevant authorities can reflect, to a
certain extent, the current degree of
enforcement and the relevant
autho it s e phasis o et o k
security issues.

Table 2
Experienced network paralysis

7.87%
.87%

15.74%

Infected with a computer virus

5.74%

Experienced website defacement

4.63%
.63%

Suffered data leakage
Received user complaints about personal
information

6.02%

4.17%
.17%

Others (please specify)

0.46%
.46%

No

36.57%
6.57%

Unclear

37.04%

This report investigates the situation in
which the relevant authorities
communicate with or inspect the
enterprises interviewed with regard to
network security or data protection.

7.04%

The results of the survey (Table 3) show
that the employers of the respondents
communicate mostly with cyberspace
administration authorities, reflecting the leading
role of the national cyberspace administration

It can be seen from Table 2 that among the various
forms of cyber security threats, operating systems
being infected with computer viruses is relatively
common. This report suggests that network
operators should make advance preparations to
prevent computer viruses. As regards other
potential incidents, such as website defacement,
data leakage, and network paralysis, this report
recommends that enterprises should also make
contingency plans in advance to curtail losses
caused by these network security threats.

2. Liaison with the relevant
authorities
The authorities responsible for cyber security are
mainly cyberspace administration authority, public
security authority, and communication
management authority. Each authority supervises
according to the division of responsibilities.
Pursuant to Article 8 of the Network Security Law,
the national cyberspace administration authority is
responsible for the overall planning and
coordination of network security work and relevant
supervision and administration work. The relevant
telecommunications authority of the State Council,
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authority in the field of network security
supervision. To carry out rigorous data
protection supervision and management, each
authority is governed by a series of regulatory
obligations which include specific requirements
relevant to various sectors. The communication
between enterprises and the supervisory
authorities not only assists the government and
enterprises to gather suggestions and feedback,
but also helps enterprises to improve the
compliance requirements. Therefore, this report
suggests that enterprises should take the
initiative to communicate with cyberspace
administration authorities, public security
authorities, and communication management
autho ities so as to i p o e the e te p ise’s
compliance.

Table 3

Yes, cyberspace

18.98%

administration authority

Yes, public security authority

9.6%

(network police)

Yes, communication
management authority

Yes, others authorities

8.8%

3.24%

(please specify)

None of the above

39.35%

authorities

Unclear
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there were cases in which administrative penalties
were imposed due to the failure to implement the
graded protection evaluation and graded filing
necessary for the graded protection system for
cyber security.1 Therefore, this report suggests that
enterprises should undergo certifications through
qualified graded protection assessment agencies or
refer to national standards for graded protection
assessments in order to implement and enhance the
graded protection assessment.

Chapter 2
Basic Obligations of
Cyber Security
The Network Security Law defines network
operators as the owners, the administrators of the
network and network service providers. This means
that all enterprises that have their own website, set
up a local area network, or manage industrial
control systems shall have the status of a network
operator. An enterprise may have several definitions
under the Network Security Law. For example, it
may be the provider of network products or
services, and also a network operator. Moreover,
enterprises should make clear whether they are the
critical information infrastructure operators. The
obligations that enterprises should assume can only
be more clearly defined on this basis.

2. Obligations of security
protection
Article 21 of the Network Security Law specifies the
security protection obligations that network
operators should fulfill, including but not limited to:
 formulating an internal security management
system and operating procedures
 determining the individual responsible for cyber
security
 adopting measures such as data classification and
encryption
 developing an emergency plan for cyber security.

1. Obligations of classified
protection assessment

6.94%

Figure 1

As per the graded protection system for network
security stipulated in Article 21 of the Network
Security Law, an enterprise, as a network operator,
shall fulfill the obligations of security protection
according to the requirements of the graded
protection system for cyber security. This report
contains special questions designed to investigate
the status of graded protection assessment in
enterprises.

5.09%
2.78%

0.93%

53.24%

31.02%

As shown above, the survey results (Figure 1) show
that 31.02% of the respondents do not faithfully
fulfill this obligation. This reflects a noteworthy
status quo, namely that some network operators
are not aware at this stage of the importance of
regular graded protection evaluation. After the
Network Security Law was promulgated in 2017,

Assessed as Class I or II
Assessed as Class III
Assessed as Class IV
Assessed as Class V
Not assessed
Unclear

1
See the case in which the Tea he s Training School website of
Huaiyuan County, Anhui Province received administrative penalt
ies for its failure to implement the classified protection system.
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neglect of certain obligations by critical information
infrastructure operators, which increases the risk of
illegal activities. Therefore, enterprises that may be
involved in critical information infrastructure should

The fulfillment of these obligations is one of the
most important duties of corporate data
compliance. This report investigates the
implementation status of the above-mentioned
security obligations in the enterprises interviewed.
The results of the survey are shown in Table 4.

Table 4

Since the enterprises interviewed include general
network operators and critical information
infrastructure operators, this report analyzes the
results of the survey separately.

Formulate an internal security management system and
operating procedures
3.24%

The first four options set out in this report are the
obligations to be performed by general network
operators under the Network Security Law. The
report finds that as shown in Table 4, 3.24% of the
respondents have developed an internal network
security management system and operating
procedures. This obligation is rarely fulfilled. About
50% of respondents have determined the individual
responsible for cyber security, adopted technical
measures to prevent computer viruses and cyberattacks, network intrusion and other acts harmful to
cyber security, as well as implemented measures for
data classification, important data backup and
encryption. Based on this, this report considers that
some enterprises have not fully performed their
obligations as general network operators and not
instituted the appropriate technical measures
needed to be taken to reduce the compliance risks.

Determine the individual responsible for network security
51.85%
Take technical measures to prevent computer viruses and cyberattacks, network intrusion and other acts harmful to cyber security

57.41%
Adopt measures for data classification, important data backup
and encryption

52.78%
Periodically conduct network security education, technical training
and skill assessment for practitioners

0%
Institute disaster recovery backup for critical systems and
databases
0.93%

This report also lists the additional obligations that
critical information infrastructure operators should
perform under the Network Security Law. According
to the results of this report, about two-thirds of the
enterprises surveyed may have business related to
critical information infrastructure. However, the
results of this report (Table 4) show that enterprises
do not attach importance to corresponding
additional obligations of critical information
infrastructure operators: Only 33.33% of the
enterprises surveyed have formulated emergency
plans for network security incidents, and less than
1% of enterprises have created disaster recovery
backups of important systems and databases. At the
same time, no enterprises surveyed periodically
conduct network security education, technical
training and skill assessment for practitioners. This
report believes that the survey results reflect the

Formulate emergency plans for network security incidents
33.33%
Others (please specify)
0.46%

None
5.56%

Unclear
14.81%
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pay due attention to the fulfillment of related
obligations.

also strictly abide by the time limit stipulated in the
Network Security Law.

3. Obligation of review of user
information

Figure 2
9.72%

Pursuant to Article 24 of the Network Security Law,
when network operators handle network access and
domain registration services for users, handle
network access formalities for fixed-line or mobile
phone users, or provide users with information
publication services, instant messaging services and
other services, they must ensure users provide real
identity information at the time of signing
agreements or confirming the provision of services.
Otherwise, network operators should not provide
them with relevant services. This report contains
questions based on this obligation.

46.30%

40.28%
3.70%
Retained for less than 6 months
Retained for 6 months or more
Not retained

This report (Figure 3) shows that only 0.93% of
respondents clearly expressed that they did not
provide the above services, and a vast majority of
respondents did not require users to submit real

Unclear

Log retention period, as an obligation stipulated
under the Network Security Law is easily overlooked
by enterprises and is also included in the special
issues in this report. According to the relevant
provisions of the Network Security Law, network
operators should take technical measures to
monitor and record network operating status and
network security incidents, and retain the relevant
logs for at least six months in accordance with the
regulations. The results of this report (Figure 2)
show that only 40.28% of enterprises have actually
fulfilled the obligations of log retention under the
Network Security Law, and nearly half of the
respondents say they are unclear about these.

Figure 3

0.93%

1.39%

0%

97.69%

This report reminds enterprises that a weblog plays
an important role in tracing illegal operations and
unauthorized access, maintaining cyber security and
investigating cyber-crime.2 The Network Security
Law will from henceforth act as the chief legal
authority for the retention of logs. Therefore, this
report suggests that the legal personnel in each
enterprise interviewed should not only urge the
enterprise to fulfill its obligations to retain logs, but

Users must submit real identity information
Users are not required to submit real identity information
Our enterprise does not provide the above services
Unclear

identify information or were unclear about the
implementation of this obligation. It can be seen
that the fulfill e t of the use ’s eal ide tit

2
See the I te p etatio of the Net o k Se u it La of the
People s Repu li of Chi a, Ya g He i g, Chief Edito , Chi ese
Legal Publishing House, edition 2017, p. 50.
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obligations under the Network Security Law is not
satisfactory. This report reminds enterprises that
this obligation is not only a statutory mandatory
obligation, but also of great significance since the
NPC Sta di g Co
ittee set do the De isio o
St e gthe i g Net o k I fo atio P ote tio i
2012. If the enterprises, as network operators,
a ot faithfull fulfill the use s eal-identity
system obligations when providing the above
services, the enterprises will face high compliance
risks.

three measures were implemented by a very small
number of enterprises. For example, 0.46% of
e te p ises adopt the Fi st e ie a d the issue
easu e, . % of e te p ises adopt a hi e
ke o d lo ki g , a d . % of e te p ises ope
the use o plai ts ha el . The esta lish e t of
a user complaints channel is an obligation under
Article 49 of the Network Security Law. In addition,
0.46% of enterprises are planning to take
countermeasures. However, 98.15% of the
enterprises surveyed are not clear about these
common countermeasures. The analysis of this
report shows that the possible causes are as
follows:
1. the measures listed in this report are strongly
technical during implementation for the
respondents to understand;
2. the information management obligations under
the Network Security Law are not fully
implemented;

4. Obligation of patrol of public
information
Article 47 of the Network Security Law concerns the
et o k i fo atio se u it egulatio s a d
requires network operators to faithfully strengthen
the management of information published by users.
This form of management should be divided into:
(1) obligations before the
event;
(2) obligations after the
Manual inspection
event
The questionnaire poses
problem scenarios regarding
obligations before the event,
with a view to understanding
whether or not an enterprise
has fulfilled its information
inspection obligations on illegal
and non-compliance
information.
As seen in Table 5 above, the
items in this report list several
common measures that
network operators use to
manage information release,
such as manual inspections,
machine blocking of keywords,
and so on. However, the results
of the survey (Table 5) show
that only a few respondents
have taken the above
measures. Of the five measures
listed in the questionnaire, only

Table 5

0%

First review and then issue
0.46%

Machine keyword blocking
0.93%

User complaints channel
0.46%

Covert operation (namely the sender s terminal shows that relevant information is successfully
sent, but this is visible to the sender rather than the receiver)
0%

Others (please specify)
0%

No countermeasures
0%

Being planned
0.46%

Unclear
98.15%
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3. enterprises may not have a thorough
understanding of the clauses, giving
consideration only to the remedial measures
after the violation of laws and regulations, while
ignoring the preventive measures.

The results of the survey in Table 6 show that 33.8%
of enterprises express that they would immediately
stop transmission, perform deletion or take other
measures to prevent information diffusion when
discovering any illegal information; 20.83% of
enterprises expressed that they would save the
relevant records and report to the relevant
authorities; a few enterprises would take other
measures or there were no countermeasures;
57.41% of enterprises said they were unclear.

This report appears to have unearthed a real
problem, which is that, for whatever reason,
enterprises do not pay attention to
countermeasures against illegal information
processing.

This obligation is an ex post facto obligation. Before
the illegal information occurs, the general practice
of e te p ises is to sho that the ill take these
measures. Therefore, this report also recommends
that enterprises include this obligation in the
relevant rules and regulations concerning data
compliance, and at the same time ensure that there
is a process by which problems are swiftly and
properly addressed.

5. Obligation of illegal
information disposal
This report must also consider obligations after the
event, with a view to investigating the disposal
measures for enterprises after finding illegal
information in the management process. In order to
understand the implementation of the disposal
measures, the questionnaire contains tailored
questions.

6. Obligation of third-party
security confidentiality

Table 6
Immediately stop transmission, delete, and take other measures to prevent
information diffusion
33.8%

Save relevant records and report to competent authorities
20.83%
Others (please specify)
2.31%

No countermeasures
1.39%

Unclear
57.41%
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Pursuant to Article 36 of the Network
Security Law, to purchase network products
and services, key information infrastructure
operators should enter into security
confidentiality agreements with providers in
accordance with the provisions outlined.
Although this obligation is a legal
requirement that must be fulfilled by critical
information infrastructure operators (based
on corporate compliance and best practice
considerations, as well as avoidance of
unnecessary legal disputes) this report
suggests that each network operator should
sign a written security confidentiality
agreement when making a purchase from a
third party. In order to understand the
signing of security confidentiality
agreements, the questionnaire in this report
contains related questions.
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According to the survey results (Figure 4), all the
enterprises surveyed have made purchases from
third parties, but only 1.39% of them have signed
confidentiality agreements. Up to 97.69% of the
enterprises are unclear about the signing of such
agreement.

Figure 4

0%

1.39%
0.93%

This report considers that procurement from third
parties may increase the risk of a leak of corporate
privacy data. In order to promote normal
procurement business, while protecting corporate
data security as far as possible, the practice of
signing confidentiality agreements to regulate a
thi d pa t s eha io is o th of efe e e fo
enterprises.

97.69%

No procurement
Sign security confidentiality agreement during procurement
Do not sign security confidentiality agreement during procurement
Unclear
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Chapter 3

Table 8
Collect personal information

Data Protection

54.63%
Generate and collect important data (such as account
information in financial services, personal credit information,
food safety traceability identification information in the food and
drug industry, etc.)

1. Data collection and
utilization

34.26%

In the era of big data, collecting personal
information assists enterprises in providing users
with more accurate, higher quality services.
However, improper collection and use of data
increases the risk of corporate infringement of
personal information or unfair competition. In order
to understand how enterprises obtain data, the
questionnaire in this report contains the
corresponding questions.

No for the above
17.59%
Unclear
15.28%

information, or generate and collect important data
during the operation process, the questionnaire in
this report also contains the following questions.

The results of the survey, as shown in Table 7, show
significant collection of data by enterprises through
various means. This report highlights that
enterprises are obliged to ensure data security,
regardless of the channel of data collection.

The results of the survey in Table 8 show that more
than half of the enterprises surveyed expressed that
they would collect personal information of users;
about one-third of enterprises confirmed that
important data is generated and collected; only a

In addition, in order to understand whether the
e te p ises i te ie ed olle t use s pe so al

Table 7

Generated by
production or
operation

Collected from
registered users

Purchased directly Public data
from a third party collected from
the internet

- 12 -

Obtained through
Others (please
cooperation with third specify)
parties

Unclear
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ules of data olle tio a d use
personal information.

few enterprises said that they did not collect
personal information of users nor generate or
collect important information.

he

olle ti g

Firstly, the questionnaire questions in Table 9 also
list different ways of presentation, though some do
not automatically prompt users and so have certain
o plia e isks. The e ha ed otifi atio
ethod est eets the e ui e e ts to dis lose
a d lea l otif . The efo e, this epo t
e o
e ds that e te p ises adopt e ha ed
notification methods to avoid compliance risks.

In order to confirm whether the collection of
personal information by enterprises at this stage is
in compliance with the Network Security Law, the
questionnaire in this report also contains the
following questions:
Table 9

The second consideration is whether users need to
give consent to the relevant rules regarding the
collection and use of their personal information
when they use the websites of the enterprises
surveyed or web services and products provided by
the enterprises surveyed. The purpose of this
question is to understand whether enterprises
obtain the consent of users when collecting and
using the personal information of users.

The relevant link is displayed when the user is registered,
and the user can enter a separate page showing the rules
21.3%
When the user is registered the relevant rules are directly
displayed through pop-up windows and other enhanced
notification methods
23.61%
When the user is registered relevant rules are directly
displayed without enhanced pop-up window
notification

Pursuant to the relevant provisions of the Network
Security Law, enterprises should still obtain the
use s o se t afte dis losi g the ules fo the
collection and use of personal information to users.
This is a o se sual p o ess. This uestio as set
on the basis of the previous question. The survey
results (Figure 5) show that only half of enterprises

11.11%
Others (please
specify)
6.48%
Do not show users the
corresponding rules
4.17%

Figure 5

Do not collect personal
information of user

48.15%
0%

42.59%

Unclear
39.81%

First, whether enterprises display the rules for the
collection and use of personal information and the
methods they display it in the process of collecting
use s pe so al i fo atio .

9.26%
Use s eed to Cli k to ag ee elated ules du i g
registration
Use s do ot eed to Cli k to ag ee elated ules
during registration
Unclear

The results of the survey in Table 9 show that most
enterprises adopt various methods to inform users
of the rules for collecting information. This is in line
with the relevant provisions of the Network Security
La that et o k ope ato s should dis lose thei

su e ed e ui e use s to Cli k to ag ee he
personal information is collected. For enterprises
- 13 -
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that do ot ha e Cli k to ag ee , this epo t
highlights that use s pe so al i fo atio a ot
and should not be used without consent, even if the
enterprise has publicly and explicitly disclosed the
rules. Therefore, this report suggests that relevant
enterprises should make corresponding adjustments
to the above steps to reduce the compliance risks.

Of the enterprises surveyed, 4.17% do not allow
users to delete and correct their personal
information. This obviously does not safeguard the
legitimate rights of users. Of the enterprises
surveyed, 43.5% allow users to delete their personal
information, and 28.8% of the enterprises surveyed
allow users to correct their personal information.
This shows that some of the enterprises surveyed
only guarantee the right of users to delete their
personal information based on the efficiency. The
Network Security Law stipulates that users have the
right to both delete and correct their personal
information. Therefore, this report considers that
some enterprises do not sufficiently protect use s
rights to delete and correct their personal
information.

When collecting and using personal information,
enterprises should also note that Article 43 of the
Network Security Law gives users the right to delete
and correct their personal information. The next
questionnaire of this report contains the following
questions.
The results of the survey in this report (Table 10)
show that network operators do not provide
suffi ie t gua a tees fo use s’ ights to pe fo
deletion and correction.

Of the enterprises surveyed, 12.96% allow users to
request deletion of their personal information, but
without notifying them of the specific methods;
9.72% of the enterprises surveyed allow users to
request correction without informing them of the
specific methods. This report considers that these
practices have hindered users from exercising their
right of deletion and correction stipulated in the
Network Security Law. This report suggests that
e te p ises should full p ote t use s ights to
delete and correct their personal information in
order to eliminate compliance risks.

Table 10
Do not allow users to request deletion or correction
4.17%
Allow users to request deletion and offer specific methods
30.09%

Table 11

Allow users to request deletion without offering specific
methods

66.2%
5.09%
14.81%
22.22%

12.96%
Allow users to request correction and offer specific
methods
18.98%
Allow users to request correction without offering specific
methods
9.72%
No privacy policy
3.7%
Mainland China

Unclear

Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan

53.70%

- 14 -
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2. Cross-border transmission of
data
The Network Security Law has made provisions for
the domestic storage and cross-border transmission
of data. In order to understand the domestic storage
and cross-border transmission of data by the
enterprises surveyed, the questionnaire investigates
the enterprises surveyed from the following
perspectives:
First, the place where the enterprises store data
generated or collected by operations in the territory
of China. The results of the survey (Table 11)
indicate that 66.2% of the enterprises surveyed
store the data generated or collected in domestic
operations in mainland China, and 14.81% store it
overseas. For those enterprises that store data
overseas, the legal issues arising from cross-border
data transmission are particularly important.

Table 12

Second, enterprises consider the factors related to
choosing the storage place of data. The results of
the survey (Table 12) show that more than 60% of
enterprises take into consideration the costs,
policies, laws, regulations and technical factors
represented by each possible jurisdiction. It can be
seen that most enterprises indeed incorporate laws
and regulations into their consideration. This report
suggests that another small group of enterprises
attach importance to the specifications on data
storage in China. When considering costs and
technical factors, they also consider whether they
are in compliance with policies and regulations, and
carry out business on the basis of legal compliance,
in order to avoid compliance risks.

62.96%

68.98%

Costs

Policy/
law

60.65%

Technology

9.26%

Others (please
specify)

Table 13
Execute cross-border transmission and conduct export security
assessment of data
11.57%
Execute cross-border transmission but do not conduct export
security assessment of data
10.65%
No cross-border transmission of data
44.44%
Unclear
33.33%

Third, enterprises execute cross-border transmission
of personal information and important data. The
results of the survey (Table 13) indicate that 10.65%
of e te p ises e e ute oss-border transmission
ut do ot o du t data e it se u it assess e t .
This report highlights that the assessment of data
export security for cross-border transmission is
clearly stipulated under the Network Security Law,
and enterprises should attach great importance to
this.
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Part II
Overview of
Regulatory
Authorities
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Let us first consider a hypothetical
scenario. A Swedish company
establishes a foreign-invested
enterprise in Shanghai, provides
products (services) for the Chinese
market online in Chinese, offers the
function for reviewing products and
services, and stores all data
concerning Chinese users on its
server located in Europe. Under such
circumstances, European enterprises
not only need to undertake the
obligation of personal data
protection which the European
Union sets forth under the General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR),
but also faces the pressure of data
monitoring in China. If the company
wishes to conduct lawful and compliant business
operations in China, it should first undertake
record filing at the relevant industry and
information technology authority, and, based on
the specific needs of their business, determine
hethe it eeds to o a o tai a alue added
tele o
u i atio usi ess li e se. Se o d, the
company needs to register at the public security
agency within thirty (30) days of the operation of
the website. If commencing the operation of new
business(es), the company also needs to pay
attention to the requirements of security
assessment laws and regulations for new
businesses (but currently, it is only at the stage of
solicitation for opinions). After the website is
launched, it is the public security authority that is
mainly responsible for the supervision and
management of cyber operation security, such as
grade protection. The authorities of industry and
information technology are mainly responsible for
the supervision and regulation of internet licenses

and real-name registration. The cyberspace
administration authorities are chiefly in charge of
content regulation, local storage of data, and so
forth. As well as this scrutiny, the company is also
subject to supervision by the specific industries.
It is clear that enterprises ought to properly handle
their relationship with the supervisory authorities
during their operations. There are multiple
administrative authorities that monitor
enterprises data p ote tio i Chi a. This epo t
selects and analyzes the authorities that are most
closely related to data regulations, namely the
authority cyberspace administrations, the public
security authority bureaus, and the authority of
industry information technology. The three
autho ities’ s ope of egulato o e sight o e laps
in some respect and is distinct in others.
Therefore, data compliance for enterprises
requires specifying structures, responsibilities, and
enforcement of different government authorities.

- 17 -
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Chapter IV
Cyberspace
Administration
Authorities

Mo
Offi
Offi
Offi
Offi

ile I te et Ma age e t Offi e
e of So ial Wo ks
e of I te et Se u it Coo di atio
e of Digital I fo atio Ma age e t
e of I te atio al Coope atio

The Network Security Law enumerates the major
responsibilities of the cyberspace administrations
as follows:
 The
e spa e ad i ist atio autho it is
espo si le fo the o e all pla i g a d
oo di atio of et o k se u it o k a d
ele a t supe isio a d ad i ist atio o k.
A ti le
 The atio al
e spa e ad i ist atio autho it
shall, i o e t ith the ele a t autho ities
u de the State Cou il, fo ulate a d elease
the atalog of iti al et o k se u it
e uip e t a d spe ialized et o k se u it
p odu ts, a d p o ote the utual e og itio of
se u it e tifi atio a d se u it dete tio
esults. A ti le
 The
e spa e ad i ist atio autho it shall
oope ate ith othe autho ities to o du t
se u it e ie of the pu hase ope ato s of
iti al i fo atio i f ast u tu es. A ti le
 The
e spa e ad i ist atio autho it shall
e ie i po ta t oss- o de data se t
iti al i fo atio i f ast u tu es ope ato s a d
i po ta t pe so al i fo atio a out iti al
i fo atio i f ast u tu es ope ato s. A ti le
 The
e spa e ad i ist atio autho it shall
a out o e all a a ge e t fo the p ote tio
of iti al i fo atio i f ast u tu es. A ti le
 The
e spa e ad i ist atio autho it shall
a out o e all a a ge e t a d oo di atio
fo ele a t autho ities to st e gthe the
olle tio , a al sis a d
 otifi atio of i fo atio o
e se u it , a d
pu lish the et o k se u it o ito i g a d

1. Overview of the Authorities
The Office of the Central Leading Group for
Cyberspace Affairs was established on February 27,
2014. It aims to enhance network security
protection and promote the implementation of
information strategies. The Office of the Central
Leading Group for Cyberspace Affairs is the
working body of the Central Leading Group for
Cyberspace Affairs and assumes specific
responsibilities.
The Cyberspace Administration of China (CAC) is
the internet information regulatory agency
esta lished ith the State Cou il s app o al i
early May, 2011. The Cyberspace Administration of
China and the Office of the Central Leading Group
fo C e spa e Affai s fo
o e i stitutio ith
t o a es. It is the o ki g od of oth the
State Council, and the Communist Party of China.3
Cyberspace administration operates at both
national and local levels: local cyberspace
administration authorities are established at
provincial level (including autonomous regions and
municipalities), city level, and district level.
National cyberspace administration authorities
consist of4:
 Offi e of I te et Co
e ta
 Offi e of O li e Ne s Disse i atio
 Offi e of I te et a d So iet
 Offi e of I fo atizatio De elop e t
O the e site of the State Cou il of the People s Repu li
of Chi a u de the State Cou il Wo ki g Bodies se tio ; it
can be seen that the Cyberspace Administration of China and
the Office of the Central Leading Group for Cyberspace Affairs
are indeed the same institution with two names. It is also
listed as the working body of the Communist Party of China.
3

Available at http://www.gov.cn/guowuyuan/zuzhi.htm, last
visited on October 30, 2017.
4 Gazette fo the Pu li Sele tio of Leade ship at Autho it
Level in 2014 by the Office of the Central Leading Group for
C e spa e Affai s. Available at
http://www.cac.gov.cn/2014-10/28/c_1113794507.htm. Last
visited on December 13, 2017.
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ea l - a i g i fo atio o a u ified asis i
a o da e ith ele a t p o isio s. A ti le
 The
e spa e ad i ist atio autho it shall
oo di ate ele a t autho ities ith the ai of
esta lishi g a d i p o i g the et o k se u it
isk e aluatio a d e e ge
espo se
e ha is , fo ulati g e e ge
espo se
pla s fo et o k se u it i ide ts, a d
o ga izi g d ills o a egula asis. A ti le

and disclosing all kinds of illegal websites,
accounts, and other false travel information that
mislead and defraud consumers pursuant to laws
and regulations. The previous findings of this
report (see Table 3) show that 18.89% of the
i te ie ees e te p ises ha e ee o ta ted
the cyberspace administration authorities,
reflecting the leading role of the national
cyberspace administration authorities in the field
of network security supervision.

In addition to the Network Security Law, the
Surveying and Mapping Law also stipulates that the
governmental administration at or above the
county level, administrative authorities for
surveying, mapping and geo-information,
cyberspace administration authorities, and other
relevant authorities shall work together to
strengthen the supervision and administration of
map preparation, release, display and publishing as
well as the Internet map services. According to the
Circular of the General Office of the State Council
on Strengthening Overall Tourism Supervisory
Inspection, the cyberspace administration
authorities are responsible for cleaning up false
travel information on the internet, investigating

Although the Network Security Law has granted
the cyberspace administration authorities the
power to coordinate the work of different
autho ities, The P og ess Repo t Rega di g the
Implementation of the Network Security Law of the
People s Repu li of Chi a a d the De isio of the
Sta di g Co
ittee of the Natio al People s
Congress on Strengthening Information Protection
on Networks by the Panel on the Monitoring of
Law Enforcement of the Standing Committee of
the Natio al People s Co g ess of the People s
Repu li of Chi a states that et o k se u it
regulation still encounters the problem of
u defi ed espo si ilities, a el the issues of
unclear authority, regulating separately, shuffling
Table 14

Responsibility

Legal Basis

Establish a cybersecurity
information sharing mechanism

Article 21 of the Administrative Provisions on the Internet News Information Services
Article 38 of the Regulations on Critical Information Infrastructure Security Protection (Draft
for Soliciting Opinions)

Accept reporting of violations by
individuals and organizations and
supervise the handling of reports of
violations

Article 15 of the Administrative Provisions on the Internet User Public Account Information
Services
Article 12 of the Administrative Provisions on the Internet Group Information Services
Article 13 of the Measures on Security Assessment of Cross-border Data Transfer of Personal
Information and Important Data

Accept the record filing of internet
service providers

Article 7 of the Administrative Provisions on the Internet User Public Account Information
Services
Article 7 of the Administrative Provisions on the Internet Group Information Services

Accept applications for relevant
administrative licenses and make
the relevant decisions

Article 9 of the Administrative Provisions on the Internet News Information Services
Article 11 of Implementation Matters on the Management of Licensing Related to Internet
News Information Services

Set up dishonesty blacklist systems
and mechanism of disciplinary
interviews

Article 21 of the Administrative Provisions on the Internet News Information Services
Articles 3 to 8 of the Provisions on the Interview of Entities Providing Internet News
Information Services
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responsibilities, and low efficiency. The cyberspace
administration authorities do not exercise the lawgranted coordination power effectively. In some
places, the problem of multiple agencies exerting
network security management is ongoing.
However, as well as network security incidents
su h as i fo atio leakage, a d isuse of use s
private information, users also frequently
encounter the problem of having nowhere to file a
complaint, and the problem of different authorities
pushing responsibilities around. Therefore,
enterprises need to face supervision at multiple
levels when conducting data compliance.

After the Network Security Law came into force,
the administrative penalties imposed by the
cyberspace administration authorities were
narrowed into three areas: (1) breach of
information content management obligations, (2)
generation and transmission of information that
violates the relevant laws and regulations, and (3)
failure to obtain the relevant licensing or file for
the record. For instance, the Beijing Cyberspace
Ad i ist atio i posed it s highest fi e o Si a
Weibo, ordering it to make rectification for its
failu e to o ito use s disse i atio of o s e e
and pornographic material, publication of
information inciting national hatred and other
comments. The Guangdong Cyberspace
Administration imposed its highest fine on Tencent
WeChat and ordered it to make rectification for its
failu e to o ito use s disse i atio of ate ial
featuring instances of violence and terrorism, false
rumors, obscene and pornographic information,
etc.

2. Administrative Powers
2.1 Administrative Penalties
On June 1, 2017, the Provisions on the
Administrative Law Enforcement Procedures for
Internet Information Content Management
enacted by the CAC came into force. They
stipulated that the cyberspace administration
authorities are the enforcement agencies under
the law, responsible for imposing administrative
penalties for conduct that violate the relevant
internet information content management laws
and regulations.

2.2 Administrative Licensing
According to the Administrative Provisions
concerning Internet News Information Services
that has been effective since June 1, 2017, the
license for Internet news information services
should be obtained before providing Internet news
information services to the public through either
an Internet website, application program, forum,
blog, microblog, public account, instant messaging
tool, Internet live streaming or other methods. As
of January 30, 2018, the Ce t al Go e
e ts
Internet News Information Service Agency has
granted licenses to 94 websites, 50 applications, 14
forums, six blogs, two micro-blogs, 292 public
accounts, one instant messaging tool, and three
live webcasts, totaling 462 service items.5

According to the Provisions on the Administrative
Law Enforcement Procedures for Internet
Information Content Management, the cyberspace
administration authorities have the authority to
summon internet information service providers for
disciplinary interviews before issuing
administrative penalties for their illegal conduct
pursuant to the relevant provisions. If the
administrative penalties issued by the internet
information authorities require the
telecommunications administration to shut down a
website, revoke the relevant permits for operation
of telecommunications business or cancel its
record filing, this should be transferred for the
telecommunications administration to handle.

According to the Administrative Provisions on the
Security Assessment of the New Technologies and
New Applications of Internet News Information
Services promulgated on December 1, 2017,
security assessment refers to activities where the
information security management systems and

The Licensi g I fo atio of the Ce t al Go e
e ts
Internet News Information Service Agency (as of January 30,
5

2018), available at http://www.cac.gov.cn/201801/30/c_1122342261.htm, last visited on January 31, 2018.
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technical safeguards of new technologies and new
applications are reviewed and assessed by
o side i g the platfo s e s a d pu li opi io
features and the social mobilization capabilities of
new technologies and new applications, as well as
the security risks represented by the resulting
information content. The CAC should be
responsible for the security assessment of all new
technologies and new applications at the national
level. The cyberspace administrations of all
provinces, autonomous regions and municipalities
directly under the Central Government shall be
responsible for the security assessment of new
technologies and new applications within their
respective administrative regions according to their
respective scope of duties. Moreover, the
cyberspace administration authorities will be able
to entrust third-party agencies to specifically
perform the security assessment of new
technologies and new applications.

shut down illegal websites in 22,587 cases in
unison with competent telecommunications
authorities, and transferred the evidence of 2,045
relevant cases to the judiciary. The websites
themselves shut down 3.17 million illegal or nonconforming account groups pursuant to the service
agreements.7
On December 29, 2017, the CAC instructed the
Beijing Cyberspace Administration to interview the
heads of Jin Ri Tou Tiao and iFeng News, regarding
the use s o ti uous disse i atio of
pornographic information and provision of illegal
internet news information services. They were
ordered to stop their illegal activities. The mobile
phone version of Jin Ri Tou Tiao was suspended
f o updati g fo
hou s, a d iFe g Ne s
mobile application was temporarily stopped from
updating for 12 hours.8
Therefore, internet news information service
providers should pay attention to content
monitoring.

2.3 Summoning for
Disciplinary Interviews

According to the Provisions on the Interview of
Entities Providing Internet News Information
Services, if entities providing internet news
information services have not effected reparation
according to the requirements, they will face
warnings, fines, suspension of business for
rectifications, revocation of licenses, etc. If the
illegal conduct still continues after several
disciplinary interviews, such entities will face
heightened punishments. At the end of January
, Si a Wei o iolated the State s i ternetrelated laws and regulations and monitoring
requirements, disseminating information both
seriously misleading and violating the relevant laws
and regulations, exerting severely adverse effects
on public opinion. The CAC requested that the
Beijing Cyberspace Administration summon those
responsible at Sina Weibo for disciplinary

According to the Provisions on the Interview of
Entities Providing Internet News Information
Services that came into force in 2015, being
summoned for disciplinary interview is an
administrative action enforced when news
information service providers seriously violate the
relevant laws or regulations. The cyberspace
administration of China or local authorities invite
the persons in charge for talks, issue oral warnings,
point out the problems and order rectifications.
Such interviews manifest the gist of soft law
enforcement.6
I
, the atio s
e spa e ad i ist atio
system summoned 2,003 websites for disciplinary
interviews, halted the updating of 1,370 websites,
a eled illegal e sites li e ses o e o d fili g,

Beiji g C e spa e Ad i ist atio Toda I ited I di iduals
Respo si le fo the Clie t s E d of Ji i Toutiao a d iFe g
News; The Two Enterprises Shall Temporarily Stop Any
Update. A aila le at
http://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/KkPLy0uiSZiO4wbvxmL7QA, last
visited on January 2, 2018.
8

6

MA MINHU, USER GUIDE TO THE NETWORK SECURITY LAW, The
Natio al People s Co g ess Pu lishe s
p.
-229.
72003 Websites Invited for Interviews! National Cyberspace
Ad i ist atio E fo e e t Wo k Re ie i
, a aila le
at https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/gSW8eDZy4t07du6UZ7gzRg,
last visited on February 5, 2018.
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interviews, and ordered it to conduct immediate
self-examination and thorough reparation. Sina
Weibo overhauled its most problematic sections,
and functions such as top search site, heated topic
site, Weibo Q&A function, top Weibo stars,
relationships column and square relationship
headlines column were suspended for a week.
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e e ise the follo i g supe iso fu tio s a d
po e s ith espe t to the p ote tio of o pute
i fo atio s ste s se u it :
 Supe ise, i spe t a d guide o k o p ote ti g
o pute i fo atio s ste s se u it
 I estigate a d deal ith illegal a ti ities that
e da ge o pute i fo atio s ste s se u it
 Pe fo othe supe iso duties ith espe t to
the p ote tio of o pute i fo atio s ste s
se u it

Chapter V
Public Security
Authorities
1. Overview of the Authorities
Withi the a ea of
e se u it , the Mi ist of
Pu li Se u it is espo si le fo di e ti g a d
supe isi g lo al pu li se u it o ga s i defe se
o k elated to State o ga s, so ial o ga izatio s,
e te p ises a d i stitutio s, a d ke o st u tio
p oje ts as ell as pu li se u it ai te a e
o k elated to ass pu li se u it a d defe se
o ga izatio s, as ell as safet o ito i g o k
elated to pu li i fo atio et o ks. 9 The
p e ious fi di gs of this epo t Ta le sho that
. % of the espo de ts e te p ises ha e
o
u i ated ith o ee su je t to i spe tio s
pu li se u it autho ities o e
e se u it o
data p ote tio issues.

C e se u it o k is ai l u de take
e se u it autho ities esti g ithi pu li
se u it autho ities. The Mi ist of Pu li Se u it
has set up a
e se u it u eau,
e se u it
o ps at the le els of p o i es, auto o ous
egio s a d u i ipalities di e tl u de the
Ce t al Go e
e t,
e se u it deta h e ts at
the p efe tu al le el a d
e se u it
igades at
the dist i t a d ou t le els.

2. Administrative Powers
2.1 Administrative Licensing
and Registration

A o di g to A ti le of the Regulatio s o the
P ote tio of Co pute I fo atio S ste s
Se u it
Re isio , pu li se u it o ga s
Ta le

:C

e se u it Autho it Hie a h

Natio al le el

E a ple

C e se u it Bu eau of the Mi ist

P o i es,
auto o ous egio s
a d u i ipalities
di e tl u de the
Ce t al Go e
e t

C e se u it Co ps of
Beiji g Mu i ipal
Pu li Se u it Bu eau

P efe t le el

C e se u it B igade
of Do g he g B a h

Dist i t a d ou t
le els

I egist atio o k, the Natio al Pu li Se u it
O ga s I te et Se u it Ma age e t Se i e

C e se u it Co ps of
Sha ghai Mu i ipal
Pu li Se u it Bu eau

of Pu li Se u it

C e se u it Co ps of
Jia gsu P o i ial
Pu li Se u it
Autho it

C e se u it Co ps of
Gua gdo g P o i ial
Pu li Se u it
Autho it

C e se u it
Deta h e t of
Hua gpu B a h

C e se u it
Deta h e t of Suzhou
Mu i ipal Pu li
Se u it Bu eau

C e se u it
Deta h e t of
She zhe Mu i ipal
Pu li Se u it Bu eau

/

C e se u it B igade
of Gusu B a h

C e se u it B igade
of Futia B a h

/

Poli e statio

[No

9

Ministry of Public Security Overview,
http://app.mps.gov.cn:9000/gdnps/content.jsp?id=4949776,
last visited October 29, 2017.
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fo egist atio he the set up a e site, lau h
a app, et . a d hi h p o ides i fo atio
se i es to the pu li . A o di g to the Regist atio
Ma ual of the Natio al Pu li Se u it O ga s
I te et Se u it Ma age e t Se i e Platfo at
p ese t, egist atio ith pu li se u it odies is
all do e o the platfo .

Platfo a d the Chi a G aded C e se u it
P ote tio Net o k Se u it assu e the t o
i po ta t egist atio fu tio s e tio ed a o e,
a el egist atio fo i te atio al et o ki g
a d egist atio fo g aded p ote tio .

2.1.1 Registration for International
Networking

T pes of egist atio i lude egist atio fo
e sites, egist atio fo a ess p o ide s a d
egist atio fo app use s. A o di g to the
Regist atio Ma ual, egist atio fo o i te a ti e e sites is o pleted afte the
p eli i a audit; egist atio fo i te a ti e
e sites e ui es a fa e-to-fa e audit o field
i spe tio , hi h ould e a ied out at the ti e
i di ated i a SMS otifi atio . Afte e ei i g a
oti e of fa e-to-fa e audit f o the pu li se u it
o ga , the e tit o e ed shall i g the e ui ed
do u e ts to the pu li se u it o ga fo a
ate ial o plete ess he k a o di g to the ti e
i di ated i the SMS otifi atio . Afte e ei i g a
oti e of field audit f o the pu li se u it o ga ,
the e tit o e ed shall ake p epa atio s
a o di g to the ti e i di ated i the oti e a d
oope ate ith pu li se u it offi e s to o du t a
se u it i spe tio .

The Regulatio s o the P ote tio of Co pute
I fo atio S ste s Se u it set out the State
Cou il i
spe if that the Mi ist of Pu li
Se u it is i ha ge of the p ote tio of o pute
i fo atio s ste s se u it th oughout the
ou t , a d e ui e that the use s of
i te atio all et o ked o pute i fo atio
s ste s file ele a t do u e ts ith the pu li
se u it o ga s of people's go e
e ts at o
a o e the p o i ial le el fo egist atio .
The Ad i ist ati e Measu es fo Se u it
P ote tio fo the I te atio al Net o ki g of
Co pute I fo atio Net o ks set out the
Mi ist of Pu li Se u it i
spe if that the
o pute a age e t a d supe isio
o ga izatio of the Mi ist of Pu li Se u it is
espo si le fo the a age e t of se u it
p ote tio fo the i te atio al et o ki g of
o pute i fo atio et o ks. A ti le of the
Ad i ist ati e Measu es e ui es I te et
e te p ises to go th ough the fo alities fo
egist atio ith the odies desig ated the
pu li se u it o ga s of the people's go e
e ts
of the p o i es, auto o ous egio s, a d
u i ipalities di e tl u de the Ce t al
Go e
e t he e the a e do i iled, ithi
da s of the date o hi h the et o k se u it is
offi iall o e ted.

It is o th oti g that egist atio ith pu li
se u it o ga s is ot the sa e as egist atio
ith i dust a d i fo atio te h olog
autho ities. Regist atio ith the Mi ist of
I dust a d I fo atio Te h olog is ased o
the Ad i ist ati e Measu es o I te et
I fo atio Se i es laid out the State Cou il,
hi h e tio that "the State i ple e ts a
li e si g s ste fo fo -p ofit I te et i fo atio
se i es a d a egist atio s ste fo o -p ofit10
I te et i fo atio se i es". I the o te t of
i fo atio se i es, o tai i g a li e se is to
o tai a ICP usi ess li e se,11 a d egist atio is
egist atio fo ICPs. Regist atio fo ICPs is a ied

The Natio al Pu li Se u it O ga s I te et
Se u it Ma age e t Se i e Platfo is a
platfo
he e
et o k se u it ope ato s file
10

Regulations, and generally include mobile information service
licenses (SP licenses), Internet information service licenses (ICP
licenses), Internet data center licenses (IDC licenses), Internet
access service licenses (ISP licenses) and call center licenses.
This article will focus on discussing registration for ICPs, which
I will not repeat here.

Whether the company makes a profit has no bearing on
whether Internet information services are for-profit or nonprofit, which is determined based on whether users can use
information displayed on the website for free. This is generally
the case for commonly visited Internet sites.
11 ICP licenses are a kind of Value-added Telecommunications
Service Licenses stipulated in China's Telecommunications
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out i the ICP/IP add ess/do ai a e egist atio
a age e t s ste of the Mi ist of I dust
a d I fo atio Te h olog .

i ple e ted fo o pute i fo atio s ste s.
The State Cou il autho izes pu li se u it
autho ities to de elop spe ifi i ple e tatio
easu es. The Mi ist of Pu li Se u it has
fo ulated a se ies of egulatio s a d o ati e
do u e ts o e i g g aded p ote tio , as
sho i Ta le .

The i fo atio supplied i egist atio fo ICPs
ith the Mi ist of I dust a d I fo atio
Te h olog is al ost the sa e as that supplied i
egist atio ith the Mi ist of Pu li Se u it ,
e ept that the platfo fo suppl i g i fo atio
a d the legal asis a e diffe e t. U de the u e t
legal f a e o k, it a e u de stood that
egist atio ith the Mi ist of I dust a d
I fo atio Te h olog is a ad issio ti ket
a d a ki d of egist atio a d sto age of the asi
i fo atio of the e site ith the o pete t
autho it that e a les the e site to e o e ted
to the I te et, so e ie is la l i ple e ted i
egist atio fo ICPs. Regist atio ith the Mi ist
of Pu li Se u it puts o e e phasis o " et o k
se u it afte o e tio to the I te et"—e.g.,
e ui i g the appoi t e t of a "pe so i ha ge
of i fo atio se u it ," a d should e o pleted
ithi
da s of o e tio to the I te et.

A ti le of the Ad i ist ati e Measu es fo G aded
I fo atio Se u it P ote tio laid out the
Mi ist of Pu li Se u it o Ju e ,
stipulates that pu li se u it o ga s shall e
espo si le fo supe isi g, i spe ti g a d guidi g
o k o g aded i fo atio se u it p ote tio .
The Measu es also o tai detailed p o isio s o
g adi g, spe ifi i ple e tatio a d a age e t
ethods fo g aded p ote tio .
A ti le of the Measu es spe ifies the ate ials
to e filed fo egist atio fo g aded p ote tio .
Rega di g egist atio fo g aded p ote tio , the
ge e al p i iple is that egist atio is o l e ui ed
fo i fo atio s ste s that ha e ee assig ed
Le el o highe a d a e ha dled pu li se u it
o ga s at the le el of ities di ided i to dist i ts o
a o e. Fo the dete i atio of le els, the ge e al
p i iple is dis etio a g adi g. Whe e the e is a
o pete t autho it , app o al of the o pete t

2.1.2 Graded Protection
A o di g to the Regulatio s o the P ote tio of
Co pute I fo atio S ste s Se u it
Re isio , g aded se u it p ote tio is
Ta le
Do u e t No.

Regulatio Na e

Go g To g Zi [

] No.

Opi io s o the I ple e tatio of G aded I fo

Go g To g Zi [

] No.

Ad i ist ati e Measu es fo G aded I fo

atio Se u it P ote tio

atio Se u it P ote tio

Go g Xi A [

] No.

Noti e o Ca i g Out the Wo k of G adi g I po ta t I fo
Cou t fo the Pu pose of G aded Se u it P ote tio

Go g Xi A [

] No.

I ple e tatio Rules fo Regist atio fo G aded I fo

Go g Xi A [

] No.

Sta da ds fo Pu li Se u it O ga s' I spe tio Wo k fo G aded I fo
P ote tio

Go g Xi A [

] No.

Guidi g Opi io s o Ca i g out Se u it Co st u tio a d I p o e e t fo G aded
I fo atio Se u it P ote tio

Go g Xi A [

] No.

I fo

atio S ste

Se u it Le el Assess e t Repo t Te plate fo T ial I ple e tatio

Go g Xi A [

] No.

I fo

atio S ste

Se u it Le el Assess e t Repo t Te plate
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autho it shall e e ui ed. I additio , the se u it
p ote tio le els of t a s-p o i ial o atio al
u ified i fo atio s ste s a e u ifo l
dete i ed
o pete t autho ities. Fo a
i fo atio s ste to e assig ed Le el o
highe , the ope ato , use o o pete t autho it
should e uest a e ie
the Natio al E pe t
Re ie Co
ittee o G aded I fo atio Se u it
P ote tio .

authority may take asset freezing or other
necessary administrative coercive measures
against the institution, organization or individual.

2.3 Law Enforcement Patrols
O Ju e ,
, the fi st at h of Wei o, WeChat
a d Baidu Tie a a ou ts u ifo l a ked as
"e fo e e t pat ols
e poli e" e e
lau hed pu li se u it o ga s i
ities.12
The duties of
e poli e ai l i lude:
edu atio , pu li izi g i fo atio i te ded to
guide e tities o est p a ti e a d esol i g
o fli t. Offi ial a ou ts i so e egio s a e
used to epo t illegal a ti ities o li e, i ludi g
illegal fu d aisi g, p a id s he es,
tele o
u i atio s f aud, et .13

2.2 Administrative Penalties
The power to impose administrative penalties is an
important power by which public security
authorities enforce cybersecurity. According to the
Network Security Law, public security authorities
mainly undertake the following duties in the field
of cybersecurity and data protection:
 Impose administrative penalties for engaging in
activities that endanger cybersecurity; providing
programs or tools specifically used for
conducting activities that endanger
cybersecurity; or providing technical support,
advertising and promotion, payment and
settlement or any other kind of assistance to
others for conducting activities that endanger
cybersecurity;
 Impose administrative penalties for stealing or
otherwise illegally obtaining, selling or providing
personal information to others;
 Impose administrative penalties for setting up
websites or communication groups for carrying
out illegal activities, or for using the Internet to
publish information related to the carrying out of
illegal activities;
 Where an institution, organization or individual
outside China attacks, invades, disrupts,
sabotages or otherwise endangers any critical
information infrastructure of the People's
Republic of China, resulting in serious
consequences, the relevant public security

C e poli e o du ti g e fo e e t pat ols ot
o l deal ith illegal i fo atio , ut also ake
ti el deplo e t a d oo di ate ultiple
autho ities upo fi di g se ious iolatio s of the
la . If
e poli e e ei e a epo t f o a othe
egio , the usuall ill o
u i ate di e tl ith
e poli e i the egio . Se ious iolatio s ill e
epo ted to the Mi ist of Pu li Se u it . The
lau h of the fi st offi ial a ou ts u de the
Mi ist of Pu li Se u it has led to the
esta lish e t of a good oo di atio
e ha is .
C e i e is usuall o -lo al o t a s- egio al,
aki g it diffi ult fo a si gle poli i g age
to
sol e a
e i e ase, so it is e essa to lau h
a atio al
e poli e pat ol e ha is . I
additio , the e a e li d spots i the dail
supe isio of a ious e sites. Ju isdi tio i
so e
e i e ases u ge tl eeds to e
la ified;
e i e eeds to e legall
ha a te ized a d the sta da ds a d p o edu es fo
the i ple e tatio of i estigati e po e a d
oe i e po e eed to e fu the i p o ed.14

13

12

See:
http://www.360doc.com/content/17/0414/15/39856387_645
565648.shtml, last visited October 31, 2017.
14 See: Public Security Organs in 50 Cities Launch Mechanism
for Regular Law Enforcement Patrols by Cyber Police, Experts
and NPC Deputies Recommend Improving Legislation to
Bolster Law Enforcement Patrols by Cyber Police,

See: Ministry of Public Security: Establish a Mechanism for
Regular Law Enforcement Patrols by Cyber Police China's First
50 Cyber Police Law Enforcement Accounts Appear in
Cyberspace,
http://www.cyberpolice.cn/wfjb/html/gzdt/20150531/1649.s
html, last visited October 31, 2017.
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Coo di ati g ith i dust a d i fo atio
te h olog autho ities to speed up the
i ple e tatio of eal- a e egist atio ill
g eatl fa ilitate la e fo e e t pat ols
e
poli e. The eal- a e egist atio e ui e e t has
ee laid do i the Net o k Se u it La as a
a dato o ligatio of ope ato s.

se u it . I othe o ds, i additio to
ad i ist ati e li e si g, e o d keepi g,
ad i ist ati e pu ish e t a d ad i ist ati e
oe io , pu li se u it o ga s also ai tai
o ti uous supe isio a d i spe tio i thei dail
o k. Fo e a ple, A ti le of the Ad i ist ati e
Measu es fo the P e e tio a d Co t ol of
Co pute Vi uses, issued o Ap il ,
,
stipulates that pu li se u it o ga s a e i ha ge
of the p e e tio a d o t ol of o pute i uses,
hi h is a spe ial ad i ist ati e po e .

2.4 Supervision and Inspection
A o di g to A ti le i Chapte "Se u it
Supe isio " of the Regulatio s o the P ote tio
of Co pute I fo atio S ste s Se u it laid
do
the State Cou il e ised as of Ja ua
,
"pu li se u it odies e e ise a u e if
supe iso fu tio s a d po e s, i ludi g
supe isi g, i spe ti g a d guidi g o k o the
p ote tio of o pute i fo atio s ste s

It a e o luded that illegal a ti ities o the
I te et that e da ge the se u it of o pute
i fo atio s ste s a d et o ks a e su je t to
outi e supe isio
pu li se u it o ga s.
So e i po ta t ad i ist ati e supe isio a d
i spe tio po e s a e sho i Ta le .
Table 17

No.

Powers

Legal Basis

1

To conduct supervisory inspections of sales licenses for
security products for computer information systems

Article 5 of the Measures for the Administration of the Testing
of and Sales Licenses for Security Products for Computer
Information Systems

2

To supervise and inspect entities and individuals engaged
in international networking

Chapter 3 of the Administrative Measures for Security
Protection for the International Networking of Computer
Information Networks

3

To supervise and inspect work on the prevention and
control of computer viruses

Article 15 of the Administrative Measures for the Prevention
and Control of Computer Viruses

4

To supervise and inspect work on graded information
security protection

Article 3 of the Administrative Measures for Graded
Information Security Protection

5

To supervise and inspect information security on
premises providing Internet access services

Article 4 of the Regulations on the Administration of Premises
Providing Internet access Services

http://news.163.com/15/0622/07/ASMT1TF400014AEE.html#,
last visited October 31, 2017.
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coordinating the work on internet information
security have now been delegated to the CAC.
Afte the adjust e ts, the MIIT s ai e ai i g
cybersecurity-related responsibilities include:
 Building and management of the platform for the
telecommunications network, the internet, and
information security technology
 Construction of the network security and
information security assurance system in the
fields of information and communications
 Drafting and implementing plans, policies, and
standards for telecommunications networks, the
Internet, industrial control system networks, and
information security, and strengthening the
cybersecurity review of telecommunication
networks, the Internet, and industrial control
systems
 Drafting and coordinating the implementation of
data security management policies, norms, and
standards in telecommunications network
security and on the Internet
 Cybersecurity protection and management and
handling of emergency situations

Chapter VI Industry
and Information
Technology
Authorities
1. Overview of the Authorities
The Ministry of Industry and Information
Te h olog MIIT is a autho it u de the State
Council. It is in charge of information affairs.
Together with its subordinate local
communications administrations and economic
and information authorities at all levels, the
Ministry assumes part of the responsibility of
maintaining internet security. The previous findings
of this report (Table 3) show that 8.8% of
interviewed enterprises had communicated with or
been inspected by the communications
administration authorities regarding cybersecurity
or data protection issues.

The MIIT has 24 internal agencies, and the ones
mainly responsible for cybersecurity tasks are the
Communications Administration and the
Cybersecurity Bureau. The Communications
Administration is mainly responsible for the
supervision of information and communication
services such as telecommunications and the
Internet, and the administration of the Internet
(including mobile Internet) industry.15

The MIIT as set up du i g the supe i ist ies
reform in 2008. According to the Regulation on the
Major Duties, Internal Structure, and Staffing
Requirements of the Ministry of Industry and
Information Technology, the National
De elop e t a d Refo Co
issio s o igi al
responsibility for the management and information
technology of the industrial sector, and the
relevant responsibilities belonging to the former
Information Technology Office under the State
Council and other bureaus, have been transferred
to the MIIT. In 2015, the MIIT adjusted its
responsibilities. Pursuant to the Notice of the State
Commission for Public Sector Reform on Adjusting
Relevant Responsibilities and Organizational
Structures of the MIIT, the responsibilities of
promoting information technology and

The Cybersecurity Bureau is one of the internal
agencies of the MIIT. Its data protection-related
responsibilities are:16
(1) To organize the development and
implementation of plans, policies, and standards
for telecommunications networks, the Internet,
and related et o k se u it and information
security;
(2) To undertake the construction and
management of platforms for telecommunications

15The

16The Cybersecurity Bureau, available at
http://www.miit.gov.cn/n1146285/n1146352/n3054355/n305
7724/n3057725/c3635780/content.html, last visited on
January 2, 2018.

Communications Administration, available at:
http://www.miit.gov.cn/n1146285/n1146352/n3054355/n305
7709/n3057711/c3607337/content.html, last visited on
January 2, 2018.
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networks, the Internet, and
Ministry of Industry
information security and
and Information on
Technology
technology;
(3) To undertake the review
of cybersecurity-related work in
the telecommunications and
Jiangsu
Internet industries, to promote
Communications
the work on autonomous and
Administration
controllable
telecommunications et o k
se u it and Internet security,
and to undertake the
Suzhou
establishment and
Communications
Administration Office
implementation of the security
assessment system for
telecommunications networks,
and new Internet technologies and services;
(4) To guide and propel telecommunications
enterprises and Internet enterprises to implement
their o
et o k se u it and information
security management responsibilities, to organize
and carry out Internet environment and
information monitoring, to deal with harmful
information on the Internet, and to coordinate the
combat against cybercrime and prevent internet
thefts;
(5) To formulate and implement cybersecurity
protection and prevention policies for the
telecommunications and Internet networks;
(6) Be responsible for implementing safety
monitoring, issuing warnings, carrying out
information reporting and arranging for emergency
response for telecommunications networks, the
Internet networks, and information security;
(7) To undertake the work of security protection
management of both the et o k se u it data
and user information in the telecommunications
networks and the internet network.
The Communications Administration at the
provincial level (including autonomous regions and
municipalities) is the local communications
authority dispatched by the MIIT to implement
vertical management. In addition, several
provinces have set up Communications Regulatory
Agencies in prefecture-level cities. For example, in
Jiangsu Province, the Economy and Information
Technology Commission is established at

Jiangsu Provincial Government

Jiangsu Provincial
Economy and Information
Technology Commission

Suzhou Economy and
Information Technology
Commission

Taicang Economy and
Information Technology
Commission

provincial, prefectural, and district administrative
le els. It is a od elo gi g to the people s
government at that same administrative level.
The Communications Administration is a local
regulatory authority under the MIIT, established at
provincial level. It is the competent authority
responsible for the management of the
communications industry in that administrative
region. Under the leadership of the MIIT, it
implements government supervision and
management of the communications sector in the
administrative region in accordance with the
Tele o
u i atio s Regulatio s of the People s
Republic of China and relevant laws and
regulations. Its internal authorities responsible for
et o k se u it include the Information and
Communication Management Division, the
Cybersecurity Management Division, and the
Internet Management Office.
The Economy and Information Technology
Co
issio , also k o as the I dust a d
I fo atio Co
ittee o the E o o a d
I fo atio Autho it , is eithe set up at the
provincial, prefectural, and district levels, or is
merged with other authorities. It forms a part of
lo al people s go e
e ts at all le els, a d is
responsible for the development of industry,
software, and information services, and the
promotion of information technology.
Take the Beijing Economy and Information
Technology Commission as an example. The
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Commission is responsible for implementing the
state s la s, egulatio s, ules, a d poli ies o
industry, software, information services, and
information technology, as well as drafting and
coordinating the implementation of the relevant
draft local decrees and government regulations. It
is also espo si le fo Beiji g s i fo atio se u it
management; the coordination and maintenance
of the information security protection system; the
guidance and supervision of the safety and security
of important information systems and basic
information systems at government authorities
and key industries; the coordination of handling
major cybersecurity and information security
incidents; and also undertakes the specific work of
the Beijing Communications Security and
Information Security Emergency Response
Authority. Beijing Economy and Information
Technology Commission includes internal offices
such as the Information Security Coordination
Office and the et o k se u it Management
Office.

authorities, individuals, and websites to handle
such breaches with all due severity.17
The MIIT has also conducted inspections of data
security in the telecommunications industry and
the p ote tio of use s pe so al i fo atio ,
specifically as regards a comprehensive inspection
of the systematic measures taken by the sampled
enterprises, including data security management,
prevention of external attacks, i te al staff s
illegal acquisition of data, security audits, and the
record filing of graded protection systems. The
MIIT required enterprises in breach to effect
immediate reparation, urged the enterprises to
implement their safety responsibilities, imposed
administrative penalties on enterprises in violation
of the relevant administrative legal requirements,
and referred cases suspected of criminal violations
to the judiciary.

2.2 Administrative Licensing
2.2.1 Internet Information Services
Licensing and Record Filing

2. Administrative Powers

According to Article 3 of the Administrative
Measures on Internet Information Services (Order
No.
of the State Cou il , p ofit-making
I te et i fo atio se i es efe s to ha ged
service activities such as the provision of
information or webpage design services to Internet
use s ia the I te et. No -profit-making Internet
i fo atio se i es ea s the p o isio of ope
or shared information for free to Internet users via
the Internet.

2.1 Internet Real-Name
Registration and Others
With regard to the implementation of Internet
real-name registration, from November to
December 2016, the MIIT Cybersecurity Bureau
conducted an undisclosed investigation into how
virtual operators were implementing the realname registration system. The MIIT Leadership
G oup Wo ki g o Telepho e Use s Real-Name
Registration issued rectification orders, publicly
reprimanded virtual operators violating the
regulations and summoned Yuante Communication
and Tianyin Communication, enterprises with
serious violations, for disciplinary interviews,
ordering the enterprises to take remedial
measures, and ordering the responsible

According to these Administrative Measures, the
provincial Communications Administration is
responsible for the record filing of both the
operation permit for profit-making Internet
information services and the operation permit for
non-profit-making Internet information services.
The legal basis for this is Articles 4, 7 and 8 of the
Administrative Measures. Article 9 requires specific

17

The MIIT Cybersecurity Bureau conducted secret
investigations into how virtual operators were
implementing the real-name registration system.

http://www.cac.gov.cn/2017-02/08/c_1120428853.htm,
last visited January 30, 2018.
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Network Security Law is very broad. Its scope also
i ludes i dust ial o t ol s ste used i the
industrial sector, and the Network Security Law is
also applicable to the protection of industrial
control systems.18

approval and record filing for electronic bulletin
board services.

2.2.2 New Internet Services Approval
On June 8, 2017, the MIIT released the
Administrative Measures on the Security
Assessment of New Internet Services (Draft for
Comment) to solicit public opinion on the security
assessment activities of enterprises engaged in
new Internet businesses. According to these Draft
Administrative Measures, telecommunications
service providers (as long as they develop new
Internet services) would have to conduct security
assessments. The scope of telecommunications
services is very broad. In particular, Category B25
under the Classified Catalog of
Telecommunications Services includes most
Internet service types. Since telecommunications
administrations are in charge of the record filing of
the websites, this also concerns whether record
filing would be successful.

I O to e
, the MIIT issued the I fo atio
Security Protection Guidelines for Industrial
Co t ol S ste s. It applies to i dust ial
enterprises and institutes thirty (30) requirements
for security protection of the Industrial Control
Systems:
 Software selection and management
 Deployment and patch management
 Border security protection
 Physical and environmental protection
 Identity authentication
 Remote access security
 Security monitoring and drills of emergency
response
 Asset security
 Data security
 Supply chain management
 Implementation of responsibility

Security assessment covers the following contents:
 Use s pe so al i fo atio p ote tio
 Cybersecurity protection
 Internet information security
 Management mechanism

Subsequently, on August 11, 2017, the MIIT issued
the Administrative Measures for the Evaluation of
I dust ial Co t ol S ste s Capa it fo P ote ti g
Information Security, proposing the establishment
of the National Professional Board to Evaluate
I dust ial Co t ol S ste s Capa it fo P ote ti g
Information Security to offer recommendations
and consultations, and the National Working Group
to E aluate I dust ial Co t ol S ste s Capa it fo
Protecting Information Security to be responsible
fo the a age e t of i dust ial o t ol s ste s
capacity for protecting information security. The
Working Group has a subordinate Secretariat set
up at the National Industry and Information
Security Development Research Center.

In March 2017, the MIIT published the Circular
Regarding Good Performance of Major Works in
2017 on the Security Evaluation of New Internet
Technologies Services and set six main goals with
respect to the security assessment of new Internet
technologies and services in order to effectively
safeguard the legitimate rights and interests of the
people.

2.3 Security Management of
Industrial Control Systems

2.4 Administrative Penalties

Industrial control systems use digital
communication and et o k se u it technologies
and functions based on et o k se u it
ope atio s. The s ope of I te et u de the

In September 2017, the Guangdong
Communications Administration consecutively

18YANG HEQING, COMMENTARIES TO THE CYBERSECURITY LAW
OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA, the National People’s

Congress Publishers (2017), p 151.
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penalized four Internet enterprises that violated
the Network Security Law. They are Guangzhou
Lizhi Internet Technology Co., Ltd., Shenzhen San
Ren Internet Technology Co., Ltd., Guangzhou
Dongjing Computer Technology Co., Ltd., and
Alibaba Cloud Computing Co., Ltd. This has opened
a new chapter for communications administrations
to issue enforcement actions based on the
Network Security Law.

used for fraudulent information and
communications activities
 Failure to timely and fully test and repair the
existing security flaws and vulnerabilities of the
Internet products and services used for the
transmission of illegal information and causing
negative impacts
 Failure to implement the real-name registration
requirement and website record-filing
requirement when enterprises provide Internet
access services to users, resulting in users
passing off as other agencies in order to obtain
website record-filing competence

The Guangdong Communications Administration
penalized breaches of diverse other obligations,
where the following conducts were subject to
penalty:
 Failure to immediately stop users from using the
platform to publish and disseminate illegal and
harmful information, neither preventing
information diffusion, nor saving the relevant
records and reporting the same to the
competent authority
 Failure to request users to provide real identity
information before providing Internet phone
services, subjecting the platform to risk of being

Therefore, the MIIT enforcements cover the two
main obligations under the Network Security Law,
namely Internet operations and information
security. These enforcement actions are not only
based on the Network Security Law, but also other
laws and regulations such as the Administrative
Measures on Internet Information Services, and
the Provisions on Real-Name Registration of
Telephone Subscribers.
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Part III
Cases and
Disputes
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which directly affect the maintenance of
e te p ises ope ati g odels, ha e e o e a
unavoidable issue in business operation.

Cyber security is not only vital to the efficient
operation of business, but is also vital to social
stability and national security. Since the Network
Security Law came into effect, relevant authorities
have frequently brought enforcement actions
against entities failing to perform their cyber
security obligations in accordance with the law.

Enforcement by competent authorities has a deep
influence on business operation. Although fines are
not heavy and the main penalty is a disclosure
i te ie , la e fo e e t easu es a e ofte
accompanied by suspension of relevant products
(services) reparation, which will undoubtedly
greatly affect business operation and user
experience. In China in particular some enterprises
in sensitive industries fail to improve their
management systems on cyber security after
interview and such failures result in widespread
dissemination of illegal information, disclosure of
user information, loss of evidence concerning
criminal cases and other grave consequences
damaging state interests and public interests. The
enterprises in question may assume criminal
liabilities. It is necessary for enterprises to take
measures to shield the controlled network space
from any sensitive information that may destroy
computer information systems, financial systems
or other key systems, or endanger national security
and territorial integrity in order to avoid any
damaging effect on the public or the State.

With the value of data growing day by day,
disputes over data are in turn growing in number.
Thorough research into these disputes can help
enterprises understand the pertinent rules on data
collection and utilization in the current
circumstances of imperfect laws and regulations,
better comprehend ramifications of law
enforcement and judicial judgment and assist
enterprises in avoiding legal risks amidst the fierce
market competition.
I e e t ea s, i f i ge e t of itize s pe so al
information has occurred from time to time,
making everyone terribly concerned with
information disclosure and abuse. The public have
increasingly elevated their consciousness of
personal information security, and public security
authorities have also placed greater emphasis on
personal information disclosure. Accordingly,
protection of personal information has become an
issue to be dealt with seriously by enterprises.
Lawsuits among enterprises with respect to data,
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network products and, (4) services to the
compulsory requirements of the national standards
and engagement in or provision of supports to
activities endangering cyber security.

Chapter VII
Cases of
Administrative
Punishments

1. Network Operation Security
Network operation security, an important function
of the Network Security Law, builds on the graded
protection system for cyber security and includes
the establishment of contingency plan systems and
identity authentication obligation. Protection of
key information infrastructure is also an important
part of network operation security.

According to public reports, the authorities have
settled 44 cases concerning data protection and
cyber security (see Table 18) in accordance with
the Network Security Law as of the effective date
thereof (namely June 1, 2017). The cases can be
divided into two major categories, (1) violation of
network operation security obligations and, (2)
violation of network information security
obligations.

There were 20 cases of administrative punishments
for violation of the network operation security
obligation in 2017. This report analyzes those cases
subject to the following classifications: (1) nonperformance of the obligation of cyber security
protection, (2) non-performance of the obligation
of identity authentication, (3) non-conformance of
network products & services to the compulsory
requirements of the national standards, and (4)
engagement in or provision of support to activities
endangering cyber security.

The cases concerning violation of network
operation security obligations can be further
divided into four types: (1) non-performance of the
obligation of cyber security protection for network
operators, (2) non-performance of the obligation
of identity authentication, (3) non-conformance of
Table 18
Category

Obligations under the Network Security Law

Obligation of cyber
security protection

Network Operation
Security

Cases

Take technical measures to prevent computer viruses,
network attacks and other actions endangering cyber
security

7

Take technical measures to monitor and record the
network operation status and preserve relevant web logs
for no less than six months

4

Other obligations for cyber security stipulated by laws
and administrative regulations

2

Total

20
44

Network Information
Security

Identity authentication obligation

4

Network products and services shall comply with the compulsory requirements of
the relevant national standards (as to providers of network products and services)

1

Not to engage in or provide support to activities endangering cyber security

2

Not to publish or transmit illegal information

24
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Public security authorities and telecommunications
administrative authorities are the main law
enforcement bodies in charge of handling activities
endangering network operation security. Public
security authorities should not only be in charge of
graded protection but also supervise, inspect and
direct the security protection of computer
information systems. Law enforcement activities
conducted by the authorities of Industry and
Information Technology aim at not only behavior
violating the network operation security obligation
but also behaviors violating the network
information security obligation, covering two major
categories of obligation in the Network Security
Law. In addition to the Network Security Law,
enforcement activities should be conducted in
accordance with the Administrative Measures for
Internet Information Services, Regulations on
Registration of Real Identity Information of

Telephone Subscribers and other pertinent laws
and regulations.

1.1 Overview of the Cases
1.1.1 Non-performance of the
obligation of cyber security protection
In terms of the Network Security Law, the graded
protection system for cyber security is
the basis for network operation security. According
to the previous survey results (Figure
1), 84.26% of enterprises surveyed were unaware
of, or did not take part in, the evaluation of graded
protection.
Presently, the graded protection system for cyber
security has been incorporated only into the
Regulations on Security Protection of Computer
Information Systems, set out by the State Council

Table 19
Date of
Punishment

Jun-17

Jul-17

20-Jul-17

22-Jul-17

Punishment Organ
Network security
Authorities of Public
security bureaus at city
and county levels of
Xinzhou
Network Security
Authority of Chongqing
Public Security Bureau

Object of Punishment

Illegal Act
Warning;

An institution at
provincial level in
Xinzhou, Shanxi

Chongqing Shouye
Technology Development
Co., Ltd.
An information
Shantou Network Police technology company in
Shantou
Fa ult De elop e t
Yibin Network Security
Platfo
i Cuipi g
Department
District, Yibin

SQL bugs that seriously threatened the
information security of the website

Faili g to legall keep e o ds of use s logi
during supply of network services
Failing to carry out regular classification and
evaluation according to pertinent provisions
from 2016 to the date of inspection
Failing to properly implement cyber security
protection work, which resulted in dangerous
bugs in the website and hacker's invasion into
the website

Failing to complete relevant procedures for
Network Security
Bengbu Huaiyuan Teacher rating record and classification evaluation with
12-Aug-17 Detachment, Bengbu
Training Institute
respect to graded protection of cyber security
Public Security Bureau
from the date of operation

24-Aug-17

Wuzhong Public
Security Bureau

Punishment

Wuzhong Branch of a
group in Ningxia

ordered to effect reparation
Warning;
ordered to effect reparation within
15 days
Warning;
ordered to effect reparation
A fine of CNY10,000 on the
company and a fine of CNY5,000 on
its legal representative
A fine of CNY15,000 and a fine of
CNY5,000 on its vice-president;
its legal representative,
concurrently as subprefect in
ha ge i Huai ua People s
Government, is being interviewed.

Failing to appoint a designated person in
charge of cyber security and to take technical
measures to protect the information system
from computer viruses, network intrusion
Warning;
ordered to effect reparation within
and other activities endangering cyber
a given period
security., Keeping records of network
operation status and cyber security events for
no more than 1 month, which was shorter
than the required period of 6 months

Network Security
Agricultural Technology the Fa gzhe g Agricultural Socialization Service Ordered to effect reparation
30-Aug-17 Detachment, Harbin
Popularization Center of Platfo
it esta lished ei g i aded
immediately and a fine of
Public Security Bureau Fangzheng County
hackers
CNY20,000
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Sep-17

Network Security
Brigade, Yinchuan
Xingqing Public
Security Bureau

14-Sep-17

Network Police of
Dangyang

Network Security
Brigade, Huainan
28-Sep-17
Public Security
Bureau
Network Police
Brigade, Public
11-Oct-17
Security Bureau of
Xiuwu County
Hefei Bureau of
17-Oct-17 Public Security,
Gaoxin Branch

Failing to perform the obligation to protect
cyber security, assume the liability of cyber
security protection, keep fortress operation
A phone service
blogs for at least 6 months and make the
platform in Ningxia
login password for the operation system
complex in an acceptable manner since the
date of operation
Failing to inspect the whole network, record
the network operation status and the
A network information measures taken to ensure cyber security, and
company in Dangyang failing to keep relevant network blogs for at
least 6 months according to pertinent
regulations
The system was subject to high-risk bugs,
Huainan Vocational which resulted in disclosure of personal
Technical College
information of more than 4,000 students
stored therein
Failing to provide adequate security
A power plant in
protection and to examine the security
Xiuwu
background of the person in charge of cyber
security
The portals of an
entity within the
Being attacked by Trojan viruses
jurisdiction

Ordered to effect reparation

Warning

Warning;
ordered to effect reparation
immediately
Warning;
ordered to effect reparation
within a given period
Warning

and the Provisions on Administration of Internet
User Account Names set out by the Cyberspace
Administration of China require enforcement of
real-name registration.

in 1994, and the Regulations on Administrative
Measures for Graded Protection of Information
Security, set out by the Ministry of Public Security
and other ministries in 2007. Along with the
implementation of the Network Security Law,
pertinent regulations on graded protection are
being amended in order to support the Network
Security Law.

1.1.3 Non-conformance of network
products and services to the
compulsory requirements of the
national standards

1.1.2 Non-performance of the
obligation of identity authentication

Article 22 of the Network Security Law requires
providers of network products and services to
ensure that their network products and services
are safe and meet the compulsory requirements of
the relevant national standards. When they
discover security defects or bugs, they take
remedial measures immediately, acting quickly to
inform users of the risks and report the defects to
the relevant authorities.

Article 24 of the Network Security Law provides for
identity authentication of network users, specifying
that network operators shall require
users to provide real identity information at the
time of signing agreements with users or
confirming the provision of services. Such
obligation reflects the Internet real-name system.
The Decision on Strengthening Network
Information Protection formulated by the Standing
Co
ittee of the Natio al People s Co g ess at
the end of December 2012 stipulates a
requirement for internet real-name systems.
Thereafter, the Provisions on Administration of
Internet User Account Names set out by the
Ministry of Industry and Information Technology,

1.1.4 Engagement in or provision of
support to activities endangering cyber
security
Article 27 of the Network Security Law specifies
that an individual or organization should not
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engage in nor support activities endangering cyber
security.

Figure 7

1.2 Case analysis
Non-performance of the
obligation of cyber
security protection for
network operators

According to the report), most acts violating the
obligation of network operation security (see Table
19 are conducted by organizations or enterprises,
accounting for about 65%.

Non-performance of the
obligation of identity
authentication, nonconformance of network

Organizations or enterprises violating the
obligation of identity authentication (see Table 20)
account for 20%. The obligation of identity
authentication requires that when network
operators handle network access formalities or
provide users with instant messaging services and
other services, network operators shall demand
their users to provide real identity information at
the time of signing agreements or confirming the
provision of services. Only if network operators
comply with such obligation may they provide
relevant services to users.

10%
5%

20%
65%

Non-conformance of
network products &
services to the
compulsory requirements
of the national standards
Engagement in or
provision of supports to
the activities endangering
cyber security

In addition, instances where enterprises and
organizations fail to ensure that their network
products and services comply with compulsory
Table 20

Date of
Punishment

August 2017

September
2017

September
2017

October 4,
2017

Punishment
Authority

Object of
Punishment

Illegal Act

Punishment

Issuing the inspection
records to administrative
law enforcement;
ordered to effect
reparation immediately
Ordered to effect
reparation immediately;
imposed a fine of
CNY50,000; ordered to
shut down for reparation
and close the website

Beijing
Cyberspace
Administration

BOSS Zhipin

Subsuming the information of users that
had not provided real identity information;
failing to take effective measures to manage
the information released by users, resulting
in dissemination of illegal information

Guangdong
Communications
Administration

Shenzhen
Sanren
Network
Technology
Co., Ltd.

Failing to require users to provide real
identity information for Internet phone
services, which contained potential safety
hazards for telecommunications fraud

Guangdong
Communications
Administration

Alibaba Cloud
Computing
Co., Ltd.

Jiyang Network
Police
Detachment of
Sanya

Gray E-sports
Internet Bar,
Guo and Chen

Failing to follow requirements for
registration with real identity information
and website filing when providing network
access services, causing users to obtain the
subject qualification for website filing in the
name of other bodies
Failing to implement the necessary
provisions on registration with real names in
Internet Bars, and accepting false ID cards
provided by minors
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Ordered to effect
reparation immediately

Imposed a warning and a
fine of CNY9,500 on Gray
E-sports Internet Bar,
imposed a fine of
CNY200 on Guo and
imposed a warning and a
fine of CNY200 on Chen.
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technical measures for cyber security protection,
not to mention the measures of data classification,
backup and encryption, leading to the identity
information of more than 4,000 students stored in
the system being disclosed.

Table 21
Date of
Punishment
Punishment
Object of
Punishment

Illegal Act

Punishment

September 2017

Guangdong Communications

With respect to cyber security issues in the
education industry, the Cyber Security and
Informatization Leadership Group of the Ministry
of Education issued the Circular on Printing and
Distributing the Minutes of the 2nd Meeting of the
Cyber Security and Information Leadership Group
of the Ministry of Education on February 20, 2017,
emphasizing an acceleration of graded protection
of cyber security. The Leadership Group attached
great importance to comprehensive management
of cyber security in the education industry.

Guangzhou Dongjing Computer Technology
Co., Ltd.
The UC intelligent cloud acceleration products and
services provided by the company were exposed to
security defects and bugs, and the company failed
to conduct comprehensive inspection and
reparation in time, in which case the products were
used for disseminating illegal and harmful
information

Ordered to effect

national standards account for 5%, and cases of
enterprises and organizations engaging in or
supporting activities endangering cyber security
account for 10%.

In addition, a similar event occurred in a teacher
training institute in Huaiyuan County, Bengbu City,
Table 22

1.2.1 Obligation to protect cyber
security

October 23, 2017

Date of

Punishment

August 21, 2017

October 23, 2017

A. Obligation to take technical measures against
activities endangering cyber security
Punishment

With respect to enforcement cases concerning the
obligation to protect cyber security, cases in which
enterprises or units had imposed punishments due
to failure to take technical measures against
computer viruses, network attacks and other
activities endangering cyber security account for
about 50% of all cases of violation of the obligation
to protect cyber security which are collected in this
report.

Organ

Police in Pukou
District, Nanjing

Object of
Punishment

Illegal Act

The disclosure of personal information on 4,000
students at the Huainan Vocational Technical
College became the center of attention.19 The
enrollment information management system at
Huainan Vocational Technical College contained
loopholes facilitating unauthorized management
and leading to defects with administrator
passwords. The College neither implemented a
cyber security management system nor set up

Punishment

19 As mentioned in the “Occurrence of the First Case over
Domestic College Violation, Disclosure of Student Information
due to Failure to Implementation of Graded Protection

Suspect Zhao

Leasing an overseas
server to illegally set up
tools able to break
gateway firewalls
without the approval of
relevant state
authorities, selling
relevant services on the
Internet to receive
illegal gains of
CNY1,080

3-day administrative
detention, illegal
gains confiscated.

Xiangzhou Public
Security Bureau

Suspect Qin

Purchasing and selling
account numbers and
passwords of web
cameras by means of
WeChat, QQ and other
instant messaging tools,
using this information to
intercept private live
videos and infringe
citizen privacy and lead
to a bad impact

15-day
administrative
detention, illegal
gains confiscated.

System”,
https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/9K4eSK7m_2unWYApUO8ZcA,
last visited November 23, 2017
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A hui P o i e. The I stitute s e site as
attacked by hackers because no procedures for
graded protection of cyber security, such as rating
record and classification evaluation, had been
conducted as of the date of operation. On
sentencing, the Network Security Detachment of
Bengbu Public Security Bureau imposed a fine of
CNY15,000 on the institute and a fine of CNY5,000
on its vice-president assuming the immediate
responsibilities according to law. The legal
representative of the Institute and the sub prefect
i ha ge i the People s Go e
e t of Huai ua
County were interviewed by relevant authorities.
The particularity of the case was that the
responsible persons involved included not only the
designated information officer but also the leader.

cyber security, which caused confusion in network
management.
Another case centered on a phone service platform
in Ningxia, which was given a warning and ordered
to effect reparation by the local network security
brigade due to failure to keep its operation blog of
bastion host for the minimum requisite 6 months.
Both network information enterprises and phone
information platforms, as mentioned in the cases
above, handle the collection of mass data. Once it
is utilized for a malicious purpose, it would be
difficult to estimate the losses.
C. Other obligations to protect cyber security
On July 20, 2017, the network police in Shantou
gave a formal warning to an information
technology company in Shantou because the
security level (Level 3) of the company had not
been evaluated as legally required since first being
reported to the public security bureau in
November 2015.

Although the above-mentioned cases relate to the
education industry, it is necessary for other
industries to take it as a warning, and in response
optimize measures against computer viruses,
network attacks, network intrusions and other
actions endangering cyber security and implement
rating records and graded protection with respect
to graded protection of cyber security.

Regular evaluation is also an obligation under the
Network Security Law. According to the
Administrative Measures for Grading Protection of
Information Security, any system marked Level 3
should be subject to at least one classification
evaluation every year.

B. Obligation to monitor and record network
operation status
According to the case summary in the abovementioned table, there are 13 cases of nonperformance of the obligation to protect cyber
security, including four cases of failure to monitor
and record network operation status, and keep
records according to pertinent regulations.

Furthermore, another case involved a power plant
which was disciplined given to its failure to conduct
security background checks on the designated
person in charge of network security. On October
11, 2017, the Network Police Brigade of the Public
Security Bureau of Xiuwu, Jiaozuo, Henan
conducted a regular security inspection of a power
plant and on inspection discovered the plant had
neither performed the obligation of security
protection nor had conducted a security
background check on the person in charge of
network security Therefore, the Network Police
Brigade gave a formal warning to the plant and
ordered it to effect reparation within a designated
period.20 The plant was an operator of critical

The police in Dangyang County, Yichang City in
Hubei Province imposed an administrative
punishment on a network information company in
Dangyang. The network information company
neither monitored nor recorded network operation
status and cyber security events with respect to its
network, nor kept relevant network blogs for the
requisite six months. In addition, the company
distributed the network IP address it leased to
several units without the required monitoring of
20

The Network Police Brigade, the Public Security Bureau of
Xiuwu investigated and punished the first case in the county
violating the Cyber Security Law,

https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/bdimQxyNGc2GVAyr-qHGbA,
last visited January 2, 2018.
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information infrastructure. Thus, besides general
obligations to be performed by a network
operator, the plant should assume an additional
obligation of security protection, including
establishment of a specific security management
department and a fully vetted person in charge of
security management, regular cyber security
education, technical training and skill examination
of its employees, disaster recovery backup of
important systems, formulation of contingency
plans for cyber security incidents and regular drills.

and that each and every recruiter that did not pass
the a hi e + a ual e tifi atio should e
subject to further verification as long as they
applied for another job.

1.2.3 Network products and services
complying with the compulsory
requirements of the national standards
In the cases collected in this report, there is only
one case concerning infringement of such an
obligation. Guangdong Communications
Administration found that UC intelligent cloud
acceleration products and services provided by
Guangdong Dongjing Computer Technology Co.,
Ltd. were exposed to the risk of security defects or
bugs, which resulted in the dissemination of illegal
and harmful information without timely inspection
and remediation and a negative effect.

1.2.2 Obligation of identity
authentication
The previous survey results (Figure 3) indicate that
97.69% of enterprises surveyed could to a large
extent improve the implementation of their
Internet real-name system. With respect to the
cases collected herein, there are four cases of nonperformance of the identity authentication
obligation. The three cases concerning identity
authentication obligation include a case in which
the Beijing Cyberspace Administration conducted
i te ie s ith the pe so el of Boss Zhipi ,
ordering it to effect reparation. Compared with the
other two cases, the case had more extensive
social influence.

The Network Security Law stipulates that network
products and services should comply with the
requirements of the national standards. According
to the provisions, Guangdong Communications
Administration ordered that Guangdong Dongjing
Computer Technology Co., Ltd. should immediately
effect reparation, take necessary remedies, carry
out risk evaluation of network security protection,
set up a security evaluation mechanism prior to the
operation of any new business and a regular
inspection mechanism in regard to ongoing
businesses, and thoroughly inspect existing
network products and services in order to
eliminate potential security risks and avoid
recurrence of similar circumstances. Security
defects and bugs in network products and services
are often unavoidable, however, if security defects
or bugs cannot be acted on immediately, extremely
and wide-ranging negative effects will be suffered.
Therefore, enterprises should inspect network
products and services at regular intervals and take
remedies in time in order to eliminate potential
hazards.

Boss Zhipi , a o li e e uit e t platfo ,
garner widespread attention because of the Li
Wenxing Event. Li Wenxing, a graduate of
No theaste U i e sit , applied fo a jo ia Boss
Zhipi
ut as d i e to sui ide the p essu e of
the pyramid scheme organization which issued the
job vacancy on the website. The Beijing Cyberspace
Administration deemed that, during the provision
of the i fo atio elease se i e to use s, Boss
Zhipi p o ided the i fo atio elease se i es
to those users without real identity information
and failed to take effective measures to safely
manage the information released and transmitted
by the users, which resulted in dissemination of
illegal information. Therefore, the Administration
o du ted i te ie s ith the pe so el at Boss
Zhipi . The eafte , Boss Zhipi issued a letter of
apology, stating that it had instituted relevant
emergency measures since the Li Wenxing Event

1.2.4 No engagement in or provision of
support to activities endangering cyber
security
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privacy and led to an extremely bad effect. Another
case concerned the lease of overseas servers
without the approval of relevant authorities which
were used to illegally set up tools breaking
gateway firewalls and the sale of relevant services
on the Internet to receive illegal gains.

In the two cases concerning infringement of this
obligation, the perpetrators were natural persons,
and the administrative penalties imposed by
administrative bodies were mainly administrative
attachment and confiscation of illegal gains.
One of the two cases concerned the purchase and
sale of account numbers and passwords of cameras
by means of WeChat, QQ and other instant
messaging tools and the use of that data to stream
live, personal videos, which infringed citizen

The Network Security Law stipulates that no
individual or organization shall engage in activities
endangering cyber security, including illegally

Table 23
Date of
Punishment

Punishment Organ

Object of
Punishment

Jul-17

Tongling Public Security
Bureau, Network Security Netizen Jin
Detachment

Aug-17

Hainan Cyberspace
Administration

Tianya,

Aug-17

Aug-17

Kaidi Network

Illegal Act
Disagreeing with settlement of certain cases
by the public security body, reprinting and
spreading false information and rumors in
WeChat groups, and inciting and organizing
other persons to take part in illegal
gatherings, and leading to an extremely
negative effect

Warning;
withdrawing illegal commodities and
strictly handling illegal stores

Ordered to conduct reparation,
Containing vulgar and upsetting information,
suspended operation of the relevant
and failure to perform the obligation of
system and investigated the liabilities
management
of the persons in charge.

mogu
street.com,xiami.com

Registering illegal accounts

Guangdong Cyberspace
Administration

WeChat

Sep-17

Beijing Cyberspace
Administration

Sina Weibo

Ningxia Zhongwei Public
Security Bureau, Network
Security Detachment,
Tiantian.com
Shapotou Public Security
Branch, Network Security
Detachment

Warning;
ordered to conduct reparation
immediately

Flush Financial,
peiyinxiu.com

Aug-17

8-Sep-17

10-day administrative detention

Users spreading obscene and vulgar
Heavy criticism;
information representing a failure to manage ordered to conduct reparation within
the platform correctly
a designated period

An illegal website being connected with its
Sucheng Public Security
Huarui Technology Co.,
server leading to publication of information
Branch, Network Security Ltd. in Suqian City,
prohibited by laws and administrative
Brigade
Jiangsu Province
regulations
Storing and selling tools damaging to
computer information systems, contraband
Taobao.com
articles, illegal VPN tools and network
accounts, and failure to perform the
obligation of management
Zhejiang Cyberspace
Administration

Punishment

The platform users disseminated violent
imagery, terrorism and false and obscene
information, and failed to perform the
obligation of management
Failed to manage obscene information,
information propagating ethnic hatred and
discrimination in comments disseminated by
its users

Ordered to conduct reparation and
suspended registration of new users
for 7 days.
Maximum fine; Ordered to conduct
reparation

Maximum fine; Ordered to conduct
reparation

Failing to examine information released by
netizens, result in in illegal information on the Warning
interactive website
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Nov-17

20-Oct-17

25-Oct-17

Nov-17

Nov-17

Nov-17

Hubei Jingzhou,Gongan
county Public Security
Bureau, Network Security
Brigade, Public Opinions Yu
Control Detachment,
Gongan County
Cyberspace Administration

Admonition and education; added to
the blacklist;
Spreading traffic accident rumors in WeChat
credit rank degraded, management
groups, which resulted in a bad influence
power suspended and right of chatgroup establishment canceled

More than 20 pieces of illegal information
released due to improper examination, and
subsequently not deleted in time
The website contained two gambling links, a
Hubei Xiaogan Yunmeng
Yunmeng Fang
failure to perform the obligation of
Network Security Brigade
management
APP and the website failed to examine the
Shanghai network police
Ka aoke Tale t APP information to be released, which resulted in
the proliferation of illegal information
The ope ati g e ha is of A fo u i
Putia failed to o fo to ele a t
Putian Licheng Public
regulations; the website contained false
A cultural media
Security Bureau, Network
information about gambling, the company
company in Fujian
Security Brigade
failed to detect and take measures on time,
and to report the same to the public security
body in accordance with regulations
Hubei Xiaogan Hanchuan
U a Chi a
Network Police
Ha hua Fo u

Xianyang Cyberspace
Administration

WeChat Public
A ou ts Li e
Xia a g a d
Zhangshang
Xia a g
WeChat Public
A ou ts Qia ia
Doushi a d
Wei hu hua

Warning;
ordered to effect reparation within a
designated period
Warning;
ordered to effect reparation within a
designated period
Shutdown for reparation for 6 months

Warning;
ordered to effect reparation
immediately

No updating in 10 days; ordered to
conduct reparation within a designated
Disseminating false information widely online, period; in the case of improper
which caused damage before rectification
reparation or repetition, further
investigation and handling strictly
according to laws and regulations.
Interview;
no updating in 10 days;
Releasing and spreading false information
ordered to conduct reparation within a
widely online, which caused damage before
designated period;
rectification
suspension in operation until successful
and acceptable reparation

invading others networks, interfering with the
normal functions of others networks and stealing
cyber data, nor provide programs or tools
specifically used for activities endangering cyber
security, such as network intrusions, interference
with the normal functions and protective measures
of the network and theft of cyber data. It is obvious
that the two cases above seriously violated the
aforesaid provisions.

activities, but also the information released by
their users on their platforms.

2.1 Administrative
punishment cases
With respect to the cases concerning punishments
imposed by the Internet information authorities
(Table 23), two cases in which the maximum fine
was imposed attracted great attention. The
administrative penalties were issued by the Beijing
Cyberspace Administration to Sina Weibo and by
the Guangdong Cyberspace Administration to
Tencent. There were relevant comments released
by users of Sina Weibo concerning pornographic
information and propaganda of ethnic hatred, but
Sina Weibo failed to perform the obligation to
manage the information prohibited by laws and
regulations released by its users. There was
information relating to violence and, terrorism

2. Network Information
Security
Most of the obligations on network information
security are stated in Chapter Four of the Network
Security Law, and cases concerning network
information security breach mainly focus on
management of information content. The Network
Security Law stipulates that network operators
shall be responsible for not only their own
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as a result of retransmission and dissemination of
false information and rumors.

with additional pornographic content on the
WeChat platform. WeChat failed to perform the
obligation of managing the prohibited information
released by its users. The Beijing Cyberspace
Administration and Guangdong Cyberspace
Administration respectively issued the maximum
fine to the two enterprises and ordered them to
conduct a deep clean of their systems. Compared
to other major penalties imposed on large
enterprises, some websites facing similar issues
might be subject to minor penalties due to their
smaller scale and reduced circumstances. The
Hainan Cyberspace Administration found that
some users spread pornographic and vulgar
information on Tianya and Kaidi Networks and the
two websites failed to perform the management
obligation, so the Administration criticized them
and ordered reparation within a designated period
only.

2.2 Interviews
The interview system is stipulated in Article 2 of
the Regulations on Interview of Entities Providing
Internet News Information Services: Ce t al a d
local cyberspace administrations shall establish a
system for the interview of entities providing
Internet news information services. For the
pu pose of the Regulatio s, I te ie
efe s to
the administrative activity of interviewing the
relevant person in charge by the central or local
cyberspace administrations. The conversation may
involve a warning talk, warning of noted problems
and an order of reparation when an entity
providing Internet news information service
commits a violation of laws and regulations
se iousl . The i te ie s stem reflects flexible
law enforcement. Table 24 lists five interview
cases.

It thus seems that network security authorities had
enforced the regulations quite harshly during their
routine work and regular inspection. As to the
abovementioned eight punishment cases (apart
from two cases in which citizens disseminated false
information), six cases concerned a punishment
imposed upon the enterprises due to a failure to
perform the obligation to manage relevant
information to be released.

According to Table 24, with respect to the cases
concerning network information security, major
punishments, including interviews, warnings, fines
and orders of reparation, focus on the
management of content on websites. Network
operators could keep themselves up to date with
relevant legal provisions and strengthen their
management of information released by their
users. In the case of any information whose release
or transmission is prohibited by law or
administrative regulations, network operators
should immediately stop transmitting the
information and expedite its removal in order to
avoid information diffusion, keep relevant records
and report the same to the competent authority. In
addition, individuals and enterprises should abide
by the provisions on Internet information services
and avoid release and dissemination of false
information and other illegal content on the
Internet.

YM Fa g, U a Chi a Ha hua Fo u ,
Tiantian, a cultural media company in Fujian and
Jiangsu Suqian Huarui Technology Co., Ltd. Each
respectively received a warning from the local
network security brigade of the public security
bureau due to the failure to perform the obligation
to manage illegal information on their respective
websites. Network security police in Shanghai
dete ted du i g outi e o k that the Ka aoke
Tale t APP a d its ope ati g et o k had ot
examined the information released, which caused
dissemination of illegal information.
Besides this, there were two cases in which the
citizens concerned were given administrative
punishments respectively, being admonished and
offered training on best security practice in
addition to the blacklist and a 10-day
administrative detention, due to negative impact

Table 24:
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Date

Administrative Organ

August 2017

Hunan Cyberspace
Administration, Cyberspace
Administrations bodies of
Changsha and Changde

loupan.com, yi-see.com,
52foto.com, newyx.com,
fd2d.com, sobaidu, taxiang

Failing to examine information
released and manage accordingly

Tianjin Cyberspace
Administration, Hebei District
Cyberspace Administration

Longzhisheng Technical
Development Co., Ltd.

Failure to manage long-term release of
illegal information by its users, resulting
in dissemination of illegal information

Beijing Cyberspace
Administration, Beijing Planning
and Land Resource Commission

58.com, ganji.com,
Xianyu

Illegally releasing information about
tenancy and sale of sheds

Network user Mimi Qiyue

Illegally making, releasing and spreading obscene
information and vulgar videos, providing live
services on the Internet without authorization and
failing to complete the registration and filing
procedures with the Cyberspace Administration
according to regulations

Oct 15,2017

July 21, 2017

Nov.2017

Dec 29,2017

Zhangjiajie Cyberspace
Administration, United
Front Work Department,
CPC Zhangjiajie
Committee, Zhangjiajie
Bureau of Public Security,
Zhangjiajie Administration
for Industry and
Commerce, Zhangjiajie
Cultural Market
Comprehensive Law
Enforcement Bureau

Beijing Cyberspace
Administration

Interviewee

Cause for Interview

WeChat public account Today
Zhangjiajie

Illegally reprinting and releasing obscene
information and vulgar videos, and illegally
reprinting political news without the Internet
news & information service permit

WeChat public account
Zhangjiajie Dayong Meier

Illegally reprinting and releasing obscene
information, violent videos and pictures, illegally
reprinting political news, illegally organizing
online voting, and failing to perform the
obligation to manage comments

www.toutiao.com, Ifeng
News APP
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On October 11, 2014, in accordance with Pang
Lipe g s autho izatio , Lu Chao ought a ti ket
(MU5492 from Luzhou to Beijing on October 14,
2014) from China Eastern Airlines Co., Ltd.
he ei afte efe ed to as Chi a Easte
o
www.qunar.com (Beijing Qunar Information
Technology Co., Ltd., hereinafter referred to as
Qu a a d egiste ed his o pho e u e . It
is i po ta t to ote that Lu did ot p o ide Pa g s
phone number. Later that day, Lu received two
short messages from Qunar, one about the ticket
being printed and another about fraud prevention.
On October 13, Pang received a short message,
stating that the flight was canceled. Concerned by
the message, Lu connected with China Eastern
whereupon he found the message was fraudulent
a d o fi ed oth his o a d Pa g s pho e
numbers with China Eastern respectively. On
October 14, Pang received three short messages
from China Eastern concerning flight delay and
finally was informed of the cancelation of the
flight.

Chapter VIII
Civil Cases
With the increase in data value, disputes arising from
improper data use occur frequently. The report
selects some representative data cases occurred in
2017 to provide references for enterprises when
encountering a data dispute.

1. Pang Lipeng v. China
Eastern & Qunar
1.1 Basic information
Case

Case No.

Courts

Pang Lipeng v. Eastern Airlines & Beijing Qunar
Information Technology Co., Ltd. (Dispute over Privacy
Right)
(2017) Jing 01 Min Zhong No. 509 (Second Instance)
(2015) Hai Min Chu Zi No. 10634 (First Instance)

Pang filed a lawsuit, claiming that China Eastern
and Qunar disclosed his private information (name,
phone number and schedule) and infringed his
personal rights. Qunar argued that the ticket was
bought from an agent and, as such it did not
ha dle Pa g s pho e u e du i g the
transaction, sending instead a short message about
fraud prevention to Lu. The agent issued a written
statement, stating that it as a a e of o l Lu s
phone number during the transaction. China
Eastern argued that the booking information was
stored in the booking service system, TravelSky,
othe tha i Chi a Easte s s ste .

Beiji g Haidia Dist i t People s Cou t Fi st I sta e
Beiji g No. I te ediate People s Cou t Se o d
Instance)

Cause of Action Dispute over privacy right
Plaintiff
(Appellant)

Defendants
(Appellees)

Judgment

Pang Lipeng

Beijing Qunar Information Technology Co., Ltd.
(Qunar.com);
China Eastern Airlines Co., Ltd.

The first-instance court deemed that the evidence
submitted by Pang was too insufficient to prove
the two defendants had access to his phone
number during the transaction nor prove the two
defe da ts dis losed Pa g s p i ate i fo atio .
Therefore, the first-instance court rejected the
claims made by Pang. Thereafter, Pang appealed.
The second-instance court deemed that, as an
ordinary person, Pang had limited capability to
su it ele a t e ide e to p o e the defe da ts
internal affairs. In fact, Pang bought a ticket from
China Eastern via Qunar and both China Eastern

1. Beijing Qunar Information Technology Co., Ltd. shall
make an apology to Pang Lipeng by means of an
announcement on the homepage of its official website,
www.qunar.com, for a period of 3 consecutive days
within 10 days of the effective date of the Judgment;
2. China Eastern Airlines Co., Ltd. shall make an
apology to Pang Lipeng by means of an announcement
on the homepage of its official website,
www.ceair.com, for a period of 3 consecutive days
within 10 days of the effective date of the Judgment.

1.2 Overview
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a d Qu a had Pa g s pho e u e it ould ot
exclude that Pang registered his phone number
during prior transactions even if Pang could not
prove they obtained the phone number during the
transaction concerned). The two facts could prove
that there was a high probability that Qunar and
Chi a Easte
at hed a d dis losed Pa g s
private information. Furthermore, considering the
fact that both Qunar and China Eastern failed to
take proper precautions with respect to
information security management, they should
assume the tort liability. Therefore, the secondinstance court ruled that Qunar and China Eastern
should make an apology to Pang.

of Cases of Civil Disputes over the Use of
Information Networks to Infringe upon Personal
Rights and Interests, a pe so s ge eti
information, medical records, physical examination
data, crime records, home address and private
activities are all private information. Accordingly, it
is lea that Pa g s s hedule is to e o side ed
information about private activities and should be
deemed as private information. Thus, Pang may
assert his claims by virtue of the privacy dispute in
this ase. 21
Secondly, whether China Eastern and Qunar were
at fault in regard to information disclosure since it
as e eas fo the to dis lose Pa g s p i ate
information. This case was a general tort liability
dispute and the principle of tort liability should be
applied. Whether China Eastern and Qunar should
assume relevant liabilities should depend on
whether they were at fault in regard to information
disclosure, even if it was very easy for them to
dis lose Pa g s i fo atio . I this ase, oth
China Eastern and Qunar handle an enormous
amount of use s pe so al i fo atio due to thei
business natures, which requires them to assume
certain liabilities and obligations to avoid such
information being disclosed. From the view of
consumer protection, Paragraph 2, Article 29 of the
Law of the People's Republic of China on the
Protection of Customer Rights and Interests
stipulates that ope ato s a d thei e plo ees
ust keep highl o fide tial o su e s pe so al
information and shall not disclose, sell or illegally
provide such information to others. Operators shall
take technical and other necessary measures to
e su e the i fo atio s safet a d a oid
dis losu e a d loss of o su e s pe so al
i fo atio . Neithe Chi a Easte
o Qu a
kept the o su e s pe so al i fo atio f ee
from disclosure or loss; therefore, the two
enterprises were at fault in regard to information
disclosure.

1.3 Focus of dispute
There were two focuses of dispute in this case
which were closely related to cyber security:
 hethe Pa g s a e, pho e u e , s hedule
and other information were private information
protected by law;
 whether China Eastern and Qunar were at fault
in regard to information disclosure
Fi stl , ith espe t to hethe Pa g s a e,
phone number, schedule and other information
were considered private information protected by
law, China Eastern pointed out in the second
instance that the name, phone number and
schedule were the contents included in the
transport contract, and thus not considered
personal data. However, the information in this
case was not disclosed alone but disclosed as a
whole. It was deemed likely third parties would be
a le to o tai a i di idual s othe details like
name, phone number and schedules were
collected and matched against a background of
data. No person would have privacy if such
information was disclosed. Accordingly, such
information should be protected by law. This
opinion was supported by the second-instance
ou t: a o di g to A ti le of the Provisions of
the Supreme People's Court on Certain Issues
Concerning the Application of Law in the Hearing

1.4 In-Depth Analysis

21

The Civil Judgment of Second Instance regarding the Privacy
Dispute between Pang Lipeng and Beijing Qunar Information
Technology Co., Ltd.
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therefore, the two enterprises could be aware of
Pa g s s hedule. Afte e ludi g the possibility of
Pa g s ali ious litigatio a d othe pe so s
a a e ess of Pa g s a e, pho e u e a d
flight information at the same time, the Court
deemed that the existing evidence was enough to
prove the high probability of the two enterprises
disclosi g Pa g s i fo atio . The efo e, he
issuing the judgment, the Court took the difficulty
for ordinary persons to prove the internal affairs of
businesses into full consideration.

Besides the aforesaid focuses of dispute, there
were some other key questions in this case:
Firstly, after Lu bought the ticket, Qunar sent a
short message to Lu, reminding him to take
precautions against fraud. However, the Court did
not take this into consideration and Qunar could
not be deemed exempt from liabilities due to such
short message. Sending the short message does
not mean that Qunar discharged its obligation to
keep its use s i fo atio f ee f o dis losu e.
Secondly, the Court determined that it was highly
likely that China Eastern and Qunar disclosed
Pa g s i fo atio gi e that that the t o
enterprises were reported in the media as
suspe ted of dis losi g passe ge s p i ate
information in 2014. Whether the news report was
true, the Court took the report into consideration
when weighing up the evidence.

To summarize, the Pang v. Qunar & China Eastern
case ended in an amended judgement in the
se o d i sta e a d Pa g s i to . Qu a a d
China Eastern were ordered to make an apology to
Pang. According to the survey result incorporated
into the report (Table 8, Part One), 54.63% of
enterprises su e ed olle t use s pe so al
information during operation. However, in recent
years, it has become common for enterprises to be
sued due to dis losu e of use s pe so al
information, and this case is one of the few cases
were an individual has triumphed. In this case, the
p i a o t i uto to Pa g s i to
as the
failure of China Eastern and Qunar to perform the
o ligatio to p ote t use s pe so al i fo atio .
Enterprises should set up sound user information
protection systems in order to avoid such risk and
duly perform the protection obligation to
effectively prevent the disclosure of user
information.

Thirdly, China Eastern argued that the system it
adopted was supplied by TravelSky, which also
ha dled Pa g s p i ate i fo atio a d it as
likely that the information was disclosed by
TravelSky. The Court deemed that China Eastern
would be a defendant no matter whether the
information was disclosed jointly by TravelSky and
China Eastern or individually by TravelSky.
Fourthly, the first-instance court deemed that the
evidence submitted by Pang could not prove
effectively that China Eastern and Qunar handled
Pa g s pho e u e du i g the t a sa tio
concerned, not to mention disclosure. However,
the second-instance court amended the judgment
because of one further key element. The court
deemed that, as an ordinary person, Pang had
limited capability of proving the internal affairs of
an enterprise and that it was improper to require
Pang to prove that the two defendants handled his
phone number in the transaction concerned.
Existing evidence could prove that the two
e te p ises kept Pa g s pho e u e , although it
might be possible for Pang to record the
information in previous transactions. However, the
t o e te p ises e e apa le of at hi g Pa g s
phone number with his schedule, and Pang had
bought a ticket from China Eastern via Qunar;
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Development Co., Ltd., aims to help its users find
new friends and establish contacts among them by
a al sis of use s data i Weibo and other address
lists.

2. Sina Weibo v. Maimai
2.1 Basic information
Case

Case No.

Courts

(2016) Jing 73 Min Zhong No. 588 (Second Instance)
(2015) Hai Min (Zhi) Chu Zi No. 12602 (First Instance)

Beijing Intellectual Property Court (Second
Instance)
Beiji g Haidia Dist i t People s Cou t Fi st

Cause of
Action

Dispute over unfair competition

Plaintiff

Beijing Weimeng Chuangke Network
Technology Co., Ltd.

(Appellant)

Defendants
(Appellees)

In August 2014, Weibo detected that Maimai
p odu ts o tai ed a la ge a ou t of Wei o use s
information, such as image, name, occupation and
edu atio al a kg ou d a d that Wei o use s
personal information could be searched on
Maimai, without logging in via Weibo even though
these users were not Maimai users.

Beijing Weimeng Chuangke Network Technology
Co., Ltd. v. Beijing Taoyou Tianxia Technology Co.,
Ltd. (Dispute over Unfair Competition)

Maimai stated that, during cooperation with
Weibo, its users were expected to upload the
contacts in their phone book for registering Maimai
accounts with phone numbers or Weibo accounts.
The primary network of a Maimai account was
take f o the Mai ai use s o ta ts i his pho e
book and friends on Sina Weibo, and the secondary
network was from the contacts in his phone book
and the friends on Sina Weibo of users in the
primary network. After termination of cooperation
et ee Mai ai a d Wei o, Mai ai s use s ould
only register and login with phone numbers, and
the primary network was taken from the Maimai
use s o ta ts i thei pho e ooks, e lusi e of
Weibo users.

Beijing Taoyou Tianxia Technology Co., Ltd.;
Beijing Taoyou Tianxia Technical Development Co.,
Ltd.

1. Beijing Taoyou Tianxia Technology Co., Ltd. and
Beijing Taoyou Tianxia Technical Development Co.,
Ltd. shall stop the unfair competition activities
concerned;

Judgment

2. Beijing Taoyou Tianxia Technology Co., Ltd. and
Beijing Taoyou Tianxia Technical Development Co.,
Ltd. shall release a statement on the homepages
of www.maimai.cn and of Maimai client for 48
consecutive hours, countering the adverse effects
caused to Beijing Weimeng Chuangke Network
Technology Co., Ltd. arising from this unfair
competition concerned;

The information about Weibo users who were not
Maimai users could not be deleted within a
reasonable period after termination of the
cooperation between the parties. Therefore,
Weibo filed a lawsuit against Maimai, claiming that
the latter illegally seized and used the information
of Wei o s use s.

3. Beijing Taoyou Tianxia Technology Co., Ltd. and
Beijing Taoyou Tianxia Technical Development Co.,
Ltd. shall jointly compensate Beijing Weimeng
Chuangke Network Technology Co., Ltd. for its
economic losses of CNY2, 000,000 and reasonable
costs of CNY208,998.

Weibo claimed that Maimai had conducted four
unfair competition acts as follows:
1) illegally seizing and using the occupation and
edu atio i fo atio of Wei o s use s;
2) illegally obtaining and using the correspondence
between the contacts in the phone books of
Maimai users and Weibo users;
3) copying the authentication mechanism and the
presentation mode adopted by Sina Weibo;
4) slandering the goodwill of Weimeng.

2.2 Overview
Beijing Weimeng Chuangke Network Technology
Co., Ltd. is the operator of Sina Weibo. The mobile
software Maimai, the social application software
operated by Beijing Taoyou Tianxia Technology Co.,
Ltd. and Beijing Taoyou Tianxia Technical

In April 2016, Beijing Haidian Dist i t People s
Court closed the case in the first instance,
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determining that Maimai had illegally seized and
used Weibo users information in a way which
constituted unfair competition. Thereafter, Maimai
appealed. On December 30, 2016, the Beijing
Intellectual Property Court issued the final
judgment, rejecting the appeal and affirming the
original judgment.

rightfulness and necessity, and obtain the consent
of the persons whose data is collected. Therefore,
no data supplier under Open API shall allow third
persons to access the data until it obtains the
use s o se t. Mea hile, he ha dli g the
use s i fo atio , a thi d-person platform shall
clearly express the purposes, means and scope of
collecting and using the information, and obtain
the use s o se t agai .

2.3 Focus of dispute

Therefore, a third party shall adhere to the
p i iple of t iple autho izatio : use s
autho izatio , platfo s autho izatio a d use s
fu the autho izatio , he o tai i g use s
information by means of Open API.

There were three main focuses of dispute in this
case concerning data protection. Firstly, whether
there was a competitive relationship between
Mai ai a d Wei o; se o dl , hethe Mai ai s
act of obtaining and using the information of
Weibo users constituted unfair competition; and,
thi dl , hethe Mai ai s a t of o tai i g a d
using the correspondence between the contacts in
the phone books of Maimai users and Weibo users
constituted unfair competition.

In this case, Maimai read the information of nonMai ai use s o Si a Wei o ithout use s
consent according to the Developer Agreement, in
which case Maimai neither fully respected the
terms of the Developer Agreement nor respected
use s ights to k o a d f eedom of choice. It
violated the spirit of Open API.

As to the first focus, the Court of First Instance
deemed that the parties were competitors by
i tue of the fa t oth a alga ated use s so ial
information. The Court of Second Instance
recognized this opinion.

The Court of Second Instance deemed that Maimai
was at fault in obtaining the information on Sina
Weibo and acted against the principle of triple
authorization under Open API, the principle of
good faith and the business ethics in the Internet
industry. Accordingly, it was improper for Maimai
to obtain and use the information of Weibo users
in such circumstances.

As to the second focus, the Court of Second
I sta e p esu ed Mai ai o tai ed Wei o use s
information about occupation and education by
means of Open API, according to the distribution
rule of burden of proof. It was improper for the
Cou t of Fi st I sta e to dete i e that the t o
defendants could be found to have seized Weibo
use s i fo atio a out o upatio a d edu atio
during cooperation, regardless of technical
easu es ithout o fi atio of the te h i al
measures on which Maimai obtained such
information. The Court of Second Instance made
corrections for the following reasons:

As to the third focus, firstly, the Court of Second
Instance presumed that Maimai matched the
correspondence between the contacts in phone
books and the information on Weibo on the basis
of phone numbers and similar information
according to the distribution rule of burden of
proof.
Secondly, based on that fact, the Court of Second
Instance anal zed h Mai ai s p ese tatio of
the o espo de e et ee the o ta ts i use s
phone books and Weibo users constituted unfair
competition, including:
Mai ai s p ese tatio of o - use s Wei o
information according to the phone lists uploaded
by the users infringed non-Mai ai use s ight to
know and freedom of choice and acted against the

Firstly, the Court of Second Instance deemed after
analysis that Open API (AP interface), an open
cooperation mode, was a new route for realizing
the common sharing of data information resources
on the Internet.
Secondly, according to pertinent legal provisions,
to collect and use personal information, network
operators shall follow the principles of legitimacy,
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principle of good faith and accepted business
ethics;
Mai ai s p ese tatio of the o espo de e
et ee o ta ts i use s pho e ooks a d
Weibo accounts was not accepted industrial
practice. Maimai argued that Sina Weibo, WeChat,
Renmaitong, Demai and other applications also
presented the correspondence between phone
books and applications. However, according to the
notarial deed, the correspondence presented by
Sina Weibo, WeChat, Renmaitong and Demai was a
relationship between phone lists and registration
in their respective software, and not a relationship
between phone lists and other applications.
Therefore, the existing evidence could not prove
that such presentation met industrial practice;
Mai ai s o tai i g a d p ese ti g the
correspondence damaged the fair market
o petitio o de a d i pai ed Wei o s
competitive interests.

suggestions: firstly, in regard to the act of seizing
data information legally owned by network
platform suppliers and other persons without
authorization, enterprises may resort to the Law
on Anti-unfair Competition to take combative
easu es; se o dl , he o tai i g use s
information via open platforms, such as Open API,
a third-party application shall adhere to the
principle of triple authorization; thirdly, when
cooperating with a data supplier in the common
sharing of user data, a third-person application
must enter into a written agreement with the
supplier in order to avoid losses arising from nongood faith operation by the network operator
which is in a relatively dominant position.

3. Locojoy v. Alibaba Cloud
3.1 Basic information

2.4 In-Depth Analysis

Case

Whe dete i i g hethe Mai ai s act of
o tai i g a d usi g Wei o use s i fo atio
constituted unfair competition, the Court of
Second Instance adopted a key test, namely
whether a data supplier under Open API obtained
use s o se ts he
aki g thi d pe so s a ess
the data. In addition, whether when using the
use s i fo atio , the thi d-person platform
clearly expressed the purposes, means and scope
of collecting and using the information, and
o tai ed the use s o se ts agai .

Case
No.
Courts

Alibaba Cloud Computing Co. Ltd. v. Beijing Locojoy
Technology Co., Ltd. (Dispute over Infringement of the
Right of Information Network Communication)
The case number of the Judgment of First Instance
is not retrievable; the case is presently in the second
instance
Beijing Shijingshan District People s Cou t Fi st
Instance)

Cause of Action Dispute over Infringement of the Right of
Information Network Communication

In this case Weibo, as the network platform
supplier, and Maimai, as a third-party application,
should abide by the Development Agreement
made by and between the parties. When reading
a d ha dli g use s data, the pa ties should
cooperate fairly and in good faith on the principle
of triple authorization: uses autho izatio ,
platfo s autho izatio a d use s fu the
authorization, subject to the baseline of protecting
use s ight of p i a , ight to k o a d f eedo
of choice, in order to come upon a win-win
situation in the data economy.

Plaintiff
(Appellant)

Ali a a Cloud Co puti g Co. Ltd. Ali a a
Cloud

Defendants
(Appellees)

Beiji g Lo ojo Te h olog Co., Ltd. Lo ojo

Judgment

(first instance) According to Article 36 of the Tort
Lia ilit La of the People s Repu li of Chi a,
Alibaba Cloud infringed the right of information
network communication of Locojoy to the game
concerned; therefore, Alibaba Cloud shall
compensate Locojoy for its economic losses of
CNY250,000 and reasonable legal costs of
CNY11,240.

3.2 Overview
Locojoy is the o e of the o ile ga es, I Called
MT o li e a d I Called MT . I August
,
Locojoy received a complaint from a player,

Accordingly, this report puts forward the following
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i di ati g that the ga e I Called MT s ooth
editio supplied o www.callmt.com was
ide ti al to the ga e I Called MT o li e.
Similarities included game icon, character image,
game interface, rules and words. Locojoy could not
get any information about the website operator
but it discovered, by virtue of network-packetanalysis software, that the IP address of the
sto age se e of the ga e I Called MT s ooth
editio
elo ged to Ali a a Cloud. Lo ojo se t
two letters to Alibaba Cloud on October 10 and
October 30, 2015 respectively, requiring deletion
of the infringing game and provision of the contact
information of the cloud service lessee. No reply
was received. Locojoy claimed that the act
constituted joint infringement by Alibaba Cloud
and filed a lawsuit with Beijing Shijingshan District
People s Cou t, e uesti g the Cou t order Alibaba
Cloud to break the link, stop supplying the server
lease service for the infringing game concerned,
provide Locojoy with the game database
information stored on its server and compensate
Locojoy for its economic losses of CNY1,000,000 in
total.

The following are the main focuses of dispute in
this case: 1) determination of the nature of the
network service supplied by Alibaba Cloud; 2)
whether Alibaba Cloud is obligated to take
measures; and 3) whether Alibaba Cloud is
required to assume civil liabilities in this case.
Firstly, according to the Regulation on the
Protection of the Right of Network Dissemination
of Information which the Court invoked, Alibaba
Cloud fell ithi the s ope of et o k se i e
supplie as defi ed i A ti le . A o di g to the
Regulation, providing information storage space or
searching and linking services may be deemed as
supply of network services. The Court deemed that
su h se i e as suppl of i fo atio sto age
spa e a d defi ed Ali a a Cloud as a et o k
se i e supplie .
Secondly, in general no prior examination
obligation will be imposed on a network service
supplie , a el po t p i iple , hi h is
stipulated in Article 23 of the Regulation. According
to the Regulation, where a network service
provider has disconnected the link after receiving
notification from the owner, it shall not be liable
for compensation. However, where it knew or
should have known about the infringement of
a othe pe so s ight, it shall assu e ele a t
liabilities. Notwithstanding the vague evidence
submitted, according to the material handled,
Locojoy could not prove that Alibaba Cloud was at
fault in this case, and so needed to ascertain
whether Alibaba Cloud performed relevant postobligations. It was unclear whether the format and
contents of the written notices issued by Locojoy
conformed to legal provisions. However, from the
view of a balance of interests, Alibaba Cloud did
not make any reply after receiving two written
notices from Locojoy, which violated its obligations
to be performed as a server supplier.

The Court of First Instance deemed that, as a
server supplier, Alibaba Cloud had no obligation to
examine whether the contents to be stored in a
leased se e i f i ged othe pe so s ights i
advance. However, as a server service supplier,
Alibaba Cloud should assume obligations to take
necessary, reasonable and appropriate measures
to actively cooperate with a rightful owner in
safeguarding rights and to avoid continual losses
he e the o e s ajo i te ests e e da aged
by the network service supplied by Alibaba Cloud.
Thus, according to the facts concerning the case,
Alibaba Cloud should assume full legal liability.
Therefore, the Court ruled that Alibaba Cloud
should compensate Locojoy for its economic losses
of CNY250,000 and reasonable legal costs of
CNY11,240.

Lastly, Alibaba Cloud should assume the joint and
several tort liabilities for losses after Locojoy issued
notices due to its failure to take measures in a
timely manner, and the Court determined the
specific amount and issued the relevant judgment.

Thereafter, Alibaba Cloud appealed to the Beijing
Intellectual Property Court. The second instance
decision is currently pending.

3.3 Focus of dispute
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3.4 In-Depth Analysis
This case concerned a dispute over copyright
infringement, based on which the Courts made
argument and issued judgment. As for network
operators, issues about data security were also
considered.
A network service supplier shall have no absolute
prior examination obligation no matter what
network services it supplies. However, Alibaba
Cloud stated in its plea that it was unnecessary to
take measures until a judicial organ or another
state power organ issues an official notice. This is a
false state e t. Su je t to the po t p i iple , a
network service supplier shall take relevant
measures when a right owner or the infringed
sends an official notice.
The report deems that the problem is as follows:

of lack of certain items, the enterprise may refuse
to take measures. If the notice is acceptable in
form, the network service supplier shall decide
whether to take measures in terms of the services
supplied. In this case, as a service supplier, it was
impossible for Alibaba Cloud to close the server
without examination or verification. As an
impartial technology supplier, Alibaba Cloud could
not carry out examination nor verification
unconditionally since it concerned the data
security of network users. Therefore, the safest
way was to continually remain impartial. Alibaba
Cloud need not directly take measures; however, it
should either disclose relevant information about
the server lessee to the rightful owner issuing the
oti e o dis lose the o e s i fo atio to the
server lessee, and the final decision should be up
to negotiation between the parties. In the case of
any legal suit following failed negotiation, any
measure taken by the service supplier would be
acceptable only if it met the requirements of the
competent judicial organ.

Firstly, Article 36 of the Tort Liability Law stipulates
some, but not all, necessary measures to be taken.
Therefore, there is space for interpretation at
judge e t. Ali a a Cloud o side ed that data
se u it fo et o k use s should e the a solute
priority and that it was impossible to close or
s ee a othe use s se e in normal operation
following to a notice from the counterparty
because such act would be more harmful.
Secondly, although legal provisions stipulate that
the rightful owner may service the service supplier
with a written notice to immediately take
necessary measures, the network service supplier
should not make a formal examination only for the
pu pose of use s data se u it e ause of
potential falsification of the materials submitted.
However, substantive examination may be made of
the original intentio of data se u it
e ause it
is necessary to make a judgment on the basis of
ele a t use s data.
It is suggested that each enterprise shall keep
interests balanced; in other words, it shall
prudently deal with the notices from copyright
owners. Firstly, in the case of a written notice from
a rightful owner, an enterprise shall make a formal
examination to determine whether the format of
the notice conforms to legal provisions. In the case

Where the network service supplier is obligated to
examine user data, it shall perform substantive
examination of the written notice sent by the
owner and, jointly with the legal department,
technical department and other professional legal
agencies, determine whether it constitutes
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infringement and then take further measures.
Based on the above in-depth analysis of this case, it
is suggested that an owner should firstly
communicate with the infringer, directly requiring
cessation of the infringing acts, once it is aware of
any suspect activity. If, as in this case, it is
impossible to retrieve any information about the
infringer, the owner shall collect and reserve
evidence as far as possible to enrich the judgment
of infringing elements; in addition, it is also
suggested that the owner should appoint relevant
legal service agencies to assist in drawing up a
notice and send a formal notice to the network
service supplier. Lastly, if the supplier makes no
reply or refuses to take measures, the owner shall
resort to other legal means as soon as possible,
including complaints to the competent
administrative organ or lawsuits with the
competent court.
As for the boundaries of the data security and the
ownership of intellectual property, the report
dee s ased o the p i iples of lie ts i te ests
first and data security that an impartial technology
supplier shall, if compliant with pertinent
regulations, avoid participation in any dispute over
the ownership of relevant intellectual property if it
has no right to read data; however, the supplier
a dis lose eithe pa t s i fo atio to its
counterparty so that the parties can negotiate
solutions. In such cases the network service
supplier shall faithfully check, examine, record or
a ou e ea h use s i fo atio du i g ope atio
and management so that it can perform its
necessary obligations.
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1.1 Basic information

Chapter IX
Criminal Cases

Case
Case No.

Since 2017, the Ministry of Public Security has
authorized public security bodies at all levels to
carry out special actions against crimes of
infringement of personal information on the
Internet and in doing so has settled a huge number
of matters. By December 20, 2017 the public
security bodies had resolved 4,911 cases of
infringing personal information, arrested 15,463
suspects and closed 164 infringing enterprises.22
This report selects several influential and
representative cases in 2017 for analysis in order
to provide businesses with references in
compliance.

Court
s
Cause of Action
Defendant

Judgment

According to information announced by Gridsum
Data, with respect to the cases of infringement of
personal information, about 78.5% of the
defendants obtained personal information by
means of purchase and about 5.4% of these did so
by theft, mainly by taking advantage of a position
with access to servers. Besides purchase and theft,
personal information was also be obtained directly
or indirectly by means of cooperation, mobile
phone, follow-up tracing, candid camera,
disclosure via internal communications and free
provision.23

Case of Du Tianyu Infringing Personal Information
(2017) Lu 1311 Xing Chu No. 332
Li i Luozhua g Dist i t People s Cou t
Crime of Infringement of Personal Information
Du Tianyu
1. The defendant, Du Tianyu, committed a crime of
infringement of personal information and was
sentenced to 6 years in prison and a fine of
CNY60,000;
. Co fis atio of the defe da t s illegal gai s of
CNY14,100 and the equipment, namely one silver
mobile hard disk drive, one Motorola mobile
phone, one Dell laptop and one wireless access
card, all of which were to be turned over to the
state treasury.

1.2 Overview
The Xu Yuyu Incident happened in 2016 and was
widely reported. The victim Xu Yuyu, a prospective
college student aged 18 from a poor family,
unfortunately died of sudden cardiac arrest due to
a telecommunications fraud which swindled her of
the money set aside for tuition fees. Disclosure of
the e a i ees pe so al i fo atio helped
facilitate the telecommunications fraud. The case is
meaningful to China for cracking down on
telecommunications fraud and protecting personal
information.

Purchase is beyond doubt the most common way
to illegally obtain personal data and can easily form
a gray industrial chain. Compared with individual
crime, gang crime represents a larger proportion.
More suspects complete the whole crime by theft
prior to purchase.

The Xu Yuyu Incident concerns two elements, one
being that Chen Wenhui and others committed
fraud and infringed personal information, and the
other being that the hacker Du Tianyu illegally
accessed personal information.

1. Case of Du Tianyu Infringing
Personal Information

The defendant Du Tianyu found a bug in the
Shandong Information Platform for the National
College Entrance Examination 2016 and infected

22

23

The public security bodies resolved about 4,911 cases of
infringing personal information last year,
http://www.legaldaily.com.cn/zt/content/201801/09/content_7443903.htm?node=90103, last visited
January 15, 2018.

Shanghai, Guangdong, Zhejiang and Jiangsu Rank in the First
5 of Crimes of Infringement of Personal Information,
http://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/X_6M4Cy22n3AG3ioUpMQFg, last
visited December 4, 2017.
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the platform with a Trojan virus. Then he stole
o e tha
,
ite s of e a i ees pe so al
information from the website and sold them.
Another defendant Chen Wenhui bought
information from Du for fraudulent purposes. The
victim Xu Yuyu lost CNY9,900 due to this fraud.
After Xu and her father went to their local police
station. Xu felt uncomfortable on the way home
and finally died.

consciousness and failed to perform the obligation
of security protection effectively, both of which
resulted in bugs in the website and disclosure of
e a i ees i fo atio .
It should be noted that the Network Security Law
has not been adopted when the case occurred.
Now that the Law is effective, it emphasizes the
p o isio s o e i g et o k ope ato s
obligations to protect network security and
personal information. The Shandong Provincial
Academy of Education Recruitment and
Examination acted against the obligation to protect
network security as a network operator since the
website within its jurisdiction was subject to
security bugs. Du Tianyu violated the provisions on
the protection of personal information because he
illegally invaded the network platform by using a
Trojan horse program, and obtained and sold
personal information.

On April 17, 2017, the procuratorial office in
Sha do g p esided o e the Xu Yu u
Tele o
u i atio F aud ase. Du i g the fi st
instance, two surveyors appeared in court as
witnesses and claimed that there was a causal
elatio ship et ee the f aud a d Xu s death.
Finally, Chen Wenhui was sentenced to life
imprisonment for fraud and infringement of
personal information, and another defendant Du
Tianyu was sentenced to imprisonment of 6 years
and a fine of CNY60,000 for illegal access to
personal information.

2. Case of Nestle Staff
Infringing Personal
Information

The pu li ea ted st o gl to Xu s death. The
Sup e e People s P o u ato ate, the Sup e e
People s Cou t a d the Mi ist of Public Security
jointly issued the Opinions of Several Issues
Concerning the Application of Law in the Trial of
Criminal Cases Involving Telecommunications and
I te et F aud. Xu s death heighte ed a a e ess
of fraud and the importance of protecting personal
information and had a deep influence on
protection of personal information and combating
telecommunications fraud in future.

The o ept of i f i ge e t of pe so al
i fo atio has e te ed i to pu li o s ious ess
and received high attention. The public have been
extra vigilant concerning acts which infringe
personal information since the Amendment (IX) to
the Criminal Law came into effect in November,
. The a age s a d staff e e s of Nestle s
infant department bought relevant maternal &
child information with compensation from medical

1.3 In-Depth Analysis
There are two key points in the case from the view
of cyber security. One being that Du Tianyu
downloaded and sold information about
candidates for the Shandong college entrance
examination in 2016 by using the bugs in the
Information Platform for the National College
Entrance Examination, which directly allowed
f audste s to o tai Xu s pe so al information. The
other is that Shandong Information Platform for
the National College Entrance Examination 2016,
which as a network platform affiliated to the
education department, had a low safety
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several hospitals by establishing connections and
paying commissions in order to seize market share
and promote Nestle milk powder.

personnel for the purpose of acquiring market
share. Criminal penalties imposed on Nestle staff
and medical personnel warned senior officers and
employees of enterprises to maintain the baseline
of protecting personal information.

As a result, Zheng and Yang illegally obtained more
than 40,000 items of personal information
respectively, and other staff members illegally
obtained a great deal more personal information.
The medical personnel concerned collected
commissions by illegally providing personal
information collected during the performance of
their duties as primary nurses of gynecology and
obstetrics to the Nestle staff concerned.

2.1 Basic information
Case

Case of Nestle Staff Infringing Personal
Information

Case No.

(2017) Gan 01 Xing Zhong No. 89 (Second Instance)
(2017) Gan 0102 Xing Chu No. 605 (First Instance)

Courts

La zhou I te ediate People s Cou t Se o d
Instance)
La zhou Che ggua Dist i t People s Cou t Fi st
Instance)

Cause of
Action

Defendants
(Appellees)

Judgment

2.3 Focus of dispute
Whether the defendants were suspected of
infringing personal information was beyond doubt.
The main dispute in the case focused on whether it
constituted a crime. Several defense counsels
stated that the case constituted a crime and the
Court should investigate the criminal liabilities of
Nestle (China) Co., Ltd.

Crime of infringement of personal information
Zheng, a market manager of the infant nutrition
department of Nestle (China) Co., Ltd. in
northwest China;
Yang, Gansu regional manager, Yang and other
employees of the infant nutrition department in
Lanzhou Branch;
Nurse Wang and other medical personnel of the
obstetrics and gynecology department of the
First Hospital Affiliated to Lanzhou University

The Court deemed that, according to Nestle DR
task materials, Nestle certifications, Nestle policies
a d Nestle s ode of o du t, Nestle did ot pe it
its employees and staff members to pay any cash
or other benefits to medical personnel, nor illegally
olle t o su e s pe so al i fo atio . Nestle
required all nutrition personnel to take part in
training programs and sign letters of commitment
with respect to such rules and regulations. It was
ot Nestle s ill that the defe da ts su o
medical personnel to obtain personal information,
regardless of the rules, regulations and Nestle s
prohibitive policies, only for achievement of their
performance tasks, even if they were aware of
pertinent rules, regulations and Nestle policies;
therefore, the case could not constitute a crime.

On October 31, 2016, Lanzhou Chengguan
Dist i t People s Cou t uled i the fi st
instance to impose criminal penalties on Yang
and other persons, including criminal detention
of 4 months and the set term of imprisonment
of one year and 6 months, as well as fines, due
to the crime of infringement of personal
information. Thereafter, Zheng and others
appealed to the court for confirmation that the
activities concerned were of a criminal nature.
On May 31, 2017, Lanzhou Intermediate
People s Cou t issued the fi al judg e t i the
second instance, rejecting the appeal and
affirming the original judgment.

2.2 Overview

2.4 In-Depth Analysis

From 2011 to September 2013, Zheng, marketing
manager of the infant nutrition department of
Nestle (China) Co., Ltd. in the northwest region and
Yang, Gansu regional manager of the infant
nutrition department in Lanzhou Branch of Nestle
China, incited Nestle staff to illegally obtain
personal information from medical personnel of

Firstly, with respect to employees, the baseline
duty of care to be kept in the pursuit of
commercial profits is non-infringement of personal
information. It is reasonable for employees that
sell mother and baby products to promote their
products to pregnant women. However, in this
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Nestle Instructions, the Graphic Guide Concerning
Health Ca e S ste a d othe do u e ts Not to
induce medical personnel with financial or material
i te ests . Nestle su itted ele a t e ide e to
prove that it required all nutrition personnel to
accept training programs and sign letters of
commitment, it did not permit its employees to
directly or indirectly communicate with pregnant
or breastfeeding women or the public for the
purpose of promoting infant formula products for
healthy infants at 0-12 months, nor actively collect
personal information without completion of proper
p o edu es a d ith Nestle s app o al. Therefore,
the Court determined that the acts infringing
personal information were individual behavior
conducted by Nestle employees and did not reflect
Nestle s ill, a d that the ase as ot of a
criminal nature and Nestle was exempted from
legal punishment.

case Nestle employees illegally obtained personal
information of pregnant women by suborning
medical personnel in order to complete
performance tasks, so it is beyond doubt that
illegal acts infringing personal information for
profits were committed. It is also clear that
commercial activities aiming to expand customer
groups, such as targeted marketing and promotion,
may be conducted without infringement of
personal information and that no consumer groups
may be expanded by illegally obtaining personal
information.
Secondly, an enterprise shall expressly state the
obligation to protect consumer information to be
assumed by its employees in an agreement and
formulate relevant rules and regulations, which
shall not only help remind its employees but also
help the enterprise avoid the commission of crimes
as a result of suspected infringement of personal
information. In this case, Nestle clearly stipulates in
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prote tio of use s pe so al i fo atio , it ill,
according to the Provisions on Protection of
Personal Information of Telecommunications and
Internet Users and other pertinent laws and
regulations, urge enterprises to strengthen internal
management, consciously regulate the collection
a d utilizatio of use s pe so al i fo atio a d
p ote t use s legiti ate ights a d i te ests
according to pertinent laws. As for disputes and
differences among information and
communication businesses, the MIIT will actively
seek to coordinate and lead self-regulation
according to its duties in order to create a good
a ket o de fo
ass e t ep e eu ship a d
i o atio i Chi a.

Chapter X
Disputed Events
Besides law enforcement cases and lawsuits, there
are lots of matters in dispute with respect to data.
Although the matters in dispute were not settled
through official channels, we can take note and
warning from them with regard to data collection,
utilization and provision.

1. Huawei v. WeChat Users
(Data Dispute)

1.2 Focus of Dispute

1.1 Basic information

Probably the problem that deserved more
attention in this case was not the nature of the
data. Generally speaking, no conflict of legal value
would be under static ownership. The report
deems that we shall pay more attention to the key
question in this dispute, which is the information
access and utilization during dynamic exchange,
and especially legal access to data by a third party.
Thus, there is a question about how to define the
scope of collecting and utilizing user data by a third
party. According to the Network Security Law, to
collect personal information, network operators
shall follow the principles of legitimacy,
rightfulness and necessity, obtain the consent of
the persons whose data is collected and ensure the
safety of such collected information.

According to the Wall Street Journal
(http://cn.wsj.com) dated August 4, 2017, Magic
smart mobile phones released by Huawei
pe fo ed AI fu tio s
olle ti g use s activity
information, e.g., to recommend restaurants to
use s a o di g to use s sho t essages. The
collected information included the chat
information on WeChat, a popular social
application.
Tencent claimed that Huawei actually seized
Te e t s data a d i f i ged WeChat use s ights
to privacy. Huawei denied infringement of such
use s ight to p i a
e ause it olle ted use s
activity information only with the authorization
which was granted by users on phones. All user
data belonged to users, and is not the property of
WeChat or Magic. In addition, Huawei had
obtained authorizations from the users before
handling user data on Magic smart mobile phones.

1.3 In-Depth Analysis
In recent years, AI has developed rapidly, and data
exchange among major Internet enterprises is one
of its most important uses. However, there is no
systematic data exchange system in China, and
network operators are negotiating settlement of
data exchange issues.

This is not the sole dispute between the two
enterprises. Users with devices newly released by
Huawei cannot make payment by using fingerprint
ID technology on WeChat. It is clear that Huawei
and Tencent have not reached agreement in many
aspects.

2. Cainiao Yizhan v. Shunfeng
Express (Dispute over Logistics
Data)

Therefore, the Ministry of Industry and Information
Technology (MIIT) stated that, with respect to
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consent of the relevant target consumers.
Therefore, one of the focuses of dispute was
whether Cainiao had to obtain authorization from
the users for obtaining and utilizing user
information via a data interface.

2.1 Basic information
At about 14:00 on June 1, 2017, Cainiao released a
statement on Shunfeng suspending the logistics
data interface on its official Weibo, mainly
highlighting two points: 1) Shunfeng suspended the
logistics data interface; 2) Shunfeng did not
cooperate with Cainiao in upgrading the
information security system.

Second was whether Shunfeng accessing a great
number of phone numbers of Taobao users was
easo a le. As to Cai iao s lai , Shu fe g had to
submit the evidence as follows in order to prove
the rational: 1) Shunfeng accessing the phone
numbers of Taobao users was necessary and
related to the logistics service it supplied;
otherwise, Shunfeng would violate the provisions
that et o k ope ato s shall ot olle t pe sonal
information unrelated to the services they
p o ide ; Shu fe g a essed the i fo atio to
a reasonable extent; otherwise, Shunfeng would
iolate the p i iple of e essit fo a et o k
operation collecting personal information; 3) in the
case of hidden issues with cyber security, it was
undoubted that Shunfeng should be obligated to
take necessary measures to keep relevant data
free from disclosure and loss.

On the same day, Shunfeng Group, one of the
investors in Hive Box, released the Reply to
Suspension of the Logistics Data Interface as
Mentioned by Cainiao on its official Weibo, making
a reply to Cainiao. Shunfeng said that it refused
Cai iao s e uest e ause it as u easo a le to
ask Hi e Bo to p o ide o su e s p i a data
which was unrelated to Cainiao only for its own
commercial profits and that such information
belonged to the consumers.
Cainiao responded again, indicating that, after
connecting with Cainiao data, Hive Box had been
accessing phone numbers and other information of
Taobao users and used such information beyond a
reasonable scope, which was dangerous and
became a core issue of the case.
Finally, the State Post Bureau called senior officers
of Cainiao and Shunfeng Express to come to Beijing
to coordinate closure of the exchange data
interface. The parties agreed to resume
cooperation and all data transmission from 12:00
on June 3.

Third was whether Hive Box had the obligation to
oope ate i the ase of Cai iao s laim of
i fo atio se u it upg adi g ei g p o e .
According to the Network Security Law, network
operators may cooperate in areas such as
collection, analysis, and reporting of cyber security
information and emergency disposal, so as to
improve the ability of network operators to
safeguard security.

2.2 Focus of dispute

2.3 In-Depth Analysis

The main focuses of the disputes are as follows:

The disputes over logistics data between Cainiao
and Shunfeng mainly focused on the data
interface. A data interface may complete data
transmission and increase cooperation efficiency;
however, data protection is a critical problem.
Thus, the report deems that the dispute may give
enterprises some enlightenment in the following
areas:

Fi stl , hethe Cai iao s e ui i g Hi e Bo to
provide logistical data for the purpose of upgrading
information security system was reasonable.
Cainiao had a purpose to collecting personal
information, regardless of information security
upgrading or provision of collection services to
o su e s, hi h as alig ed to use s ights a d
interests. For the purpose of determining whether
Cai iao s a ti ities e e legal, it should e
ascertained whether Cainiao had obtained the

Firstly, an enterprise shall announce the purpose,
means and scope of information collection, and
obtain the consent of the persons whose data is
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Thirdly, technical measures shall be taken during
data interface docking to impose certain
restrictions on data sharing. According to the
Network Security Law, network operators shall not
collect personal information unrelated to the
services they provide. In this case, Cainiao claimed
that Shunfeng collected the information about
Taobao orders that were unrelated to the logistics
service. Technically, measures may be taken during
data sharing to ensure that the information
collected by the counterparty by means of
interface docking is limited to the personal
information and data necessary to its business.
Such measures may also avoid any enterprise
collecting and abusing data endlessly at will or
i f i gi g use s ights
ea s of data sha i g.

collected. In this case, Cainiao did not give a full
explanation on the purposes of data collection and
utilizatio a d did ot o tai the o su e s
consent, so Shunfeng claimed that Cainiao required
Hi e Bo to p o ide the o su e s p i a data
which was unrelated to Cainiao only for its own
commercial profits. Cainiao argued that Shunfeng
accessed the phone numbers and other
information of Taobao users in an unreasonable
way and used such information beyond a
reasonable scope, in which Cainiao questioned the
scope and purpose of Shunfeng collecting and
using such information. Thereafter, the parties
closed the data interface and the contradiction
between the parties escalated. Coincidentally,
Jingdong closed the data interface with Tiantian
Express and terminated the cooperation between
the parties this July.

Fourthly, commercial profits shall give way to
public interests. In this case, Shunfeng did not
allow Cainiao to use its logistics data and Cainiao
claimed that Shunfeng coveted the information
about Taobao orders because they believed the
data would result in huge commercial profits. The
case was settled by the State Post Bureau. It was
vital determine the greatest common divisor and
joi tl ai tai the a ket o de a d o su e s
legitimate rights and interests. As the statement
made by Cainiao indicated, enterprises shall take
p ote tio of use s pe so al i fo atio a d
protection of data security as the baseline in the
pursuit of commercial profits.

Thus, it is suggested that enterprises should clearly
disclose the rules on information collection, the
purposes, means and scope of information
collection and utilization in advance of conclusion
of data interface agreements, in order to avoid
termination of the cooperation relationship due to
failure to reach agreements on data collection in
case of data interface problems during subsequent
cooperation, and that enterprises should take
measures, including formulation of penalty terms,
to avoid inconvenience to consumers and interest
losses to any party in case of sudden closure of a
data interface by the counterparty.
Secondly, each enterprise shall notify its users of
the existence of a data interface and remind the
users of data transmission to other systems in
order to obtain their consent. After collecting user
data, the enterprise shall clearly indicate that the
user data will be transmitted to another system via
an interface, so that the enterprise can comply
with the provisions of the Network Security Law,
a el that Network operators shall not provide
the personal information to others without the
consent of the persons whose data is collected. I
addition, enterprises shall take necessary measures
to ensure data security in case of additional risks in
data disclosure and loss during data transmission.
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Part IV
Overview and
Analysis of Laws
and Regulations
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Cyber Information Security, Monitoring, Early
Warning and Emergency Response, Legal Liability,
and Supplementary Provisions.

In 2017, the issue of cyber security became
increasingly prominent, posing a huge challenge to
the international community. President Xi Jinping
has pointed out: "without cyber security, there will
be no national security; without informatization,
there will be no modernization." As a legislative
body, the Standing Committee of the National
People's Congress attaches great importance to
cyber security. As early as December 2012, it
adopted the Decision of the Standing Committee of
the National People's Congress on Strengthening
the Protection of Network Information. In
November 2016, the Standing Committee of the
National People's Congress passed the Network
Security Law of the People's Republic of China
("Network Security Law"), which officially took
effect on June 1, 2017 (see Figure 8).

Enterprises and institutions need to pay close
attention to Chapter 3 "Cyber Operation Security"
and Chapter 4 "Cyber Information Security". This
part interprets the provisions of the two chapters,
and summarizes and analyzes the relevant
supporting laws, regulations and documents
introduced in 2017.
In 2017, a total of 48 legal documents on data
protection including laws, judicial interpretations,
administrative regulations, departmental rules and
national standards were introduced, including
seven laws, one judicial interpretation, two
administrative regulations, 21 departmental rules
and 17 national standards. They were all drafted
and published in 2017. Some of them have taken

Figure 8

effect and some were issued for public comment in
the form of exposure drafts. Of the 21
departmental rules, 11 were drafted by the
Cyberspace Administration of China, five were
drafted by the Ministry of Industry and Information
Technology, two were drafted by the China
Banking Regulatory Commission and three were
drafted respectively by the Ministry of Transport,

The Network Security Law is a comprehensive
standard for network and information security
developed under the guidance of overall national
security proposed by Xi Jinping and based on
China's practical experience in Internet
management. The law contains 79 articles in seven
chapters: General Provisions, Cyber Security
Support and Promotion, Cyber Operation Security,
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Figure 9

2
7
2
21

11

17
5

Departmental regulations 21
National Standards 17

Administrative regulations 2

CAC 11

MOT 1

Judicial interpretation 1

MIIT 5

CFDA 1

CBRC 2

NHFPC 1

Laws 7

cyber information security. "Other" in the figure
refers to three legal documents that belong neither
to the category of cyber operation security nor to
the category of cyber information security (see
Figure 11).

the China Food and Drug Administration and the
National Health and Family Planning Commission
(see Figure 9).
Of the 48 laws and regulations, 27 were official
documents and 21 were exposure drafts. Most of
the exposure drafts were found in the "national
standards" part. (See Figure 10 for the proportion.)

Figure 11 Classification of legal documents

Of the 48 legal documents, the Network Security
Law is a basic law that touches on both cyber
operation security and cyber information security.
Of the other 47 legal documents, 27 are related to
cyber operation security and 17 are related to

Cyber operation
security

Figure 10: distribution of drafts and final
versions

Cyber information
security
Other

drafts
final
versions

3 1

Network Security
Law

21, 44%
27, 56%
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and evaluation of hierarchical information security
protection and information security inspection.

Chapter XI

In 1994, the State Council set out the Regulations
on Security Protection for Computer Information
Systems, which stipulate that graded security
protection shall be implemented for computer
information systems. With the implementation of
the Network Security Law, the graded protection
system has been enshrined in law and legally
established itself as the foundation and core in the
field of cyber security. The graded protection
system is a key element of the Network Security
Law. This system was established based on the
present status of the development of Internet
technology in China and the requirements for
cyberspace security in all sectors of society. While
bringing convenience to all sectors of society, the
rapid development of Internet technology poses
many security risks, especially in fields related to
national security, the national economy, people's
livelihoods and the public interest in areas such as
government, energy, finance, transportation, water
conservancy, education and science, technology
and industry for national defense. The impact of
cyber security incidents such as data breaches or
internal and external attacks will be incalculable
and difficult to control. In order to avoid this kind
of situation, the graded cyber security protection
system has emerged as a way to protect cyber
security. This report found that it is worth noting
that 31.02% of the respondents haven't performed
the obligation to test and evaluate graded security
protection since the Network Security Law took
effect (Figure 1 in Chapter 1 of this report).

Cyber Operation
Security
Cyber security is an important feature of the
Network Security Law. It is based on graded cyber
security protection and also includes the obligation
to verify identity and to establish a contingency
plan system. Critical information infrastructure
protection is also an important part of cyber
operation security. According to incomplete
statistics, there were at least 20 cases of
administrative punishment for violating cyber
operation security obligations under the Network
Security Law in 2017. These cases mainly involved
failure to perform the obligation to protect cyber
security, failure to perform the obligation to verify
identity, the failure of network products and
services to meet the mandatory requirements of
relevant national standards and engaging in or
supporting activities that endanger cyber security.
This chapter explains new regulations concerning
the obligations of network operators, providers of
network products/services and operators of critical
information infrastructure. It should be noted that
we are not faced with an either/or situation, as
sometimes an entity is not only a network operator
but also a provider of network products or services
or an operator of critical information
infrastructure.

It should be noted that the graded cyber security
protection system is different from the current
graded information security protection system in
terms of targets, regulatory departments, etc. The
targets of the graded cyber security protection
system are operators and users of information
systems, whose information systems refer
specifically to important information systems such
as finance, taxation, industry and commerce,
customs and energy systems, and the office
systems of Party and government organs and
whose regulatory departments are public security
organs. The targets of the graded cyber security

1. Obligations of Network
Operators
1.1 Graded Protection System
Graded information security protection aims to
protect information and information carriers
according to their level of importance. Hierarchical
information security protection work is divided into
five stages of grading, filing for registration,
security construction and improvement, testing
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protection system are network operators, whose
regulatory departments are cyberspace
administration authorities. The
telecommunications authorities of the State
Council, public security departments and other
relevant departments are responsible for the
protection, supervision and management of cyber
security within their respective areas of
responsibility (see Chapter2).

1.1.2 Information Security Technology Technical Requirements for Network
Storage Security (exposure draft)
The standard specifies the security technology
measures that should be taken for network storage
in order to meet the requirements of the storage
market for the security of network storage
products. According to Article 21 of the Network
Security Law, network operators have a
responsibility to protect network data from being
leaked, stolen or tampered with. Data storage is
one of the important prerequisites for ensuring
data security, so the purpose of the standard is to
implement this provision.

The specific content of the graded cyber security
protection system is stipulated in Article 21 of the
Network Security Law. The status of
implementation of these provisions by companies
can be seen from the survey data and analysis in
the first chapter of this report.

The current situation of networked storage is: on
the one hand, as the value of data increases, the
importance of network storage is increasing; on
the other hand, due to the requirements for
personal information protection, network storage
faces challenges in information security. The
standard specifies in detail the security technology
requirements for network storage, including
security function requirements and security
guarantee requirements. Meanwhile, for these two
technology requirements, it divides the security
guarantee requirements for network storage into
three levels according to the security functions and
security guarantee requirements so as to facilitate
the work of relevant organizations.

Graded cyber security protection measures are
mentioned in many laws and regulations.

1.1.1 Information Security Technology Basic Requirements for Graded Cyber
Security Protection Part 3:
Requirements for Mobile Internet
Security Extensions (exposure draft)
The standard relates to graded security protection
for mobile Internet technology, as opposed to the
objects of conventional graded protection. The
difference is that mobile terminals can wirelessly
access networks. Therefore, three key elements
are highlighted: mobile terminals, mobile
applications and wireless networks.

1.2 Users' Obligation to
Register with Their Real
Names

The standard divides graded protection for mobile
Internet technology into four levels, with technical
and management requirements corresponding to
each level. The technical requirements include the
four elements of "physical and environmental
security," "network and communication security,"
"device and computational security," and
"application and data security." The management
requirements include the four elements of
se u it poli a d a age e t s ste ,
se u it a age e t o ga izatio s a d
pe so el, se u it o st u tio
a age e t,
a d se u it ope atio a d ai te a e
a age e t.

The Network Security Law requires real-name
registration for users: network operators who
provide network access, domain registration, fixed
line and mobile phone services, information
publishing, instant messaging and other relevant
services shall require users to provide identity
information when signing service agreements or
confirming the provision of services with users.
Network operators may not provide relevant
services to users who haven't provided true
identity information. The requirements for real- 66 -
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measures, and report the incident to the relevant
authorities as required.

name registration are also reflected in the
Information Security Technology Website
Credibility Evaluation Indicators (exposure draft).

Cyber emergency response is mentioned in many
laws and regulations.

1.2.1 Information Security Technology Website Credibility Evaluation
Indicators (exposure draft)

1.3.1 National Contingency Plan for
Cyber Security Incidents

The standard specifies the indicators for evaluating
website credibility, the basic requirements for
websites, the enhanced requirements for websites
and the evaluation methods, and provides for the
presentation and annulment of evaluation results.
The standard is applicable to all legal websites in
China. It puts forward basic and enhanced
requirements for websites including identity and
system security requirements, basic and enhanced
evaluation methods for websites including
methods for evaluating the authenticity of identity
and evaluating system security, as well as detailed
requirements for website credibility evaluation
indicators.

The "Monitoring, Early Warning and Emergency
Response" chapter of the Network Security Law
dabbles in and presents a general framework for
"e e ge
espo se, p o idi g a di e tio fo
cyber security emergency response. But the details
about emergency response still need to be fleshed
out. For example, there are no specific steps for
"corresponding emergency measures" and the
grading criteria for "grading cyber security
incidents according to factors such as the harm and
impact that could arise from their occurrence" are
not clear, which is not conducive to the effective
implementation of emergency response.
On June 27, 2017, the CAC issued the National Plan
for Cyber Security Incidents (the "Contingency
Plan"), which stipulates that "cyber security
incidents are divided into four levels:
extraordinarily serious cyber security incidents,
serious cyber security incidents, fairly serious cyber
security incidents and ordinary cyber security
incidents." The main criteria for grading cyber
security incidents include the threat that the cyber
security incident poses to national security, social
order, economic construction, and the public
interest, and the impact it could have. Cyber
security incidents are classified based on the
damage they could cause to important networks
and information systems, the extent to which they
could paralyze systems, the impact they could have
on business processing capabilities, the threat they
pose in terms of state secrets, important and
sensitive information, and critical data being lost,
stolen, altered or falsified, etc.

The evaluation of the authenticity of identity is in
line with the requirements for real-name
registration in the Network Security Law and
involves the verification and evaluation of the true
information that the Network Security Law
requires users to provide. In addition, system
security evaluation can also help the relevant
authorities determine whether network operators
have fulfilled their obligations with respect to
cyber security, so as to maintain cyber operation
security.

1.3 Cyber Emergency
Responses
Network operators shall formulate contingency
plans for cyber security incidents to cope with
emergencies and shall deal with security risks such
as system bugs, viruses, network attacks and
network intrusions in a timely manner; and
immediately initiate emergency plans in the event
of endangering cyber security. In the event of an
incident that endangers cyber security, the
network operator shall immediately activate the
contingency plan, take appropriate remedial

According to the relevant provisions of the
Network Security Law, "contingency plans for cyber
security incidents shall grade cyber security
incidents according to factors such as the harm and
impact that could arise from their occurrence, and
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set out relevant contingency measures." The
Contingency Plan provides for a specific grading
system and specifies the objective basis for grading
to provide a regulatory framework for grading,
thus facilitating the implementation of the
principles for cyber emergency response of
"unified Leadership and graded responsibility" and
"whoever is in charge is responsible and whoever
operates is responsible," improving efficiency and
the rationality of resource allocation and providing
the basis for the subsequent creation of an early
warning grading system.

resources to initiate an emergency response to an
incident, it may request the superior authority in
charge to provide support in coordination with the
technical body responsible for emergency
response.
In addition, the Guide also provides for reporting,
incident analysis and summary after an emergency
response. Its provisions on reporting and postincident analysis and summarization correspond to
provisions on emergency plans in the Network
Security Law, namely that network operators shall
draft contingency plans for security incidents and
deal with security risks such as system bugs,
viruses, network attacks and network intrusions in
a timely manner; in the event of an incident that
endangers cyber security, the network operator
shall immediately activate the contingency plan,
take appropriate remedial measures, and report
the incident to the relevant authorities as required.

1.3.2 Guide to the Emergency
Management of Information Security
Incidents Affecting Industrial Control
Systems
In June 2017, the Ministry of Industry and
Information Technology issued the guidance
Emergency Management of Information Security
Incidents Affecting Industrial Control Systems. The
guide relates to the emergency management of
information security incidents affecting industrial
control systems by authorities in charge of industry
and information technology and industrial
enterprises. The guide defines "security incidents
affecting industrial control systems" as incidents
caused by human factors, software or hardware
defects or failures, natural disasters, etc. that may
cause serious damage to industrial control systems
or data in industrial control systems and thereby
affect normal industrial production. The causes can
be summarized as: human factors, hardware and
software-related causes and natural disasters.
Relevant entities shall approach the emergency
management of security incidents differently
according to their causes.

Thus, it can be seen that the provisions of the
chapter on emergency response in the Guide
correspond to the contingency plan system in the
Network Security Law. The Guide sets out specific
requirements for information security for
industrial control systems, a refinement of the
Network Security Law in the field of information
security for industrial control systems.

1.3.3 Information Security Technology
Guide to the Implementation of
Information Security Risk Management
Information security risk management is an
important piece of groundwork for information
security protection. It covers the entire life cycle of
information systems and consists mainly of the two
basic steps of risk assessment and risk
management. Risk assessment is the process of
identifying, analyzing and evaluating the risks
whereas risk management is the process of
selecting and implementing security measures
based on risk assessment results.

The Guide mainly deals with emergency response.
For security incidents affecting industrial control
systems that may occur or already have occurred,
industrial enterprises shall immediately initiate an
emergency response, provide prompt rescue
through effective scientific means, strive to
minimize losses and restore damaged industrial
control systems as soon as possible. Where an
industrial enterprise possesses inadequate

Both are emergency measures taken in response to
cyber security incidents, improving the efficiency of
emergency measures prescribed in the Network
Security Law and minimizing risks and losses.
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Specifically, the standard addresses all kinds of
information security risks identified by risk
assessment, describes the organization,
management and process of risk management, and
provides guidance on the development of an
objective and standardized risk management plan
to promote the perfection of risk management.

emergency measures and prescribes the form and
organizational processes of emergency drills for
cyber security incidents.

1.3.4 Information Technology - Security
Technology - Information Security
Incident Management Part 1: Principles
of Incident Management (exposure
draft)

Cyber security emergencies refer to incidents that
are caused by sudden network attacks or network
intrusions and cause or may cause serious harm to
society. The contingency plan prescribes the
obligations of relevant entities including providers
of basic telecommunications services, domain
name authorities and Internet companies with
respect to the prevention of cyber security
emergencies and the emergency measures that
companies and relevant authorities should take
when cyber security emergencies occur so as to
maintain cyber operation security.

1.3.6 Contingency Plan for Cyber
Security Emergencies on the Public
Internet

The standard states that for any organization that
wishes to have a robust information security plan,
it is necessary to strategically carry out the
following activities: discovering, reporting, and
evaluating information security incidents;
responding to information security incidents,
including initiating appropriate control measures to
prevent, reduce and recover from the impact;
reporting information security vulnerabilities so as
to assess and properly handle them, drawing
lessons from information security incidents and
vulnerabilities, establishing preventive control
measures, and improving measures for information
security incident management as a whole.
Following this planned approach, the standard
provides guidance to network operators to
improve their emergency response capabilities.

Entities or individuals who fail to formulate
contingency plans or organize drills as required,
delay reporting, misrepresent, conceal or omit
important information about emergencies, or are
otherwise derelict in the performance of their early
warning and emergency response duties or
otherwise commit malpractice in work on
prevention shall be summoned for talks, formally
warned in a circulated notice, held accountable or
punished in accordance with laws and regulations
laid down by telecommunications authorities. The
relevant work of providers of basic
telecommunications services shall be included in
their annual cyber and information security
responsibility assessment.

1.3.5 Information Security Technology A General Guide to Emergency Drills
for Cyber Security Incidents (exposure
draft)

1.4 Carrying out Cyber
Security Certification and Risk
Assessment

The guide is a set of drill standards for training and
inspecting governments, enterprises, institutions
and social organizations that are established to
deal with increasingly serious cyber security
incidents. The standard provides an operable basic
framework for relevant entities to carry out cyber
security emergency response inspection and
routine emergency drills, details the organization
and process of emergency response in contingency
plans for cyber security incidents, classifies

The Network Security Law requires network
operators to carry out activities such as cyber
security certification, testing and risk assessment,
and disclose cyber security incidents to the public
in a timely manner. The recently publicly released
Information Security Technology Security
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Assessment Guidelines for Database Management
Systems (exposure draft) mainly specify the
content of security assessment.

Administration Punishment Law (Draft for Soliciting
Opinions).

1.5.1 Public Security Administration
Punishment Law (exposure draft)

1.4.1 Information Security Technology Security Assessment Guidelines for
Database Management Systems
(exposure draft)

In January 2017, the Ministry of Public Security
published a revised exposure draft of the Public
Security Administration Punishment Law on its
website for public comment. This is also the first
overhaul of the law since it came into effect on
March 1, 2006. The exposure draft gives a clear
response to issues that urgently need to be
resolved in the "Internet +" era, such as cyber
security in e-commerce and Internet finance,
personal information protection and the safety and
security of express consignments.24 The provisions
concerning cyber security in the revised exposure
draft are mainly found in Articles 31 and 32. The
provisions of Article 32 are mainly aimed at
providers of network services. We will discuss this
in the section "Specifications for the Provision of
Network Products and Services" below.

According to the preface of the standard, a
database management system is a software tool
that makes it possible to establish, use and
maintain a database. It is built on the basis of the
operating system and manages and controls the
database on a unified basis. The various database
commands used by the user, as well as the
execution of applications, are all implemented
through the database management system. The
database management system also provides
database maintenance support according to the
requirements of the system administrator to
ensure database security.
Thus, it can be seen that the database as the
carrier of stored data is of great importance for the
protection of data security. Therefore, through
security assessment, the security and reliability of
databases is evaluated to ensure that it is safely
applied to the storage, formatting, maintenance,
and management of user data to avoid losses and
risks.

Article 31 of the exposure draft prescribes five
prohibited acts:
(1) Intrusion into computer information systems or
using other means to obtain data stored,
processed or transmitted in computer information
systems, or illegally controlling computer
information systems in violation of State
regulations and in doing so causing damage;
(2) Deleting, modifying, adding, or interfering with
the functions of computer information systems in
violation of State regulations – and in doing so
causing damage;
(3) Deleting, modifying or adding to data and
programs stored, processed and transmitted in
computer information systems in violation of State
regulations;
(4) Intentionally creating or disseminating
destructive programs such as computer viruses and
in doing so causing damage;
(5) Providing programs and tools specifically
designed to intrude into and illegally control
computer information systems, or providing others

1.5 Prohibition against
Endangering Cyber Security
The Network Security Law imposes prohibitions on
et o k ope ato s, su h as ot to e gage i
activities that endanger cyber security, for example
illegal intrusion into others' networks, interference
with the normal functions of others' networks and
the theft of et o k data. I additio , the
prohibition against endangering cyber security also
appears in the recently released Public Security

24

Revision of the Public Security Administration Punishment
Law Worth a Thumbs Up for Timeliness,

http://www.chinacourt.org/article/detail/2017/02/id/2542584
.shtml, last visited October 17, 2017.
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with programs and tools in the knowledge that
they will use the programs and tools to commit the
illegal act of intruding into or illegally controlling
computer information systems – and in doing so
causing damage.

Network Security Law set out further provisions
relating to providers of network products and
services, and make clear the obligations of
providers of network products and services
regarding "security review," "security
maintenance," etc. prescribed in the Network
Security Law. As shown in Table 21 of Chapter 3 of
this report, Guangzhou Dongjing Computer
Technology Co., Ltd. was criticized in a circulated
notice by Guangdong Communications
Administration for violating the Network Security
Law and was required to carry out security risk
assessment for communications networks,
establish a pre-launch security assessment
mechanism for new services and a regular
verification mechanism for existing services,
conduct a comprehensive inspection of existing
products and services and eliminate security risks
to avoid the recurrence of similar incidents.

It is worth noting that the five kinds of acts
prohibited in this article correspond to current
offenses stipulated in the Criminal Law, such as
the offense of illegally obtaining data from
computer information system, the offense of
destroying computer information systems, the
offense of intentionally creating and disseminating
computer viruses and the offense of providing
programs and tools for intruding into or illegally
controlling computer information systems. When a
company or individual violates this provision, the
case shall be analyzed to determine whether a
crime has been committed.

2. Obligations of Providers of
Network Products and
Services

2.1.1 Public Security Administration
Punishment Law (exposure draft)
Article 32 of the revised exposure draft sets out
detailed provisions on the obligations of providers
of network services with respect to information
network security management: (1) user
information registration and protection; (2)
information release audit and public information
inspection; (3) log retention; (4) discovering,
intercepting and handling illegal information and
reporting it to public security organs; (5) providing
technical support and assistance for public security
organs and State security organs to perform their
duties according to the law; and (6) establishing
and implementing information network security
management systems and measures.

The Network Security Law provides a set of
specifications for providers of network products
and services: network products and services shall
meet the mandatory requirements of relevant
national standards; providers of network products
and services must not set up malicious programs;
upon discovering that there are risks such as
security flaws and vulnerabilities in their network
products and services, providers of network
products and services shall immediately take
remedial measures and fulfill their obligation to
inform. Next, we will analyze the obligations of
providers of network products and services.

2.1 Specifications for the
Provision of Network Products
and Services

The above provisions emphasize obligations
regarding user information registration and
protection, security protection, support and
assistance, and information management, and
require the attention of providers of network
services.

Network products and services have a wide range
of applications in various fields, including but not
limited to e-commerce. Relevant laws and
regulations released in 2017 other than the

2.1.2 Measures for Security Reviews of
Network Products and Services (for
trial implementation)
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(1) Not to embed malicious programs in the
development, production, delivery, operation and
maintenance of network products and services;
(2) Not to hide interfaces or modules with
unspecified functions;
(3) Not to load components capable of disabling or
bypassing security mechanisms;
(4) To establish integral protection measures for
network products and services to mitigate the risk
of key components, processes and data of products
and services being altered or falsified.

In May 2014, the CAC announced that in order to
safeguard national cyber security and protect the
legitimate interests of Chinese users, China would
introduce a cyber security review system. The
Network Security Law stipulates that: "where a
network product or service procured by an
operator of critical information infrastructure may
have a bearing on national security, it shall
undergo a security review conducted by the
national cyberspace administration authority in
concert with relevant departments under the State
Cou il. The Measu es fo Se u it Re ie s of
Network Products and Services (for trial
implementation) (the "Review Measures") issued
by the CAC on May 2, 2017 as a supporting
regulation of the Network Security Law set out
specific provisions on "security review." The
Review Measures took effect simultaneously with
the Network Security Law on June 1, 2017.

Second, providers of network products and
services shall perform security risk assessments on
the products and services they provide; identify
security risks in the design and development of
network products and services, formulate security
policies, and perform security testing on network
products and services before delivery; establish
and implement emergency response mechanisms
and processes against security flaws and
vulnerabilities in network products and services.
Upon discovering security flaws and vulnerabilities
in network products and services, providers should
immediately take remedial measures such as repair
or replacement, promptly alert users to the
security risks, and report them to relevant
authorities.

The Review Measures stipulate that security
reviews shall be conducted on network products
and services that may have a bearing on national
security in order to improve the security and
controllability of network products and services,
guard against supply chain security risk, and
safeguard national security and the public interest.
The emphasis of security reviews is on the security
and controllability of products and services,
including the risk of products being illegally
controlled, interfered with and interrupted, the risk
of product providers illegally collecting user
information, etc.

Third, providers of network products and services
shall perform security maintenance for the
products and services they provide and shall not
unilaterally suspend or terminate security
maintenance due to changes in business or
property rights or any other reason.

2.1.3 Information Security Technology General Security Requirements for
Network Products and Services
(exposure draft)

2.1.4 Information Security Technology Security and Controllability Evaluation
Indicators for Information Technology
Products Part 5: General-Purpose
Computers (exposure draft)

The draft elaborates on the obligations of
providers of network products and services in
three dimensions:

The standard prescribes the security and
controllability evaluation indicators for generalpurpose computer products. It is applicable to the
evaluation of the security and controllability of
general-purpose computer products, and can also
be used as a reference in the procurement of

First, providers of network products and services
shall be prohibited from providing products and
services that endanger security, and shall do the
following:
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products and self-inspection. The draft focuses on
five security and controllability evaluation
indicators for general-purpose computer products,
including the transparency of product design and
realization, validation for product realization,
supply chain security capability, product
sustainability support capability, and the security
and ecological adaptability of products.

3. Obligations of Operators of
Critical Information
Infrastructure
Critical information infrastructure refers to
information infrastructure wherein any damage,
loss of functionality or data breach could seriously
jeopardize national security, the national economy,
people's livelihoods, and/or the public interest.
According to the Report on Inspecting the
Implementation of the Network Security Law of the
People's Republic of China and the Decision of the
Standing Committee of the National People's
Congress on Strengthening the Protection of
Network Information given by the Law
Enforcement Inspection Group of the Standing
Committee of the National People's Congress at
the 31st session of the Standing Committee of the
12th National People's Congress on December 24,
2017, about 11,000 critical information systems
were identified in China in a thorough inspection of
critical information infrastructure conducted by the
CAC and other departments in 2016.

2.2 Obligation to Undergo
Security Testing and Security
Certification
Critical network equipment and cyber security
products shall pass security certification or security
testing carried out by a qualified body in
accordance with the mandatory requirements of
relevant national standards before being sold or
provided.
Documents related to security certification are as
follows:

2.2.1 Information Security Technology Specification for Network Security
Evaluation for Mobile Applications
(exposure draft)

3.1 Enhanced Security
Obligations
The Network Security Law requires enhanced
protection for critical information infrastructure
and prescribes stricter security management for
critical information infrastructure. Therefore, in
addition to the security obligations under Article 21
of the Network Security Law, operators of critical
information infrastructure also need to perform
enhanced security obligations.

The standard is a unique specification for network
security evaluation in the field of mobile
applications. It mainly prescribes the content,
processes and methods for evaluating network
security for mobile applications, and puts forward
requirements for security evaluation for source
codes, algorithms, stored data and permissions on
the technical level in connection with
confidentiality, integrity, availability, controllability,
non-repudiation, etc. The standard is applicable to
security evaluation for the client- and server-side
programs of mobile applications during program
development, testing, evaluation, audit, release,
etc. It corresponds to the provision in the Network
Security Law stating that critical network
equipment and cyber security products shall meet
the mandatory requirements of relevant national
standards.

3.1.1 Measures for the Monitoring and
Management of Cyber Security Threats
on the Public Internet
Chapter 5 "Monitoring, Early Warning and
Emergency Response" of the Network Security Law
stresses that departments responsible for the
security and protection of critical information
infrastructure should establish sound cyber
security monitoring, early warning and information
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emergency work mechanisms. Against this
background, the Ministry of Industry and
Information Technology as the competent
authority laid out the Measures to provide a more
detailed approach to the monitoring and
management of cyber security threats.

reporting systems in their respective industries and
sectors, and submit cyber security monitoring and
early warning information as required. Meanwhile,
the national cyberspace administration authority
shall coordinate the relevant departments to
establish sound cyber security risk assessment and
Ta le
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se u it th eats o the i te et. A
e se u it
th eat efe s to a network resource, a malicious
program, a security threat, or a security incident
that exists or spreads on the Internet and may
cause or has caused harm to the public. Thus, it can
be seen that the Measures provide a definition of
the object of Monitoring, Early Warning and
Emergency Response under the Network Security
Law. The Network Security Law provides broadbrush treatment of "cyber security" and "security
incidents," while the Measures classify cyber
security threats into four categories and more subcategories, under which are corresponding
emergency measures (Table 25).
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In addition, the Measures prescribe the manner in
which disputes are resolved. Anyone who is
dissatisfied with any of the above emergency
measures may file a complaint. If relevant
authorities fail to respond, the Measures will take
on provisions on administrative responsibility in
the Network Security Law under which relevant
authorities shall summon the providers in question
for talks or directly impose administrative penalties
such as warnings or fines on them in accordance
with the relevant regulations.

3.1.2 Regulations on Security
Protection for Critical Information
Infrastructure (exposure draft)
The Regulations are designed to ensure the
security of critical information infrastructure.
According to Article 2, the Regulations apply to the
planning, construction, operation, maintenance
and use of critical information infrastructure, and
security protection for critical information
infrastructure in China. The Regulations also cover
enhanced security obligations, the "three
synchronous" principle, rules for local data storage

N/A
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and cross-border transfers, and Obligation to
Perform Periodic Security Testing and Assessment.

3.2 "Three Synchronous"
Principle

The enhanced security obligations covered in the
Regulations are prescribed for relevant personnel,
including persons in charge of cyber security
management, professional and technical personnel
in key positions and relevant practitioners.

The "three synchronous" principle requires that
technical measures to ensure the operational
security of critical information infrastructure
should be planned synchronously, constructed
synchronously and used synchronously with main
works for critical information infrastructure. The
principle is also covered in the draft of China's
Cryptography Law.

The provisions concerning personnel in the
Regulations correspond to the security protection
system provided for in the Network Security Law.
Article 34 of the Network Security Law also
stipulates that operators of critical information
infrastructure shall set up specialized security
management bodies and designate persons
responsible for security management, perform
background checks on the said persons and
personnel in key positions, and carry out cyber
security education, technical training and skills
assessment for practitioners on a regular basis.

3.2.1 Cryptography Law of the People's
Republic of China (exposure draft)
In December 2014, the State Encryption
Administration set up a drafting group to proceed
with the drafting of the Cryptography Law. In 2016,
the State Council issued the national
informatization plan for the 13th Five-Year Plan
period, stating that it is necessary to "promote the
introduction of a Network Security Law and a
cryptography law, and draft regulations on the
protection of minors online." The exposure draft of
the Cryptography Law was released for public
comment on April 13, 2017.

3.1.3 Information Security Technology
Specification for Financial Information
Protection (exposure draft)
According to the draft, financial information
service providers shall set up independent
departments to implement responsibilities related
to information security management. The main
requirements are as follows:

The Cryptograph La ai s to egulate the
application and management of passwords, keep
networks and information safe, protect the
legitimate rights and interests of citizens, legal
persons and other organizations, and safeguard
national security and interests." It also stipulates
that critical information infrastructure shall be
protected with passwords in accordance with the
provisions of laws and regulations and the
mandatory requirements of cryptography-related
national standards and planned synchronously,
constructed synchronously and operated
synchronously with a cryptographic security
system. In the event of a password breach, the
persons in charge who are directly responsible and
other responsible personnel shall be punished or
dealt with by the relevant State entity according to
the law.

The person in charge of a financial information
provider is the chief person responsible for
information security management. A key leader
should be designated to take charge of the
company's daily information security management
work. In addition, a financial information provider
shall set up an information security leading group
or an information security management office to
take charge of the implementation of information
security management. Its responsibilities mainly
include: studying and implementing national and
industry policies, laws and regulations related to
information security; devising and promoting the
company's overall management strategy,
management practices and technical standards for
information security.

This provision is consistent with the legislative
thinking on strengthening the protection of critical
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information infrastructure in the Network Security
Law. Any data breach in critical information
infrastructure will often have a significant negative
impact on society, so protection needs to be
strengthened. The draft of the Cryptography Law
requires strengthening the protection for
passwords used for critical information
infrastructure and ensuring the carrying out of
security reviews of cryptographic security systems
to further reduce the risk of a data breach in
critical information infrastructure.

strengthening password security reviews and
ensuring password security.

3.3.2 Regulations on Security
Protection for Critical Information
Infrastructure (exposure draft)
The Regulations on Security Protection for Critical
Information Infrastructure set out provisions on
the procurement and use of products and services
by operators: where a network product or service
procured by an operator may have a bearing on
national security, it shall go through a cyber
security review in accordance with the
requirements of the Measures for Security Reviews
of Network Products and Services and sign a
security and confidentiality agreement with the
provider.

3.3 Obligation to Go Through a
National Security Review
The Network Security Law stipulates that where a
network product or service procured by an
operator of critical information infrastructure may
have a bearing on national security, it shall go
through a national security review conducted by
the national cyberspace administration authority in
concert with relevant authorities under the State
Council. "Security review" is also covered in China's
Cryptography Law (exposure draft) and Regulations
on Security Protection for Critical Information
Infrastructure (exposure draft).

The provision corresponds to the national security
review system under the Network Security Law,
and both are invoked when national security is at
stake. This report considers that, compared to the
relevant provisions of the Network Security Law,
the provision still merits attention. The Network
Security Law stipulates that the security review is
conducted by the national cyberspace
administration authority in concert with relevant
departments under the State Council, but the
Regulations do not specify any reviewing entity and
only require that the operator go through the
review in accordance with the requirements of the
Measures for Security Reviews of Network
Products and Services.

3.3.1 Cryptography Law of the People's
Republic of China (exposure draft)
The draft of the Cryptography Law stipulates that
"the State shall classify, grade and assess the
security of cryptographic applications for critical
information infrastructure, and conduct security
reviews for cryptographic products, cryptographyrelated services and cryptographic security systems
that have or may have a bearing on national
security in accordance with the requirements for
national security reviews; in the event of a
password breach due to a violation of this Law or
any related law or regulation, the persons in
charge who are directly responsible and other
directly responsible personnel shall be punished or
dealt with by the relevant State organ or entity
according to the law."

If an operator uses a network product or service
that hasn't undergone a security review or has
failed to pass the security review, the relevant
State authority shall, in accordance with its duties,
order the operator to stop using the product or
service and impose a fine on the persons in charge
who are directly responsible and other responsible
personnel.

3.4 Rules for Local Data
Storage and Cross-border
Transfers

Cryptography is a technique to protect data
security. Data security is indirectly protected by
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report considers that operators of critical
information infrastructure need to pay attention to
the stipulation.

As a strategic resource, data is important to the
country and companies. On August 25, 2017, the
National Information Technology Standardization
Technical Committee released the second draft for
consideration of the Information Security
Technology Guidelines for Outbound Data
Transfers (exposure draft), which clarifies the
concept of outbound data transfers and refine the
security assessment process. The Network Security
Law requires that operators of critical information
infrastructure in China store personal information
and important data collected and generated while
operating in its territory and conduct a security
assessment if they do need to make such
information and data available outside of China.

3.4.2 Measures for Security
Assessments for Outbound Transfers of
Personal Information and Important
Data (exposure draft)
According to the Measures, outbound data
transfers refer to a situation where operators of
critical information infrastructure provide personal
information and important data collected and
generated while operating in the People's Republic
of China to institutions, organizations and
individuals outside of China. In the Network
Security Law, only operators of critical information
infrastructure are required to assume this
obligation, and network operators are not required
to do so.

3.4.1 Regulations on Security
Protection for Critical Information
Infrastructure (exposure draft)
The Regulations on Security Protection for Critical
Information Infrastructure were drafted to ensure
the security of critical information infrastructure.
The Regulations, which rank lower than the
Network Security Law, set out more detailed
provisions on the security obligations of operators
of critical information infrastructure and the
security of products and services.

Firstly, outbound personal information and
important data are collected and generated while
operating in China, and are then provided to
institutions, organizations and individuals outside
of China. The Information Security Technology
Guidelines for Outbound Data Transfers (exposure
draft) elaborate in more detail on the concepts
involved. "Providing" can be providing directly or
"providing through the conduct of business, the
provision of services or products, etc." or can be a
single activity or a series of activities. The
Measures also give a number of examples of
outbound data transfers.

The Network Security Law stipulates that
"operators of critical information infrastructure
shall store in the People's Republic of China
personal information and important data collected
and generated while operating in its territory; if
they do need to make such information and data
available outside of China due to business needs,
they shall conduct an assessment in accordance
with the Measures for Security Assessments for
Outbound Transfers of Personal Information and
Important Data; where relevant laws or
administrative regulations provide otherwise,
domestic laws or administrative regulations shall
prevail." The provisions related to the local storage
of personal information in the Regulations
correspond to the stipulation. The basic principle
of both documents is that personal information
and important data should be stored in China and
must be assessed if they are to leave China. This

Secondly, the Measures also propose processes,
key points and methods for security assessments
for outbound transfers of personal information and
important data. The Measures are applicable to
both security self-assessments performed by
network operators for outbound transfers of
personal information and important data and
security assessments performed by the national
cyberspace administration authority and
authorities in charge of the industry for outbound
transfers of personal information and important
data. The Measures refine the provisions on
personal information and important data in the
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Chinese; does it use RMB as the settlement
currency; does it have a logistics presence in China.
If a network operator meets one or more of these
criteria, it is considered to be operating in China
even if it is not registered in China and needs to
undergo a security assessment according to the
provisions of Article 37 of the Network Security
Law.

Network Security Law. In addition, the Measures
contain requirements related to sensitive personal
information, the processing of personal
information and important data, the security risks
of outbound data transfers, data masking and data
subjects' consent.

3.4.3 Information Security Technology
Guidelines for Outbound Data
Transfers (exposure draft)

Third, the Guidelines give examples of outbound
data transfers and also stipulate that transfers of
personal information and important data that are
not collected and generated while operating in
China or by way of China without any alteration or
processing are not outbound transfers; transfers of
personal information and important data that are
not collected and generated while operating in
China or outside China after being stored or
processed in China without involving any personal
information and important data collected and
generated while operating in China are not
outbound transfers.

On August 30, 2017, the National Information
Technology Standardization Technical Committee
released the Information Security Technology
Guidelines for Outbound Data Transfers (exposure
draft). This report considers that several points in
the exposure draft need to be noted.
Firstly, the Guidelines expand restrictions on
outbound data transfers. The Network Security
Law stipulates that operators of critical information
infrastructure shall store in China personal
information and important data collected and
generated while operating within its territory. In
other words, the Network Security Law only
subject operators of critical information
infrastructure to restrictions on outbound data
transfers. But the Guidelines stipulate: This
Standard is applicable to security self-assessments
performed by network operators for outbound
transfers of personal information and important
data and security assessments performed by the
national cyberspace administration authority and
authorities in charge of the industry for outbound
transfers of personal information and important
data. I othe o ds, the Guidelines have
expanded the restrictions on outbound data
transfers to all network operators. This is contrary
to the relevant provisions of the Network Security
Law.

Finally, the Guidelines refine the overall process of
data security assessment. The Guidelines stipulate
that the purpose of outbound data transfers
should be assessed first, and outbound data
transfers that are not lawful, justifiable and
necessary shall not be allowed. The security risks of
outbound data transfers are assessed on this basis
to effectively minimize the risk of data being
leaked, damaged, altered, misused, etc. after being
transferred outside China and re-transferred.

3.5 Obligation to Perform
Periodic Security Testing and
Assessment
In order to strengthen cyber security protection,
we must first know the vulnerabilities in networks
and the risks they face. Periodic security testing
and assessments are an important way to obtain
such information. Operators of critical information
infrastructure shall perform testing and
assessment at least once a year. They may perform
testing and assessment themselves in accordance
with relevant specifications and standards or

Second, the Guidelines give a definition of
"operating in China/its territory." The Guidelines
stipulate that network operators who are not
registered in China, but conduct business in China
or provide products or services in China are
network operators who operate in China. The
criteria for judging whether a network operator
operates in China are as follows: does it use
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appoint a cyber security service provider to do the
work, and shall submit testing and assessment
results and improvement measures to the relevant
authorities responsible for security protection for
critical information infrastructure. Regarding the
obligation to perform periodic security testing and
assessment, the relevant laws and regulations
promulgated in 2017 set out provisions as follows.

assessment reporting system supplemented with
other relevant systems. The basic processes of the
security assessment reporting system and the
corresponding requirements for
telecommunications service providers are shown in
Table 26.
The above is a concise description of the security
assessment process for new services. The
assessment criteria are yet to be established
through the introduction of more detailed
measures by the Ministry of Industry and
Information Technology and until such times the
assessment requirements set out in relevant
standards shall be followed. Meanwhile, attention
shall be paid to the protection of users' personal
information, cyber security protection, cyber
information security, the establishment and
improvement of relevant management systems,
etc.

3.5.1 Measures for the Administration
of Security Assessments for New
Internet Services
The Measures are founded upon a security
Table 26

No.

Item

1

Initiation of
an
assessment

2

Assessment
method

3

Risk control

4

Assessment
report

5

Corrective
action

Specific provisions
(1) A new Internet service is to be
made available to the public
(through cooperative promotion,
a pilot program, a commercial
trial, etc.);
(2) The telecommunications
regulator requires the
telecommunications service
provider in writing to perform a
security assessment.
A telecommunications service
provider may perform an
assessment on its own or appoint
a professional body to perform an
assessment.
If a telecommunications service
provider discovers that there is a
major cyber security or
information security risk, it shall
promptly make corrections.
A telecommunications service
provider shall, within 45 days of
making a new Internet service
available to the public, inform the
relevant telecommunications
regulator of the assessment
results.
If the security assessment
materials for new Internet
services provided by a
telecommunications service
provider are incomplete, the
telecommunications regulator
shall instruct the
telecommunications service
provider to provide the missing
materials.

In addition to a security assessment system which
is of the greatest importance, a company shall also
set up an emergency response mechanism for
major cyber information security incidents, a
security assessment management system and
security system and support system for new
Internet services, and related staff training and
assessment systems. Regulators shall supervise and
inspect telecommunications service providers on a
daily basis. The measures involved include
monitoring, summoning for talks, compelling
corrections and circulating notices of criticism.
After the Measures are implemented, companies
shall perform at least one self-inspection every six
months. Self-inspection records shall be retained.
The Measures for the Administration of Content
Management Practitioners of Internet News and
Information Service Providers require an
assessment to be completed within 45 days.
Meanwhile, a telecommunications service provider
who has been providing telecommunications
services for three years shall be released from the
obligation to perform security assessments and
included in daily supervision in order to encourage
its development and avoid hampering its business.
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operator of critical information infrastructure and
whether the operator of critical information
infrastructure has overstepped the authority
delegated to it by users or violated any law or
regulation.

3.5.2 Regulations on Security
Protection for Critical Information
Infrastructure (exposure draft)
The obligation to perform security monitoring and
assessment touched upon in the Regulations is
consistent with the assessment system under the
Network Security Law. The Regulations stipulate
that operators shall establish a sound security
testing and assessment system for critical
information infrastructure, and perform security
testing and assessment prior to the launch of
critical information infrastructure or in the event of
a major change in critical information
infrastructure. Operators shall, either themselves
or through a cyber security service provider, test
and assess the security of critical information
infrastructure at least once a year to identify
potential risks. Problems discovered shall be
corrected without delay and relevant information
shall be reported to the national authority in
charge of or regulating the industry.

Second, check whether the operator of critical
information infrastructure has established a sound
user information protection system.
Third, check the complaints and reporting
mechanisms for security incidents involving
personal information and important data of the
operator of critical information infrastructure, and
examine its relevant certification materials.
Fourth, check whether the users' personal
information provided by the operator of critical
information infrastructure exceeds the scope
prescribed by laws or administrative regulations or
agreed to by users.
The above content of inspection and assessment is
in line with the obligation of operators of critical
information infrastructure to protect personal
information and important data under the Network
Security Law.

3.5.3 Information Security Technology Requirements for the Administration of
Information Security Service Providers
The Requirements refine the provisions on cyber
security services in the Network Security Law. The
Network Security Law stipulates that operators
shall, either themselves or through a cyber security
service provider, test and assess the security of
critical information infrastructure at least once a
year to identify potential risks.

3.5.4 Information Security Technology
Guide to Security Inspection and
Assessment for Critical Information
Infrastructure (exposure draft)
The Guide mainly prescribes the content of
inspection and assessment performed in regard to
the protection of personal information and
important data.
First, check the purpose and scope of the collection
of personal information and important data by the
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In the process of obtaining information, a high
degree of caution and vigilance should be
exercised over information security threats and
risks. The process of collecting, using, processing
and transmitting the information of others must be
done lawfully and with the consent of persons
whose information is collected. It is apparent that
the provision directly set out the protection rules
for personal information security and impose the
obligation to "ensure information security" on
personal information collectors, thus protecting
personal information security.

Chapter XII
Laws and
Regulations
regarding Cyber
Information Security

In addition, the General Principles of the Civil Law
also advocate that natural persons have the right
to privacy, making a distinction between the right
to personal information and the right to privacy
and extend the range of remedies available to
victims when their right to personal information is
violated, reflecting the great importance attached
to personal information protection in the big data
environment. By making a clear distinction
between the right to personal information and the
right to privacy in the light of the definition of
personal information in the Network Security Law
so as to provide the basis for filing independent
claims for infringement of the right to personal
information and providing effective remedies for
the right to personal information, the General
Principles of the Civil Law help greatly in protecting
personal information.

Cyber Information Security is mainly concerned
with the protection of personal information and
the handling of illegal information in networks. As
legislation for the protection of personal
information improves, companies need to properly
fulfill their obligation to protect personal
information. In practice, cases are mainly
concentrated in the management of information
on websites, and the consequences are mainly
summoning for talks, warnings, fines and
compelling corrections. See Table 23 in Chapter 3
for details.

1. Obligation to Protect
Personal Information
1.1 General Principles of the
Civil Law

Article 127 of the General principles of the Civil
Law explicitly includes "virtual property" in the
scope of protection. Expanding the width of data
protection can protect data security and citizens'
property more comprehensively. Virtual property
commonly refers to virtual assets that exist in the
online game space, including game account levels,
game currency, props owned by game characters,
and so on. These virtual assets can be converted
into real-world property under certain conditions.
The article fills a gap in Chinese law in protecting
virtual property, and formally recognizes the
property attributes of virtual property to provide
the legal basis for the protection of virtual
property. However, it should be noted that the
article is general and declarative and cannot be
invoked directly. Therefore, issues such as how to

Article 111 of the General Principles of the Civil
Law provides for the protection of personal
information: "Any organization or individual who
needs to obtain personal information from others
shall obtain such information in accordance with
the law and ensure the security of such
i fo atio […] a ot illegall olle t, use,
process or transmit the personal information of
others and shall not illegally buy, sell, provide or
disclose the personal information of others."
This article formally includes the right to personal
information in the scope of civil protection, and
stipulates that acquirers of personal information
have the obligation to ensure information security.
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define and protect virtual property and data still
need to be addressed through more specific legal
norms.

personal information referred to in the Network
Security Law. Based on the characteristics of ecommerce, it covers personal information that may
be involved in various aspects of online
transactions, including not only general
information such as residential address and
contact information, but also bank cards and online
accounts in the payment process, and logistics
records in the distribution process.

1.2 E-Commerce Law
(exposure draft)
On December 7, 2013, the Standing Committee of
the National People's Congress held the first
meeting of the drafting group for the E-Commerce
Law, officially kicking off the legislative process of
the E-Commerce Law.

1.2.2 Information Collection
The E-commerce Law (exposure draft) sets forth
provisions governing the process whereby ecommerce operators collect users' personal
information.

On October 31, 2017, the E-commerce Law (Draft)
was submitted for the second time to the Standing
Committee of the National People's Congress for
deliberation. Compared with the first draft, the
second draft further highlights the standardization
of e-commerce platforms' obligations and the
protection of consumers' rights and interests, and
sets out express provisions relating to operators,
information security, transaction security,
combating counterfeit goods, standardizing
advertising rankings, publicizing trading rules,
standardizing ad rankings, publicizing trading rules,
credit evaluation mechanisms, intellectual
property protection, electronic invoices, advance
compensation payment rules, logistics and express
delivery services, rules governing the validity of
orders and contracts, rights protection
mechanisms, etc.25

Firstly, when collecting users' personal
information, e-commerce operators shall follow
the principles of lawfulness, legitimacy and
necessity, expressly inform users of the rules for
collecting, processing and using information and
obtain users' consent.
Secondly, e-commerce operators cannot collect
personal information by means of illegal
transactions, illegal intrusions, fraud, coercion,
etc., for example by forcing users to consent to the
collection of their personal information by refusing
to provide services to users.
Finally, if e-commerce operators want to modify
rules governing the collection of personal
information, they shall obtain users' consent or
provide users with appropriate remedies.

1.2.1 Personal Information
The pe so al i fo atio
efe ed to i the Ecommerce Law applies to the names, ID numbers,
addresses, contact information, location
information, bank card information, transaction
records, payment records, express delivery and
logistics records and other information collected by
e-commerce operators during e-commerce
activities that can be used, alone or with other
information, to identify specific users. Thus, it can
be seen that the personal information referred to
in the E-commerce Law is more specific than the

1.2.3 Information Use
The second draft of the E-commerce Law also sets
out provisions governing the processing and use of
personal information. The general principle of the
second draft lays out that when processing and
handling users' personal information, e-commerce
operators shall comply with the processing and use
rules agreed to by users, that is, e-commerce
operators shall inform users and obtain users'
express consent if they want to change the

25

http://wemedia.ifeng.com/35847239/wemedia.shtml,last
visited November 14, 2017.

Exclusive | Second draft of the first E-commerce Law Comes
Out, Experts at China e-Business Research Center Identify
Seven Highlights for You
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In terms of access to information, users have the
right to access personal information related to
them. Where an e-commerce operator receives a
user's information request, it shall provide the
requested information in a timely manner after
verifying the user's identity. If the user requests a
correction or addition, the e-commerce operator
shall make the correction or addition in a timely
manner. In terms of the processing and use of
personal information, if an e-commerce operator's
act may infringe upon a user's legitimate rights and
interests, the user has the right to request
cessation of the act.

purpose, manner and scope of processing and use
agreed upon at the time of collecting information.
Once the statutory or agreed retention period
expires, the e-commerce operator shall stop
processing and using, or delete or destroy the
relevant personal information on its own initiative
or at the request of the user.
As is the case with information collection, ecommerce operators may not force users to
consent to the use of their personal information by
refusing to provide services to users; if ecommerce operators want to modify rules
governing the use of personal information, they
shall obtain users' consent or provide users with
appropriate remedies.

1.3 Surveying and Mapping
Law

1.2.4 Information Governance

Geographic information is one of the most
important types of data. In recent years, illegal
activities such as live tracking of people and illegal
surveying and mapping by foreign organizations
have occurred from time to time. For this reason,
the revision of the Surveying and Mapping Law is
very necessary.

E-commerce operators also have the obligation to
p ote t a d a age use s pe so al i fo atio .
On the one hand, e-commerce operators should
establish sound internal control systems and
technical management measures to prevent
information from being leaked, lost or damaged to
ensure the security of e-commerce data and
information. On the other hand, in the event that
personal information is leaked, lost or damaged,
the e-commerce operator shall immediately take
remedial measures, notify the user in time, and
report the matter to the relevant authority.

From a macro perspective, data protection in the
revised law is primarily concerned with two
aspects: data security system and personal
information protection. Both aspects deal with
data protection; one with the protection of
geographic information and the other with the
protection of personal information collected with
consent.

1.2.5 Information Exchange
E-commerce operators shall treat e-commerce
data and information they want to exchange or
share with all care necessary to render them
incapable of identifying specific individuals and
their terminals. The criterion for anonymization,
"treat to render irreversibly incapable of
identifying specific individuals," provides a legal
basis for the circulation and trading of big data.

The revised law contains a new element, namely
"satellite navigation and positioning reference
services." Satellite navigation and positioning
reference stations are the country's important
space infrastructure and an important part of the
navigation and positioning service system, and
contribute to the realization of many products and
services in the field of people's livelihood. In the
construction and operation of satellite navigation
and positioning reference stations, relevant
companies shall pay special attention to the
provisions on "critical information infrastructure."
Meanwhile, entities engaged in surveying and
mapping activities shall establish safety and

1.2.6 Users' Rights
The E-commerce Law not only states the
obligations of e-commerce operators, but also
prescribes the rights of users.
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security measures and information security and
confidentiality management systems before
carrying out activities.

1.4.1 Definition of "Citizens' Personal
Information"

The Surveying and Mapping Law also deals with
Internet map services. This is the first time that
regulatory measures have been set out for this
type of service. Pre-administrative examination
and approval for the use of maps covers the
establishment of a map data security management
system and the adoption of safety and security
measures. Concerned businesses should focus on
how to build such a security management system
so as to effectively ensure data security.

According to the Interpretation, citizens' personal
information refers to Information recorded
electronically or otherwise that can be used, alone
or with other information, to identify specific
natural persons or reflect the activities of specific
natural persons, including names, ID numbers,
addresses, contact information, residential
addresses, account numbers and passwords,
property status, locations, etc. The definition is
different from the definition in the Supplementary
Provisions of the Network Security Law.

In addition, the Surveying and Mapping Law
provides a special system for the registration and
long-term retention of geographic information
involving state secrets, with a view to achieving
traceability. The personal information protection
system is a relatively important component of the
law. The law is another typical example of codifying
personal information protection as the next in a
series of laws including the General Principles of
the Civil Law and the Network Security Law. The
law applies to two categories of entities: entities
generating and using geographic information and
providers of Internet map services.

The definition shows that, under the Criminal Law,
the protection of citizens' personal information is
not limited to information that involves privacy and
can be used to identify citizens. Information such
as vehicle records and mobile phone locations that
efle ts itize s a ti ities is also p ote ted. The
reason is that such information is often
commercially valuable as well and is worth
protecting under the Criminal Law.

1.4.2 Definition of "Providing Citizens'
Personal Information" and "Illegally
Obtaining"

1.4 Interpretation of Several
Issues Concerning the
Application of Law in Handling
Criminal Cases Involving
Infringement of Citizens'
Personal Information

According to the Interpretation, the provision of
citizens' personal information to specific
individuals and the release of citizens' personal
information through information networks or
other means shall be deemed to be "providing
citizens' personal information" under the Criminal
Law.
The provision of personal information lawfully
collected from citizens to others without the
consent of such citizens is "providing citizens'
pe so al i fo atio u de A ti le
of the
Criminal Law, except where such information is
rendered irreversibly incapable of identifying
specific individuals. The Interpretation also
stipulates that: buying, receiving, offering
something in exchange for or otherwise obtaining
citizens' personal information, or collecting
citizens' personal information in the process of

On May 10, 2017, the Supreme People's Court and
the Supreme people's Procurator jointly issued the
Interpretation of Several Issues Concerning the
Application of Law in Handling Criminal Cases
Involving Infringement of Citizens' Personal
Information (hereinafter referred to as the
"Interpretation"), which comprehensively and
systematically covers the criteria for imposing
penalties for crimes involving infringement of
citizens' personal information.
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performing duties or providing services in violation
of relevant state regulations is "otherwise illegally
obtaining citizens' personal information" under the
Criminal Law.

1.5 Regulations for the
Implementation of the
Statistics Law

This definition enriches the provisions concerning
the i i al patte s of p o idi g itize s
pe so al i fo atio . It a e see that illegall
buying, offering something in exchange for or
selli g itize s pe so al i fo atio th ough the
Internet constitutes the crime of infringement of
itize s pe so al i fo atio . B e pa di g the
definition of "providing" and "illegally obtaining"
citizens' personal information, the Interpretation
strengthens the protection of citizens' personal
information under the Criminal Law.

The Regulations for the Implementation of the
Statistics Law set out detailed provisions on the use
of information obtained in a statistical survey that
can be used to determine or infer the identity of a
single statistical survey respondent, which
corresponds to the definition of "personal
information" in the Network Security Law. The
Network Security Law interprets personal
information in a "definition" plus "enumeration"
all-encompassing method. The Regulations for the
Implementation of the Statistics Law adopts an
"indicate" plus "infer" approach to the
identification of respondents, that is, the final
conclusion is: aggregated data shall be regarded as
personally identifiable so long as a respondent's
identity can be inferred from it. Therefore, this
report considers that the interpretation methods
adopted by the two are essentially similar to each
other, as both have similar miscellaneous
provisions to widen the scope of personal
information protection as much as possible and
both regard "identifiability" as a fundamental
criterion.

1.4.3 Miscellaneous
The Interpretation also sets out some specific
provisions on the application of the offense.
"Serious circumstances" are defined as including
non-exhaustively selling or providing location
information which is used by others for committing
crimes and illegally acquiring, selling or providing
more than 50 pieces of location information,
communication content, credit information or
property information for an illegal gain of more
than RMB5,000. "Particularly serious
circumstances" are defined as including but not
limited to causing serious consequences such as
the death, serious injury, insanity or abduction of
the victim, causing significant economic losses or
adverse social impacts and making a profit of more
than RMB50,000 from citizens' personal
information that has been illegally purchased or
received.

In addition, the Regulations restrict the powers of
administrative bodies, strictly manage the
personally identifiable information of objects, and
shall not be used as the basis for administrative
licensing and administrative penalties, thus
effectively protecting the legitimate rights and
interests of administrative counterparts.

In addition, the Interpretation also sets out
conviction and sentencing rules for crimes
committed by units that fall under the category,
rules for calculating the quantity of personal
information, sentencing rules, etc., which is
conducive to punishing criminal activities that
i f i ge itize s pe so al i fo atio a d
protecting citizens' personal information security
and legitimate rights and interests.

1.6 Regulations on Education
for Disabled Individuals
Since the focus of the Regulations is on the
development of education for disabled individuals,
the Regulations contain very few provisions on
cyber security and personal information
protection, which are dealt with in only one
paragraph. The following is an analysis of the
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paragraph (third paragraph of Article 20 of the
Regulations).

In 2017, against the background of the
implementation of the Network Security Law, the
CAC introduced several regulations on Internet
information services: Regulations on the
Administration of Internet Group Information
Services (hereinafter referred to as the "Group
Regulations"), Regulations on the Administration of
Public Account Information Services for Internet
Users (hereinafter referred to as the "Public
Account Regulations"), Regulations on the
Administration of Internet Forum Community
Services (hereinafter referred to as "Forum
Community Regulations"), Regulations on the
Administration of Internet Comment Posting
Services (hereinafter referred to as the "Comment
Posting Regulations") and the Regulations on the
Administration of Internet News Information
Services ((hereinafter referred to as the "News
Regulations"). Tables 27 and 28 are an overview of
the regulations.

Only the third paragraph of Article 20 deals with
the duty to keep the personal information of
disabled individuals confidential. The results of
assessments performed in accordance with the
provisions of the paragraph are the private
information of children and adolescents with
disabilities and can only be used for the education
and rehabilitation of children and adolescents with
disabilities. Educational administrations,
committees of experts on the education of
disabled individuals, schools and their staff have a
duty to keep confidential the results of
assessments and other personal information of
children and adolescents with disabilities that they
have learned during the course of their work.
Educational administrations, committees of
experts on the education of disabled individuals
and schools are all network operators. Therefore,
the duty of educational administrations,
committees of experts on the education of persons
with disabilities, schools and their staff to keep
confidential the private information of children and
adolescents with disabilities can be regarded as a
refinement of the duty to keep personal
information confidential under the Network
Security Law in the field of education for disabled
individuals.

These five sets of regulations share certain
similarities in compilation style and specific
provisions. They are arguably the refined versions
of the Network Security Law that apply to several
main Internet products and services in the field of
Internet information dissemination.
It can be seen that the measures taken by
information service providers to protect users'
personal information are basically the same.
Spe ifi all , the a e the eal- a e s ste a d
requirements for collecting other personal
information under various regulations. However,
the "real-name system" is a double-edged sword in
the context of cyber security. On the one hand, it

1.7 Regulations of the CAC on
the Administration of Internet
Information Services
Ta le
Regulatio s
Regulatio s o the Ad i ist atio of I te et Ne s
I fo atio Se i es
Regulatio s o the Ad i ist atio of I te et Co
e t
Posti g Se i es
Regulatio s o the Ad i ist atio of I te et Fo u
Co
u it Se i es

E a to

Pu li atio date
Ma

,

August

Effe ti e date
Ju e ,

,

O to e

,

,

O to e

,

CAC

Regulatio s o the Ad i ist atio of Pu li A ou t
I fo atio Se i es fo I te et Use s

Septe

Regulatio s o the Ad i ist atio of I te et G oup
I fo atio Se i es
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The five sets of regulations all include "real name in
the background and voluntary in the foreground"
in the rules governing the collection of personal
information in Internet information services. The
basis for the real-name requirement is found in
Article 24 of the Cyber Security Law, which ranks
higher than the five sets of regulations. In a sense,
the "visitor" identity will no longer be allowed in
Internet information services in the future. The five
sets of regulations are consistent with the Network
Security Law in this regard, and incorporate the
"voluntary in the foreground" principle in addition
to the real-name requirement to provide another
protective barrier for personal information.

makes it possible to solve any network security
threat as quickly as possible – hence the relevant
provisions in Chapter 3 "Cyber Operation Security"
of the Network Security Law; on the other hand,
the eal- a e s ste also ore or less gives rise
to the risk of leakingers' personal and private
information, which is also part of cyber information
security and worth protecting – hence the relevant
provisions in Chapter 3 "cyber Information
Security." The CAC took note of this issue when
drafting the above regulations and put cyber
operation security and cyber information security
in the same article. It can be seen that the CAC
attaches great importance to both cyber operation
security and cyber information security.

1.8 Information Security

Table 28: Provisions on personal information protection

Group
Regulations

Providers of Internet group information services shall, in accordance with the principle of "real name in the
background and voluntary in the foreground," authenticate the identity of Internet group information service users,
and may not provide information publishing services to users who haven't provided true identity information.
Providers of Internet group information services shall take necessary measures to protect the personal information
of users, and may not disclose, alter or damage it, or illegally sell or illegally provide it to others.

Public
Account
Regulations

Providers of public account information services for Internet users shall take necessary measures to protect the
personal information of users, and may not disclose, alter or damage it, or illegally sell or illegally provide it to
others.

Forum
Community
Regulations

Providers of Internet forum community services shall, in accordance with the principle of "real name in the
background and voluntary in the foreground," require users to register for an account after having their identity
authenticated, and implement true identity information recording and periodic verification for forum initiators and
managers. Providers of Internet forum community services may not provide information publishing services to users
who haven't provided true identity information.
Providers of Internet forum community services shall protect the personal information of users, and may not
disclose, alter or damage it, nor may they illegally sell or illegally provide it to others.

Comment
Posting
Regulations

News
Regulations

(1) Providers of Internet comment posting services shall, in accordance with the principle of "real name in the
background and voluntary in the foreground," authenticate the identity of registered users, and may not provide
comment posting services to users whose identity hasn't been authenticated.
(2) Providers of Internet comment posting services shall establish a sound user information protection system, follow
the principles of lawfulness, legitimacy and necessity in collecting and using users' personal information, publish the
rules for collecting and using information, indicate the purpose, manner and scope of collecting and using
information, and obtain the consent of persons whose information is collected.
In providing Internet news information dissemination platform services to users, providers of Internet news
information services shall, in accordance with the Network Security Law of the People's Republic of China, require
users to provide true identity information. Providers of Internet news information services may not provide relevant
services to users who haven't provided true identity information.
Providers of Internet news information services have a duty to keep users' identity information and log information
confidential, and may not disclose, alter or damage it, nor may they illegally sell or illegally provide it to others.
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the security of personal information and proposes
that network operators should establish a sound
user information protection system. The standard
is one of the important technical measures taken
to protect personal information. From a technical
point of view, the standard mainly provides
guidelines for de-identification of microdata
containing personal information, which involves
the deletion or transformation of relevant
identifiers and other technical treatment to
prevent attackers from identifying individuals to
whom the personal information belongs based on
these attributes, alone or in combination with
other information.

Technology Guidelines for DeIdentification of Personal
Information
The standard describes the objectives and
principles of de-identification of personal
information, and proposes de-identification
processes and management measures. The
Network Security Law contains a separate chapter
on "cyber information security" in order to protect
Table 29
Principle
Principle of
parity of
authority and
responsibility

Explanation

Purpose
specification
principle

The processed personal information
must be necessary to achieve lawful,
legitimate and definite purposes

Principle of
choice and
consent

Expressly inform users of the purpose
and manner of processing personal
information, the scope of processing,
the rules for processing, etc. to data
subjects and obtain their consent.

Principle of
"minimum
and
adequate"

Unless otherwise agreed with the data
subject, only process the minimum
number of types and amount of
information adequate to accomplish the
purpose agreed to by the data subject.
Once the purpose has been fulfilled, the
personal information should be
removed as agreed.

Principle of
transparency

Disclose the scope and purpose of
processing personal information, the
rules for processing, etc. in a clear,
understandable and reasonable manner,
and accept external supervision.

Principle of
security

Principle of
subject
participation

1.9 Information Security
Technology - Personal
Information Security
Specification

Be liable for the damage their
processing of personal information has
caused to the legitimate rights and
interests of data subjects

The Information Security Technology Personal
Information Security Specification (hereinafter
referred to as the "Security Specification") as a
national recommended standard was published on
December 29, 2017 and was formally implemented
on May 1, 2018. Aimed at addressing security
problems faced by personal information, the
standard regulates the relevant behaviors of
personal information controllers in the process of
collecting, preserving, using, sharing, transferring,
publicly disclosing, or otherwise processing
information with a view to curbing irregularities
such as the illegal collection, misuse and leakage of
personal information and maximizing the
protection of the legitimate rights and interests of
individuals and the public interest.
A personal information controller refers to an
organization or individual who has the right to
determine the purpose, manner, etc. of processing
personal information, etc. The Security
Specification mainly regulates the relevant
behaviors of personal information controllers in
the following aspects:

Have security capabilities
commensurate with the security risks
they face, and take adequate
management and technical measures to
protect the confidentiality, integrity and
availability of personal information.
Provide data subjects with the means to
access, correct and remove their
personal information, withdraw
consent, close accounts, etc.

1.9.1 Defining the Basic Principles of
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consent in connection with the collection and use
of sensitive personal information, and the sharing,
transfer and disclosure of personal information.
Personal information controllers may design a
function interface by referring to the function

Personal Information Security
The Security Specification stipulates that personal
information controllers shall follow the basic
principles set out in Table 29 when processing
personal information.

Table 30

1.9.2 Personal Information Collection
Requirements

Requirements

The Security Specification requires information
controllers to collect personal information in
accordance with the requirements of lawfulness,
minimization and consent. See Table 30 for the
specific requirements.

Lawfulness
requirement for
collecting
personal
information

Network operators are not only responsible for
their own actions, but also obligated to manage
information posted by users on their platforms. A
network operator shall strengthen the
management of information posted by its users,
and if it finds any information that is prohibited
from being published or transmitted by laws or
administrative regulations, it shall immediately
stop the transmission of the information, take
measures such as removal, prevent the
information from spreading, keep the relevant
records and report the matter to the relevant
authority.

Minimization
requirement for
collecting
personal
information

1.9.3 Appendix
To help personal information controllers comply
with the Security Specification and successfully
perform their obligations in practice, reference
materials and templates are provided in the annex
to the Security Specification, including:
Privacy policy template: The template includes the
purpose of collecting and using personal
information and the various business functions
covered by the purpose. For example, personal
information is used to push commercial
advertisements or used to form direct user
portraits and their uses. The template can help
companies develop a compliant privacy policy.

Consent
requirement for
collecting
personal
information

Function interface template: The Security
Specification provides a way for personal
information controllers to obtain data subjects'
- 89 -

Meaning
a) must not trick, lure or coerce data
subjects into providing their personal
information;
b) must not conceal the function of
collecting personal information of
products or services;
c) must not obtain personal
information from illegal channels;
d) must not collect personal
information that is not expressly
prohibited by laws and regulations
a) The type of personal information
collected should be directly related to
the realization of the business
functionality of the product or service.
"Directly related" means that without
the information, the functionality of
the product or service cannot be
realized;
b) The frequency of automatic
collection of personal information
should be the minimum frequency
necessary to realize the business
functionality of the product or service;
c) The amount of personal
information obtained indirectly should
be the minimum amount necessary to
realize the business functionality of
the product or service.
Before collecting personal
information, personal information
controllers shall expressly inform data
subjects of the types of personal
information collected for the different
business functions of products or
services, the rules for collecting and
using personal information (such as
the purpose of collecting and using
personal information, the manner and
frequency of collecting, the storage
location, the retention period, their
data security capabilities, details
related to sharing, transfer, disclosure,
etc.), and obtain the consent of data
subjects.
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interface template design function interface in the
annex to the Security Specification to ensure that
data subjects can fully exercise their right to
choose and consent.

2.1 Regulations of the CAC on
the Administration of Internet
Information Services

Examples of personal information and sensitive
personal information: The annex mainly uses
illustrations to help personal information
controllers determine whether the personal
information they have collected is "personal
information" or "sensitive personal information."

In 2017, the CAC brought into force a series of
regulations (Table 31) for Internet information
services, covering all aspects of Internet
information services.
These regulations, with the exception of the Group
Regulations, contain words such as "censor before
publishing," "real-ti e i spe tio ,
o ito i g,
i
ediatel , a d p o ptl ," u de li i g the
reality that regulators have the power to monitor

2. Management of Illegal and
Non-compliant Information
Ta le
G oup Regulatio s

: Regulatio s o the Ma age e t of Illegal a d No - o plia t I fo
P o ide s a d use s of I te et g oup i fo atio se i es
i fo atio that is p ohi ited la s a d egulatio s.

a

Use s of pu li a ou t i fo atio se i es fo I te et use s
p ohi ited la th ough pu li a ou ts.
Pu li A ou t
Regulatio s

ot use I te et g oups to disse i ate
a

ot pu lish i fo

Co

e t Posti g
Regulatio s

o

o ito i g a d
has ee
e e t the
a t autho it .

u it se i es to pu lish

A p o ide of I te et fo u o
u it se i es shall st e gthe the a age e t of the i fo atio
posted its use s, a d if it fi ds a i fo atio that is p ohi ited la s, egulatio s o ele a t State
egulatio s, it shall i
ediatel stop the t a s issio of the i fo atio , take easu es su h as e o al,
keep the ele a t e o ds, a d p o ptl epo t the atte to the atio al o lo al
e spa e
ad i ist atio .
Whe e o
e t posti g se i es a e p o ided fo
shall e esta lished;

e s i fo

Whe e o
e t posti g se i es a e p o ided
i fo atio shall e p o ided o the sa e platfo

a of " ullet s ee ," a stati
a d page at the sa e ti e.

atio , a " e so

efo e pu lishi g" s ste
e sio of the

P o ide s of o
e t posti g se i es shall p o ptl take easu es su h as a i g, efusi g pu li atio ,
deleti g i fo atio , est i ti g fu tio s, suspe di g updates a d e e losi g a ou ts to p e e t the
posti g of i fo atio that iolates la s, egulatio s o ele a t State egulatio s, a d keep the ele a t
e o ds.
P o ide s a d use s of I te et e s i fo atio se i es
i fo atio p ohi ited la s a d egulatio s.

Ne s Regulatio s

atio that is

A p o ide of pu li a ou t i fo atio se i es fo I te et use s shall st e gthe the
a age e t of pu li a ou ts o its platfo , a d if it fi ds that a illegal i fo atio
pu lished o disse i ated, it shall i
ediatel take easu es to e o e the o te t, p
i fo atio f o sp eadi g, keep the ele a t e o ds a d epo t the atte to the ele
Use s of I te et fo u o
u it se i es a ot use I te et fo u
a d disse i ate i fo atio that is p ohi ited la s a d egulatio s.

Fo u Co
u it
Regulatio s

atio

ust ot p odu e, op , pu lish o disse i ate

If a p o ide of I te et e s i fo atio se i es fi ds a i fo atio that iolates the Regulatio s, it
shall i
ediatel stop the t a s issio of the i fo atio , take easu es su h as e o al, keep the
ele a t e o ds a d epo t the atte to the ele a t autho it .
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public account information services, Internet
forum community services, Internet news
information services and comment posting services
in real time.
This report calls attention to special provisions and
new systems in each set of regulations, such as the
grading and classification-based management
system, credit rating management system and
unique group identification code, etc. in the Group
Regulations, the public account database, grading
and classification-based management system, etc.
in the Public Account Regulations, the "censor
before publishing" system, anti-spam information
management system, grading-based user
management system, user credit evaluation
system, etc. in the Comment Posting Regulations,
and the licensing system, editor-in-chief-hasoverall responsibility system, change of the
competent authority from the "State Council
Information Office" to the "Cyberspace
Administration of China," etc. in the News
Regulations. In addition, the News Regulations
dwell on legal liability at greater length than the
other four sets of regulations, but the provisions
on legal liability can be traced back to the Network
Security Law. Therefore, the provisions of the
Network Security Law can be consulted if the
provisions on liability in the other four sets of
regulations are ambiguous.
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(2) Misleading, tricking or coercing users into
modifying, closing or uninstalling network products
or services lawfully provided by other operators;
(3) Maliciously creating incompatibilities with
network products or services lawfully provided by
other operators;
(4) Other acts that impede or disrupt the normal
functioning of network products or services
lawfully provided by other operators.
These examples of unfair competition are all
performed through specialized computer and
network technologies and directly infringe the
rights and interests of other operators and
consumers.

Chapter XIII
Other Laws and
Regulations
Although la s a d egulatio s elated to
e
ope atio se u it a d
e i fo atio
se u it al ead p o ide e hausti e o e age of
"cyber security," some supplementary laws and
regulations are still of positive significance to
network operators' performance of their
obligations regarding cyber security. This chapter
introduces the legal norms that network operators
need to pay attention to during network operation
and data collection other than those concerning
cyber operation security and information security.

The act described in (1) can be found in the No. 45
guiding case "Beijing Baidu Netcom Science and
Technology Co., Ltd. v. Qingdao Aoshang Network
Technology Co., Ltd. (dispute over unfair
competition)" published by the Supreme People's
Court. In the case, the three defendants used
Netcom's Internet access services to forcefully add
ads to Baidu's search results pages, which damaged
Baidu's goodwill and economic interests, violated
the principle of good faith and therefore
constituted unfair competition.

1. Anti-Unfair Competition
Law
After three deliberations by the Standing
Committee of the National People's Congress, on
November 4, 2017, the thirtieth session of the
Standing Committee of the Twelfth National
People's Congress passed an amendment to the
Anti-Unfair Competition Law, which came into
effect on January 1, 2018. It was the first time in 24
years that the law had been amended since it came
into force in 1993. The amendment contains
provisions relating to unfair competition on the
Internet which are absent in the original AntiUnfair Competition Law in response to the rapid
development of the Internet, mainly stipulating
that operators must not use technical means to
engage in acts that affect users' choice and
interfere with the normal operation of other
operators in the area of the Internet, and
enumerates in Article 12 the relevant prohibited
acts:
(1) Inserting links or forcing redirects in network
products or services lawfully provided by other
operators without their consent;

The acts described in (2) and (3) can be found in
the "Qihoo 360 Technology Co. Ltd. and Qizhi
Software (Beijing) Co., Ltd. v. Tencent Technology
(Shenzhen) Co., Ltd. and Shenzhen Tencent
Computer System Co., Ltd. (dispute over unfair
competition)" case. Before the case was brought
before the court, the two parties took measures
which further exacerbated the dispute and conflict.
The court ultimately found that the "Koukou
Guard" Qihoo had intended to overarch Tencent's
QQ software, encouraged and induced users to
delete value-added service plug-ins in QQ
software, blocked ads in clients, compromised the
security and integrity of the legitimate QQ
software and services provided thereby, deprived
Tencent of opportunities to trade in legitimate
value-added services and income from advertising,
games, etc., deviated from the technical and
business objectives of security software, was
subjectively malicious and therefore constituted
unfair competition.
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P o edu al Regulatio s fo La E fo e e t a e
a special set of procedural departmental
regulations.

Before that, courts often invoked the basic
principle in Article 2 of the original Anti-unfair
Competition Law in judging whether an act
constituted unfair competition on the Internet,
namely whether the act complies with the principle
of good faith and generally accepted business
ethics rules and commercial practices. The addition
of Article 12 will provide clearer legal rules for
judicial organs to adjudicate cases involving unfair
competition on the Internet and make relevant
trials more directed and targeted and purposeful.

The purpose of the Procedural Regulations for Law
Enforcement is to regulate law enforcement
actions, ensure that Internet information content
management authorities perform their duties
according to the law, protect the legitimate rights
and interests of citizens, legal persons and other
organizations, and safeguard national security and
the public interest. It is worth mentioning that the
Administrative Penalty Law is included among
higher-level laws that form the basis for the
Procedural Regulations for Law Enforcement. In
answering a reporter's question, the relevant
official in charge at the CAC also spoke of the
significance of the Procedural Regulations for Law
E fo e e t to e sure that Internet information
content management departments correctly
implement administrative penalties according to
the la .

2. Procedural Regulations for
Administrative Law
Enforcement of Internet
Information Content
Management
The Procedural Regulations for Administrative Law
Enforcement of Internet Information Content
Management (hereinafter referred to as the

According to the Administrative Penalty Law,
Ta le

No.

Co te t
Spe if hat ki d of e tities
a e to a out la
e fo e e t a d the s ope
of la e fo e e t
Esta lish a la e fo e e t
supe isio s ste

St e gthe the o st u tio
of the la e fo e e t
s ste
Cla if la e fo e e t
p o edu es hi h e ol e
a ou d the ha dli g of
ad i ist ati e la
e fo e e t ases
De elop te plates fo
o
o do u e ts

Spe ifi e ui e e ts
The P o edu al Regulatio s shall appl i ases he e atio al a d lo al
e spa e
ad i ist atio s a out la e fo e e t to i pose ad i ist ati e pe alties fo iolatio s of
la s a d egulatio s elated to I te et i fo atio o te t a age e t.
Natio al a d lo al I te et i fo atio o te t a age e t depa t e ts shall esta lish a
ad i ist ati e la e fo e e t supe isio s ste
he e highe -le el I te et i fo atio
o te t a age e t depa t e ts supe ise ad i ist ati e la e fo e e t i ple e ted
lo e -le el I te et i fo atio o te t a age e t depa t e ts.
Natio al a d lo al I te et i fo atio o te t a age e t depa t e ts shall esta lish
sou d t ai i g, e a i atio a d assess e t, ualifi atio
a age e t a d hold a e tifi ate
i o de to e ualified fo a jo " s ste s fo la e fo e e t pe so el. La e fo e e t
e tifi ates shall e u ifo l p odu ed a d issued the atio al I te et i fo atio
o te t a age e t depa t e t, hi h shall delegate the autho it to the i te et
i fo atio o te t a age e t depa t e ts of p o i es, auto o ous egio s a d
u i ipalities di e tl u de the Ce t al Go e
e t to issue these e tifi ates.
Co p ehe si el sta da dize spe ifi p o edu al e ui e e ts fo ju isdi tio , pla i g the ase
o file fo i estigatio a d p ose utio , i estigatio a d e ide e gathe i g, hea i g,
su
o i g fo talks, de idi g, e e uti g a d so o .
The atio al i te et i fo atio o te t a age e t depa t e t shall de elop te plates
fo la e fo e e t do u e ts a d those fo
o
o do u e ts, su h as the e a i atio
a d app o al fo fo pla i g a ase o file fo i estigatio a d p ose utio , the ase ha dli g
opi io epo t a d the de isio to i pose a ad i ist ati e pe alt .
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regulations drafted by the ministries and
commissions of the State Council may set out
specific provisions within the scope of acts, and
types and magnitudes of administrative penalties
prescribed by laws or administrative regulations.
Where no laws or administrative regulations have
yet been enacted, regulations drafted by the
ministries and commissions of the State Council as
stipulated in the preceding paragraph may provide
for warnings or certain amounts of fines for
violations of administrative order. Limits on fines
shall be prescribed by the State Council. Therefore,
we should note the boundaries of administrative
penalties that a set of departmental regulations
can set.

Table 33
Phase

Placing a case
on file for
investigation
and
prosecution

Investigation
and evidence
gathering

The Procedural Regulations for Law Enforcement
mainly consist of five components, as shown in
Table 32.
The Procedural Regulations for Law Enforcement
cover both internal and external supervision.
"Internal supervision" involves law enforcement
supervision performed in relation to subordinates
by superiors, and training and qualification
management for relevant law enforcement
personnel. "External supervision" refers to law
enforcement procedures which revolve around the
handling of administrative law enforcement cases,
mainly including jurisdiction, placing a case on file
for investigation and prosecution, investigation and
evidence gathering, hearing, summoning for talks,
issuing and serving the decision to impose an
administrative penalty, and enforcing penalties and
closing cases.

Hearing,
summoning for
talks

Issuing and
serving the
decision to
impose an
administrative
penalty

In terms of jurisdiction, the Procedural Regulations
for Law Enforcement set out specific provisions on
jurisdiction over offenses involving Internet
information content, including territorial
jurisdiction, jurisdiction by forum level, change of
venue, designated jurisdiction and transfer of
jurisdiction. In addition, the entire law
enforcement process from placing a case on file for
investigation and prosecution to closing the case is
shown in Table 33.

Enforcing the
penalty and
closing the
case
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Relevant regulations
Conditions and
deadline for placing a
case on file for
investigation and
prosecution,
withdrawal of case
handling personnel
Requirements for
investigation and
evidence gathering,
duty of
confidentiality, type
of evidence gathered,
notice of decision to
register and keep
evidence, closing the
investigation and
writing a report
Scope of application
of hearings
[revocation of the
Internet News
Information Service
license, fairly large
fines, etc.], time limit
for hearings,
summoning for talks
Right to be heard and
defend oneself,
collective discussion
of complex and
serious cases, issuing
and serving the
decision to impose an
administrative
penalty

The party's rights and
obligations in
reconsideration,
enforcement

Important
instruments
involved
Case Source
Registration Form
Examination and
Approval Form for
Placing a Case on
File for
Investigation and
Prosecution

Case Handling
Opinion Report

Notice of Hearing
Record of Hearing
Record of the Law
Enforcement
Interview

Notice of
Administrative
Penalty
Decision to Impose
an Administrative
Penalty
Application for
Enforcement of an
Administrative
Penalty
Report on Closure
of the Case
Involving an
Administrative
Penalty
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Part V
Data
Compliance
Guidelines
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2018 is a critical year for Chinese companies when
it comes to ensuring data compliance. The formal
implementation of the Network Security Law has
laid the foundation for data compliance. The public
awareness of data protection is growing. The
ability of companies to protect their own data
security and users' personal privacy has become
one of their cornerstones.

The findings of this report also reflect a lack of
awareness about data compliance and systematic
understanding of obligations that exist in a large
number of companies.
This report finds that, similar to other compliance
issues, data compliance is closely related to risk
management and can therefore be approached
from the two angles of "proactive defense" and
"crisis response". Data can no longer be controlled
once leaked, resulting in permanent damage, so a
proactive defense is even more important. On the
other hand, crisis response, as a remedial action
should not be ignored. This report suggests that
companies should implement data compliance as
soon as possible, but only if they know their own
circumstances and the external risks they face.

However, at present, companies still face particular
uncertainties in data compliance, mainly due to the
following two reasons:
1) The many implementation rules and technical
standards for the Network Security Law are still at
draft-exposure stage. The Report of the Law
Enforcement Inspection Group of the
Standing Committee of the National People's
Co g ess o the I ple e tatio of O e La , O e
Decision" released at the end of 2017 points out:
"As a basic law on network security administration,
the Network Security Law contains many
provisions that are implementable only in principle,
whose true implementation still depends on the
i p o e e t of the suppo ti g s ste .
2) The report also said: "The phenomenon of 'Nine
Dragons Controlling Water' still exists in network
security regulation. Problems such as unclear
powers and responsibilities, lack of cooperation
and coordination, buck-passing in law enforcement
and inefficiency have not been effectively resolved;
the overall coordination function conferred upon
cyberspace administration authorities by law
cannot be carried out smoothly." These objective
problems have brought uncertainty to the data
protection work of companies, making it more
urgent for companies to treat data compliance
seriously.

Therefore, this part of this report will provide
practical guidance on key issues concerning data
compliance to help companies with data
compliance.

Therefore, data compliance has become a
necessary but difficult task for companies. Since
the second half of 2017, the number of cases
where companies have been given administrative
penalties by relevant authorities for failing to meet
their obligations in relation to data protection or
network security has been increasing. It can be
seen that the data compliance work of many
companies needs to be further strengthened.
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11,590 critical network infrastructure and
important information systems had been identified
across all industries. In addition, in 2016 the
Cyberspace Administration of China (hereinafter
referred to as the "CAC") and other departments
organized and conducted a thorough inspection of
critical information infrastructure, randomly
checked and technically tested 11,000 important
information systems for safety and security and
performed network security risk assessments for
key industries such as finance, energy,
communications, transportation, radio and
television, education, healthcare, and social
security. Based on the above public information, it
can be inferred that if a company is an operator of
critical information infrastructure, it should have
received the relevant notice. However, it is worth
noting that the directory of critical information
infrastructure is not static, but will be constantly
adjusted according to the actual situation.
Therefore, this report suggests that relevant
companies should keep an eye out for changes in
the network security environment inside and
outside the company.

Chapter XIV
Proactive
Compliance
1. Identification
Because different entities undertake different
obligations, the identification by companies of
what kind of entities they are is the first step of
data compliance. The entities specified in the
Network Security Law mainly include: network
operators, operators of critical information
infrastructure and providers of network products
and services. It's not an either/or situation with the
above three kinds of entities. Sometimes an entity
is not only a network operator but also an operator
of critical information infrastructure; an entity can
be a provider of both network products and
services.
"Network operator" is the most basic concept
defined in the Network Security Law. Network
operators include network owners, network
managers and network service providers. The
concept is so broad that even operators of LANs
and industrial control systems can become
network operators. Therefore, almost all
companies may be included among network
operators under the Network Security Law.

Providers of network products and services refer to
entities that provide network products or
information services to the public through
information networks. This definition is relatively
broad and encompasses most Internet companies.
According to the Measures for Safety and Security
Review for Network Products and Services (for trial
implementation) formulated by the CAC, if a
network product or service is related to national
security, the product or service shall undergo a
network security review.

Although the Network Security Law introduces the
concept of "operator of critical information
infrastructure" and the Regulations for the
Protection of the Safety and Security of Critical
Information Infrastructure (exposure draft) also
point out that entities in five industries should be
identified as operators of critical information
infrastructure, clarity regarding what constitutes
an operator of critical information infrastructure
remains elusive. According to the data disclosed in
the Report of the Law Enforcement Inspection
Group of the Standing Committee of the National
People's Co g ess o the I ple e tatio of O e
Law, One Decision," by the end of 2017, a total of

2. Data Audit
2.1 Data
This report holds that, in addition to clarifying what
kind of entities they are, companies should also
have a good understanding of the data involved in
their own operations. "Maintaining the integrity,
confidentiality, and availability of network data" is
one of the basic principles of the Network Security
Law. There are different types of data (Table 34)
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Table 34
Data type

Definition

Legal basis

Information, whether recorded by electronic or other means, that can be used,
independently or together with other information, to identify a particular natural
pe so s ide tit , i ludi g ut ot li ited to the pe so s name, date of birth, ID
number, biometric information, residential address and telephone number.

Network Security Law

Information that once leaked, made available illegally or misused could endanger the
safety of the person concerned and his or her property, or could easily result in
damage to his or her reputation or physical or mental health or discrimination against
him or her.

Information Security
Technology - Personal
Information Security
Specification

Data collected or generated in China by relevant organizations, institutions and
individuals that do not involve state secrets, but are closely related to national
security, economic development and public interest (including raw data and derived
data. Data that has been legally disclosed through government information disclosure
channels is no longer important data)

Information Security
Technology - Guidelines
for Data Cross-Border
Transfer Security
Assessment (exposure
draft)

Trade secrets

Technical and business information that is not known to the public, can bring
economic benefits to the rightful owner, is of practical use and is subject to
confidentiality measures taken by the right holder.

Anti-Unfair Competition
Law

State secrets

State secrets refer to matters that have a vital bearing on national security and
interests and, as specified by legal procedures, are entrusted to a limited number of
people for a given period of time.

Law on Guarding State
Secrets

Personal
information

Personal
sensitive
information

Important
data

under Chinese laws, each corresponding to
different protection obligations.

Information Security
Technology - Personal
Information Security
Specification

2.2 Network Mapping
Enterprises also need to figure out the layout of
their own networks, including clarifying the
geographical location of stored data and the
distribution of networks and systems.

Under the Network Security Law, "personal
information" is the most important and most
sensitive data. The collection, storage, use, and
sharing of personal information require a specially
designed process to distinguish it from ordinary
data.

2.2.1 Clarifying the Geographical
Location of Stored Data

For other data types, such as "important data",
special management rules are also required.
Diffe e t i dust ies defi e i po ta t data
diffe e tl . So e data a e i po ta t i o e
industry and not important in another. Therefore,
this report suggests that companies need to
dete i e hi h data is i po ta t i a legal
sense according to their industries.

Article 37 of the Network Security Law prescribes
the obligations of operators of critical information
infrastructure with respect to local storage of and
security assessments for cross-border transfers of
personal information and important data. In this
regard, this report suggests that companies need
to clarify the following points:

In addition to the above data, state secrets, trade
secrets, personal information of employees and
data that need to be made publicly available need
to be managed separately.

Firstly, whether they are operators of critical
information infrastructure;
Secondly, whether personal information and
important data are collected and generated in the
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process of operating in mainland China. If so, the
above data should be stored in mainland China;

pay special attention to monitoring and reporting
security risks and threats to and security incidents
involving industrial control systems on a daily
basis; in the event of an emergency, the industrial
e te p ise o e ed shall i ple e t × "
watch-keeping, strengthen information
monitoring, collection and assessment, and pay
special attention to tracking and reporting; after
the emergency is over and the system resumes
operation, the industrial enterprise concerned shall
eliminate the adverse effects of the incident as
soon as possible, pay special attention to analyzing
and summarizing the incident and submit a written
summary report to the Ministry of Industry and
Information Technology within 30 days.

Third, data can be transferred outside of China on
an as-needed basis and only after a security
assessment.
Article 2 of the Measures for the Security
Assessment of Personal Information and Important
Data Export (exposure draft) released by the CAC
on April 11, 2017 extended the reach of the above
o ligatio s f o ope ato s of iti al i fo mation
infrastructure" to "network operators". As the
measures are still in the comment period and rank
low in the hierarchy of legal effects, at present the
provisions of the Network Security Law still prevail
when it comes to who should perform the above
obligations. It is worth noting that the operations
and services of iCloud, a subsidiary of Apple Inc., in
mainland China, have been entrusted to Chinese
internet service company Guizhou-Cloud Big Data
Industry Co., Ltd. since February 28, 2018. The
move is considered to be a typical example of
performing obligations with respect to local
storage.

3. Contract-based Protective
Measures
3.1 Review of Data-related
Terms
Data plays an important role in companies'
cooperation with foreign entities. Companies'
cooperation with foreign entities involves the
extensive use and sharing of data. Therefore, this
report considers that the review of data-related
contract terms of a contract is critical. A large
number of data-related terms and conditions, such
as those relating to whether the use of mergees or
acquirees' data is legal, the range of data on
mobile phones that mobile phone apps developed
by companies can access, and the collection and
storage of personal information in background
checks performed by third parties on employees,
need to be treated with caution by legal
departments and external lawyers.

2.2.2 Clarifying the Distribution of
Networks and Systems
This report suggests that companies should take
steps to figure out the distribution of their own
networks and systems, whether there are multiple
sets of independent networks and systems, and
the distribution of their LANs and industrial control
systems.
The Ministry of Industry and Information
Technology has specifically formulated the Guide
to the Emergency Management of Information
Security Incidents Involving Industrial Control
Systems, the Guide to Information Security
Protection for Industrial Control Systems, etc. for
industrial control systems, putting forward a
number of security requirements. Companies with
industrial control systems shall set up an
emergency watch-keeping mechanism for
industrial control systems security, implement a
working system where leaders take charge of shifts
and duties are assigned to specific persons, and

This report considers that, in addition to fulfilling
their obligations under the Network Security Law
and other relevant laws and regulations,
companies can also set out rules governing the
use of data by parties to contracts they have
entered into through data-related terms of the
contracts so as to protect data. As the value of
data increases it has become an important
resource for cooperation between companies but
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contracts for the procurement of network
products and services.

also engendered quite a few disputes along the
way. Several typical cases are discussed in Part 3
Cases a d Disputes of this Repo t: e.g. Si a
Weibo and Maimai Face Off in Court over
Authorized Use of Weibo Data; Dispute between
Cainiao and Hive Box over Opening Up of Data
Interface Paralyzes Some Express Delivery Services;
Huawei and WeChat Tussle over the Use of
Personal Information.

Because vulnerabilities in products/services will
keep popping up, products/services that met the
security standards when purchased may develop
vulnerabilities after they are put into use. In
January 2018, security personnel found two CPU
vulnerabilities named Meltdown and Spectre.
Meltdown affects almost all Intel CPUs
manufactured since 1995. Spectre affects almost
all Intel and AMD CPUs as well as some ARM CPUs.
After the incident, a number of companies
including Intel, Microsoft, Google, and Apple
responded to the vulnerabilities and issued
statements.

This report suggests that companies should
include special terms in contracts involving data.
When a company entrusts a third party with the
processing of personal information or collects
personal information for a third party, it is
necessary to make the third party assume the
same obligations with respect to personal
information protection under a contract to ensure
personal information protection, and to stipulate
that the company shall not be held accountable for
any action of the third party that compromises
personal information. The company can also
stipulate audits for personal information
protection by the third party to ensure that it has
the right to review data protection by the third
party. In the case of obtaining personal information
from a third party, the company should require the
third party to specify the source of the personal
information in the contract and confirm the
legitimacy of the source.

Vulnerabilities keep cropping up and are hard to
prevent. The procurement of network
product/services is not a one-time deal, as
technical support is required during the entire
product (service) cycle. Therefore, this report
suggests that companies need to be aware of
network product (service) providers' commitment
to product security, i.e., whether network product
(service) providers need to immediately upgrade
network products (services) or take security
measures when vulnerabilities or new external
risks arise. Network product (service) providers
shall be required to agree on a manner and
timeframe of notification of vulnerabilities, the
manner in which remedial measures are taken and
their liability for breach of the obligation in
contracts, failing which companies will be unable
to hold network product (service) providers liable
for breach of contract in connection with the
concealment of vulnerabilities and the loss can
only be borne by companies.

3.2 Review of Procurement
Contracts for Network
Products and Services
According to the Network Security Law, where a
network product or service procured by an
operator of critical information infrastructure may
affect national security, it shall go through a
national security review organized by the national
cyberspace administration authority in concert
with relevant departments under the State Council
(Article 35). Although this obligation is only
intended for operators of critical information
infrastructure, it is also necessary for operators of
non-critical information infrastructure to review

4. Personal Information
Protection
In early 2018, Alipay was caught up in a
controversy for inserting a line of words that read
"I agree to the Sesame Service Agreement" in small
font on the first page of the annual bill and prechecking the Yes box for users, because the terms
of the agreement stated "you allow Sesame Credit
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and are also the link that is mostly likely to cause
public incidents. For example, in the Sina Weibo v.
Mai ai ase e tio ed i Pa t Cases a d
Disputes of this epo t, the ou t f e ue tl ited
Si a Wei o s De elope Ag ee e t, Wei o Se i e
User Agreement, Weibo's Personal Information
Protection Policy and Maimai Service Agreement in
the judgment, evidencing the importance of
privacy clauses.

to collect your information" and other sensitive
content. In the wake of the controversy caused by
the practice after it was reported, Alipay quickly
removed the line of words and the link to the
agreement from the first page of the annual bill.
The Cyber Security Coordination Bureau of the CAC
summoned relevant persons in charge of Alipay
(China) Network Technology Co., Ltd. and Sesame
Credit Management Co., Ltd. for talks over the
incident. According to the Network Security Law, to
collect and use personal information, network
operators should follow the principles of legality,
legitimacy and necessity, disclose the rules for
collection and use, clearly indicate the purpose,
manner and scope of collection and use, and
obtain the consent of persons from whom personal
information is to be collected. Specifically, explicit
user authorization needs to be obtained at the
time of collection, and users need to indicate their
"consent".

With the formal implementation of the Network
Security Law and the promulgation of the
Information Security Technology - Personal
Information Security Specification (GB/T 352732007), compliance in terms of personal information
protection has become an unavoidable issue in the
course of business operations. This report suggests
that all entities should keep personal information
they have collected strictly confidential and
establish a sound user information protection
system.

User agreements are the most important datarelated contracts in regard to companies and touch
on the collection, storage, utilization, and sharing
of personal information. User agreements are the
focus of supervision by administrative departments

Personal information protection is a legal as well as
a commercial issue. Comprehensive measures to
protect personal information can enhance the
competitiveness of a company. In recent years, the
concept of "Privacy by Design" has been accepted
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by more and more companies. When it comes to
obtaining "consent", companies not only need an
agreement text that conforms to the legal
requirements, but also need to ensure that user
"consent" is true and valid. This is not just a legal
issue, but also a product design issue. Companies
need to ensure that the "consent" process
conforms to the legal requirements.

genetic information will become highly sensitive
once it is linked to precision insurance or health
information. Meanwhile, it may be necessary to
investigate the background of the shareholders of
third-party companies. Therefore, this report
considers that the design of privacy policies for
personal information needs to be tailored to the
specific circumstances.

Where a user's personal information collected
through the user agreement, prior to collection,
such as when the product is installed, when the
user first uses the product (service), or when the
user registers, the company shall describe to the
user the purpose of collecting personal
information, the type of personal information to be
collected, etc. and obtain the explicit consent of
the use . The "Co fi " o K o optio elated
to collecting and using information should not be
checked by default and checking should be
accomplished only by the user clicking. Moreover,
the company should provide a link to the "Privacy
Policy" page to ensure that the user can access the
full text. The findings of this report show that less
than half of the companies surveyed required users
to "click to agree" when collecting their personal
information, and more than 40% did not know how
they obtained users' "consent".

In addition, the law requires companies not to
disclose, tamper with or destroy personal
information they have collected. In the event that
personal information is leaked, destroyed or lost,
the company shall immediately take remedial
measures, promptly inform the user and report the
incident to the relevant authorities. If a crime (such
as hacking to steal personal information) is
suspected, the company shall also report the case
to the public security organ.

5. Important data protection
I po ta t data is o e of the ost u ial o je ts
of data o plia e. Pu sua t to the Guidelines for
Ide tifi atio of I po ta t Data 26, i po ta t
data efe s to data i ludi g a data a d
derived data) that is collected and generated in
China by relevant organizations, institutions, and
individuals and that does not involve state secrets
but is closely related to national security, economic
development, and public interests. Unauthorized
disclosure, loss, misuse, alteration or destruction,
or convergence, integration, or analysis of the data
may:
a) Endanger national security and defense
interests, and undermine international relations;
b) Cause damage to national property, social
public interests and legitimate interests of
individuals;
c) Hamper the State from preventing and
combating economic and military espionage,
political infiltration, organized crime, etc.;
d) Hamper administrative organs from
investigating and dealing with violations of law,

This report suggests that companies not only need
to lay down explicit rules for collecting and using
personal information, but also need to provide
users with more authorization options, and provide
the functions of canceling authorization and closing
accounts online. In addition, companies need to
modify privacy clauses that are vague and obscure,
avoiding the important and dwelling on the trivial,
so that privacy clauses can be further standardized
and clarified, responsibilities defined more clearly,
put into a separate document, rendered
comprehensive, and key points highlighted. Privacy
policies vary depending on the type of business.
The issue is even more complicated when it comes
to the use of personal information collected by
thi d pa ties. Fo e a ple, the olle tio of use s
26Appendix A of Information Security Technology - Guidelines
for Data Cross-Border Transfer Security
Assessment (exposure draft)
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important data, and handle the storage of
important data in the territory of China.

malfeasance, or suspected illegal acts or dereliction
of duty according to the law;
e) Interfere with government departments in
carrying out administrative activities such as
supervision, management, inspection, and auditing
in accordance with the law, and hamper
government departments from performing their
duties;
f) Endanger the security of state critical
infrastructure, critical information infrastructure,
and government system information systems;
g) Affect or endanger the national economic
order and financial security;
h) Expose state secrets or sensitive information
to analysis;
i) Affect or endanger the national security in
politics, land, military, economy, culture, society,
science and technology, information, ecology,
resources, nuclear facilities and others.

6. Establishment of rules
6.1 Security protection
Although the network security protection work
carried out by enterprises is mostly handled by the
internal technical department and the security
department, the legal affairs department and
external lawyers play an indispensable role. This
report considers that the legal affairs department
and external lawyers need to ensure that
electronic data is legal and valid electronic
evidence in the courtroom or during the
government investigations, and need to assume
the espo si ilit of guidi g the o pa s
technical department and security department, so
as to ensure that security protection work carried
out by the technical department and security
department complies with the requirements of the
Network Security Law.

The o ept of i po ta t data is ge e alized,
a d the i po ta t data atego ies i diffe e t
i dust ies a . So e i po ta t data i the
energy field may not be considered important in
the communications industry. Therefore, the
competent authorities in various industries have a
considerable say over the judgment of what
i po ta t data is.

The rules for graded protection are the basis of
network security protection in China. Back in 1994,
the Regulatio s o P ote tio of Co pute
I fo atio S ste Se u it
lea l stated the
graded protection for security for computer
information system for the first time. In 2004, the
Ministry of Public Security, the National
Administration for the Protection of State Secrets,
the Office of the State Password Administration
Commission, and the Office of Information
Technology of the State Council jointly set out the
Opi io s o the I ple e tatio of G aded
P ote tio of I fo atio Se u it . Based o the
level of importance and severity of information and
information systems, the security protection level
of information and information systems is divided
into five levels: (1) discretionary protection, (2)
guidance protection, (3) supervisory protection, (4)
compulsory protection, and (5) special control
protection. In 2017, the official implementation of
the Network Security Law upgraded the rules for
graded protection from the level of administrative
regulations to the level of law. At the same time, a
series of national standards on graded protection

Pursuant to the requirements of the Network
Security Law, companies should take measures
such as backup and encryption for the protection
of i po ta t data , a d the legal affai s
departments need to ensure that these measures
comply with legal requirements and can provide
the measures taken as the relevant evidence when
required.
Moreover, critical information infrastructure
operators should store in the territory of China the
i po ta t data olle ted thei ope atio s i
China. If the data needs to be sent abroad, they
must first carry out security assessments in
accordance with the methods laid out by the
national cyberspace administration authority and
the relevant departments of the State Council.
Therefore, once a company is identified as an
operator of critical information infrastructure, it
needs to clarify which data involved belongs to
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were in the course of revision, and the objects of
protection will be further expanded.

made to build information security protection
facilities, establish security systems, implement
security responsibilities, and protect information
systems according to the rated level based on the
management specifications and technical
standards for corresponding levels.

The survey results of this report (Figure 1) show
that respondents who do not faithfully perform
this obligation account for 31.02% of the
respondents surveyed. In 2017, there were also a
number of cases in which enterprises and public
institutions were penalized due to their failure to
fulfill their obligations of graded protection. After
the websites of the companies were hacked in
most of these cases the network police
department found that the graded protection
assessment was not put in place for the hacked
network system, and the companies and public
institutions and their network security leaders
were called for interview or penalized. By the end
of December 2017, China had accepted and
registered 140,000 information systems
accumulatively, including 17,000 important
information systems above the third level, covering
almost all critical information infrastructures. At
the same time, the relevant authorities carried out
routine checks on information systems that had
been incorporated into graded protection. In
recent years, a total of some 400,000 security
vulnerabilities have been found and rectified.

This report highlights that in the graded protection
work, the information system operation and use
entity and the competent authorities shall carry
out the o k a o di g to the p i iple of the
supervisors bear responsibility and the operators
ea espo si ilit a d a ept the supervision of
graded protection by information security
supervision authorities. The operation and use
entity and the competent authorities are the
primary responsible persons of information system
security, and have direct responsibility for the
security of the affiliated information systems; the
public security, secrecy administration, and
cryptography departments supervise, inspect, and
guide the graded protection work carried out by
operation and use entities and the competent
authorities, and bear responsibility for the
supervision of important information system
security. Since the safe operation of important
information systems not only affects the
production and work order of the industry and the
entity concerned, but also affects national security,
social stability, and public interests, this report
holds that it is absolutely necessary for the state to
supervise the security of important information
systems.

The classification of information systems shall be
conducted in accordance with the principles of
i depe de t ati g, e pe t e ie , app o al
competent authorities, and review by public
se u it age ies . The ai o k of the ati g
includes: determining the objects of rating,
determining the level of information system
security protection, organizing expert review,
approval of the competent authority, and review of
the public security organ; it can be conducted
pu sua t to the Noti e o Lau hi g the Rati g of
Security Protection Levels of National Important
I fo atio S ste s Go g To g Zi [
] No.
861). Each information system operation and use
entity and the competent authorities are the
entities responsible for graded protection of
information security. The level of security
protection of an information system is determined
according to the degree of importance of the
information system and the severity of damage
after its destruction. At the same time, efforts are

6.1.1 Preliminarily determine the
security protection level
For the specific determination of levels, the level
assessment agency inspects and evaluates the
status of the graded protection of the security of
non-state secret information systems. According to
the Measu es fo the Ad i ist atio of G aded
P ote tio of I fo atio Se u it , if a lassified
information system is involved, protection shall be
carried out based on the basic requirements of the
atio al i fo atio se u it s g aded p ote tio
in accordance with the management regulations
and technical standards of the state security work
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authorities in respect of the graded protection of
classified information systems, combined with the
actual situation of the system.

This report highlights that information system
security includes business information security and
system service security. The related objects that
are infringed and the degree of infringement of the
object may be different. Therefore, the rating of
information system shall also be determined by
business information security and system service
security. The level of information system security
protection reflected from the perspective of
business information security is called the business
information security level.

The determination of the level of security
protection is generally determined by two rating
factors: the object infringed when the graded
protection object is damaged and the severity of
damaged caused to the object. The assessment
agency also finalizes the security protection level
according to these specifications. The objects that
are infringed when the so-called graded protection
objects are damaged mainly include those three
aspects stated below:
 Legitimate rights of citizens, legal persons and
other organizations
 Social order and public interest
 National security

The information system security protection level
reflected from the perspective of system service
security is called the system service security level.
Therefore, the determination of the level of
security protection should be evaluated based on
the security of both business information and
system services. In the respective assessment, the
aforementioned two rating factors should also be
measured separately. The process is shown in
Figure 13.27

The so-called degree of infringement of the object
is determined overall by the different external
manifestations of these aspects. Since the
infringement of the object is achieved through the
destruction of the objects for graded protection,
the external infringement of the object is
manifested as the destruction of the object for
graded protection, which is described through the
hazard means, the hazard consequences, and the
degree of hazard. Following the destruction of the
objects for graded protection, there are three
levels of infringement of the object: first, causes
general damage; second, causes serious damage;
third, causes particularly serious damage.

The different combinations of the above two rating
factors correspond to different security protection
levels, and the corresponding level can be
determined according to Table 35.
Finally, the level of security protection is evaluated
based on the level of protection of business
information security and the level of protection of
system service security, whichever is higher. The

Table 35
Degree of infringement of corresponding object
Business information security/system service
security
Object that is infringed at the time of destruction

General damage

Serious damage

Particularly serious
damage

Legitimate rights of citizens, legal persons and
other organizations

Level 1

Level 2

Level 2

Social order, public interest

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

National security

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

27

Introduction to rating and filing of information systems,
http://www.djbh.net/webdev/web/SafeProductAction.do?p=g

etBzgfZxbz&id=8a8182565deefd0d015e6e9b37630067, last
visited on February 1, 2018.
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rating report can be started after the level is
determined.

security protection strategies, the competent
authority of the industry determines the levels for
subordinate systems at all levels; for an
information system in which the various industries
achieve unified planning, hierarchical construction,
and nationwide networking, the level of the system
shall be determined by the ministry, province, and
city respectively, but the competent authorities of
the industries shall propose rating opinions for the
system, to avoid the situation that the level of the
same type of system rated by the subordinate
authority is higher than that by the higher

In addition, if, in the process of rating, the
information system is built by the entity (unrelated
to the higher entity), the entity determines the
level independently. If it is a networked
information system that operates across provinces
or across the country, the competent authority
determines the level of security protection. For the
nationwide networked system in which various
industries plan, build and determine the unified
Table 36
Item
Supervisory body of
security assessment of
data export

Key content of security
assessment of data
export

Circumstances in
which network
operators should
request the competent
industry or regulatory
authorities to organize
security assessment

Circumstances in
which the data is not
allowed to be
transmitted to
overseas parties

Specific items
The national cyberspace administration authority will coordinate the security assessment of data export
and guide the competent industry or supervisory authorities to organize the security assessment of data
export.
Competent industry or supervisory authorities are responsible for the security assessment of data export
in their respective industry, and regularly organize the security inspection of data export in their
respective industry.
(1) Necessity of data export;
(2) Involve personal information, including the quantity, scope, type, and sensitivity of personal
information, and whether the subject of personal information agrees to the export of personal
information;
(3) Involve important data, including the quantity, scope, type, and sensitivity of important data;
(4) The security protection measures, capabilities and levels of data receivers, as well as the network
security environment of the countries and regions in which the data is located;
(5) Risks such as leakage, damage, alteration, abuse, etc. after the data is exported and re-transferred;
(6) Risks that the data export and the convergence of exported data may cause damage to national
security, social public interests, and the legitimate interests of individuals;
(7) Other important issues that need to be evaluated.

(1) Contain or accumulatively contain the personal information of over 500,000 individuals;
(2) The amount of data exceeds 1000 GB;
(3) Data in such fields as nuclear facilities, chemical organisms, national defense and military industry, and
population health, large-scale engineering activities, marine environment, and sensitive geographic
information data;
(4) Network security information including system vulnerabilities and security protection of critical
information infrastructure;
(5) Critical information infrastructure operators provide personal information and important data for
overseas parties;
(6) Other circumstances that may affect national security and social public interests for which competent
industry or regulatory authorities consider that assessment is required.

(1) The export of personal information is not agreed by the entity of personal information or may infringe
personal interests.
(2) Data export poses security risks to the state politics, economy, science and technology, national
defense, etc. and may affect national security and harm public interests;
(3) Other circumstances in which the national cyberspace administration authority, public security
bureau, and security department and others deem the data shall not be exported.
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authority. For the level of such systems, the level
rated by the subordinate authority must be
submitted to the higher authorities for approval.

refer to the higher-level competent authorities or
regulatory authorities of the industry. If it is an
information system that is used across regions, it
must be approved by the higher-level competent
authorities to ensure consistency in the rating of
similar systems or branch systems in different
regions.

6.1.2 Expert review and approval by
competent authorities
After the level of information system security
protection is initially determined, experts may be
engaged to review and issue expert review
opinions in order to ensure that the rating is
reasonable and accurate.

6.1.3 Filing with the public security
bureau
Upon receiving the materials from the information
system operation and use entity for the record, the
public security bureau will review the accuracy of
the rating of an information system. Since the
review of the public security bureau is the last line
of defense for rating, great importance shall be
attached to its work. Where the information
system rating is basically accurate, the public
se u it u eau issues the Ce tifi ate of Fili g of
G aded P ote tio of I fo atio S ste s
formulated under the supervision of the Ministry
of Public Security. If the rating is inaccurate, the
public security bureau shall issue a notice for
rectification to the applicant, and recommend that
the applicant arrange experts to review the rating
once again and report it to the competent
authorities at the higher level for approval. If the
applicant still upholds the original level, the public

Regarding the self-built information system
(unrelated to the higher entity), the industries
independently determine whether the level
determined is submitted to higher authorities for
approval. The information system operation and
use entity refers to the expert rating review
opinions and finalizes the information system level
a d fo s the Rati g Repo t . If the e pe t e ie
opinions are inconsistent with the opinions of the
operation and use entity, the operation and use
entity independently determines the system level.
If the information system operation and use entity
has higher-level competent authorities, the
security protection level shall be examined and
approved by the higher-level competent
authorities. The competent authorities generally
Table 37
Steps
Launch of selfassessment

Develop a data export
plan

Related authorities
evaluate the lawfulness
of data export plan and
the controllability of risk.

Specific items
Network operators need to launch self-assessment under the following circumstances:
a) Products or services involve the provision of data to foreign institutions, organizations or individuals;
b) The exported data related to the product or service that has completed the data export security
assessment undergoes major changes in terms of purpose, scope, type, quantity, etc.; changes in the
data recipients; or occurrence of major security incidents.
Network operators should first formulate a data export plan. The plan includes but is not limited to:
a) The purpose, scope, type, and scale of data for export;
b) Information systems involved;
c) Transit countries and regions (if any);
d) The basic situation of the data receiver and the country or region in which it is located;
e) Safety control measures, etc.
The data export security assessment first evaluates the lawfulness and legitimacy of the data export
plan; the data shall not be exported if the data export activities are not legal and legitimate. On this
basis, it is evaluated whether the risks of the data export plan are controllable, so as to effectively avoid
risks such as data leakage, damage, obliteration, misuse, etc. after data export and re-transfer.
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security organ can accept the application for filing,
but the applicant should be informed in writing of
its responsibility and the consequences borne by
the applicant. With the consent of the public
security bureau at the higher level, it shall also
notify the higher-level competent authorities of
the applicant. For specific requirements for filing,
see the p o isio s i the I ple entation Rules for
the Filing of Graded Protection of Information
Se u it (Gong Xin An [2007] No. 1360).

know the geographical location of storage of their
own data.
Following the formal implementation of the
Network Security Law, the basic rules governing
the cross-border flow of data in China have
gradually taken shape. Operators of critical
information infrastructure must first undergo a
security assessment if the personal information
and important data collected in the territory of
China need to be sent abroad.

6.2 Data localized storage and
cross-border transmission

However, there are many ambiguities in the
implementation of this clause. For example, the
s ope of iti al i fo atio i f ast u tu e
ope ato s , the defi itio of i the te ito of
Chi a , the o ept of i po ta t data , a d
procedures for security assessment have yet to be
clearly defined by the relevant authorities.

Data has become one of the most important
resources in international trade, and cross-border
flow of data has gradually become a key issue in
international trade rules. According to the Table 11
in the first chapter of the report, nearly 20% of the
respondents chose to store data outside mainland
China, and 22.22% of the respondents did not

Therefore, on April 11, 2017, the Cyberspace
Administration of China issued a circular on public
Table 38

Principles

Lawful and
legitimate

Specific requirements
The legality of data export includes:
1) not being prohibited by laws and regulations;
2) complying with the data export treaties and agreements signed between the Chinese government and other
countries and regions;
3) obtaining the consent from the subject, except for emergencies that e da ge the se u it of itize s li es a d
property;
4) Ruling out circumstances in which the national cyberspace administration authority, public security bureau, and
security department and others deem the data shall not be exported according to the law.
Legitimate data export will be:
1) Necessary for network operators to engage in normal business activities within the legal business scope;
2) Necessary for performing the contractual obligations;
3) Necessary for fulfilling legal obligations in China;
4) Required by judicial assistance;
5) Other needs for maintaining the sovereignty of cyberspace and national security, social public interest, and the
legitimate interests of citizens.

Controllable
risk

The risk of evaluating data export plans is controllable, and the attributes of data export and the possibility of
security events of data export should be comprehensively considered.
The reference factors of data attributes are as follows:
1) The attributes of personal information, including quantity, scope, type, sensitivity and technical processing;
2) The attributes of important data, including quantity, scope, type and technical processing.
The reference factors for the possibility of security events from data export are:
1) The technical and management capabilities of the parties sending data abroad;
The data e ei e s se u it p ote tio apa ilities a d the easu es take ;
3) The political and legal environment of the country or region in which the data receiver is located.
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soli itatio of opi io s fo the Measu es fo the
Security Assessment of Personal Information and
I po ta t Data E po t e posu e d aft
he ei afte efe ed to as the Assess e t
Measu es . The Assess e t Measu es defi e i
detail the provisions of the Network Security Law
concerning the data export, providing guidelines
for companies with the requirements of crossborder data transfer.

6.3 Protection of critical
information infrastructure
The Network Security Law stipulates the
obligations and responsibilities of all entities in the
protection of critical information infrastructure
security, and promotes the establishment of the
management system with clear rights and
o ligatio s. A o di g to the Repo t of the
I spe tio Tea of the Natio al People s Co g ess
Standing Committee on the Implementation of the
O e La a d O e De isio , Chi a had ide tified
11,590 key network facilities and important
information systems at the close of 2017.

A o di g to the Assess e t Measu es , the
detailed provisions on the security assessment of
data export are shown in Table 36, which can be
used as references for enterprises.
Moreover, on May 27, 2017, the National
Information Security Standardization Technical
Co
ittee eleased the Guideli es fo Se u it
Assessment of Export of Information Security
Te h i al Data D aft . Co pa ed ith the
Assess e t Measu es e tio ed a o e, the
Assess e t Guideli es supple e t a d defi e i
detail the security assessment process, providing
more detailed guidance for companies that need to
transmit data overseas. The process for the data
export security assessment in the Assessment
Guidelines is shown in Table 37.

The Regulatio s o the P ote tio of C iti al
Information Infrastructure Security (exposure
d aft proposed that five major industries should
be identified as operators of critical information
infrastructure. However, this does not mean that
the network facilities and information systems in
the five major industries fall within the category of
critical information infrastructure. Judgment
criteria can refer to the definition of critical
information infrastructure under the Network
Se u it La , a el the dest u tio o loss of
functions or data leakage may result in serious
damage to the national security, national economy
a d people's li elihood a d pu li i te ests .

This report deems that the main points of
e aluati g a data e po t pla a e legiti a
a d
isk o t ol . The spe ifi o otatio of this
poi t is ela o ated i the Assess e t Guideli es .
See Table 38.

The Network Security Law sets clear obligations for
critical information infrastructure protection, as
shown in Table 39.

I su
a , oth the Assess e t Measu es a d
the Assess e t Guideli es ha e stipulated i
detail the security assessment of data export.
Therefore, companies shall pay close attention to
the implementation rules and national standards in
the field of data export, and maintain effective
communication with competent industry or
regulatory authorities. With reference to the
Measures for the Security Assessment of Personal
Information and Important Data Export (exposure
draft) and related national standards, the data
export status of enterprises should be investigated
thoroughly so that this can be effectively solved
after the official rules are adopted.

From early September to mid-October 2017, the
China Information Technology Security Evaluation
Center randomly selected 120 critical information
infrastructures (60 portals and 60 business
systems) for remote penetration tests and
vulnerability scans. According to a report issued by
the center, 30 out of the 120 critical information
infrastructures for remote testing had security
vulnerabilities, including 13 high-risk
vulnerabilities. Many organizations did not retain
network logs in accordance with the law, which
meant that network security incidents were not
traced and disposed of in a timely manner; some
entities had never conducted risk assessment of
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Table 39
Category

Graded
protection

Th ee
synchronizatio
s

Security
protection

Obligations

Responsibilities

1. Formulate internal security management systems and operating instructions,
determine the persons responsible for cyber security, and implement the
responsibility for network security protection;
2. Take technological measures to prevent computer viruses, network attacks,
network intrusions and other actions endangering cyber security;
3. Take technological measures to monitor and record the network operation status
and network security incidents, and preserve relevant web logs for no less than six
months according to the provisions;
4. Take measures such as data classification, and backup and encryption of important
data; and
5. Other obligations stipulated by laws and administrative regulations.

Be ordered to effect
rectification and be
warned by the relevant
competent departments.
Where they refuse to
effect rectification, or
such consequences as
endangering network
security are caused, a fine
of no less than RMB
10,000 but no more than
RMB 100,000 shall be
imposed; as for the
persons directly in charge,
a fine of no less than RMB
5,000 but no more than
RMB 50,000 shall be
imposed.

To construct the critical information infrastructure, it shall be ensured that the
critical information infrastructure has properties for supporting the stable and
continuous operation of the business, and that technical security measures are
planned, established and used concurrently.
1. Set up independent security management institutions and designate persons
responsible for security management, and review the security background of the said
responsible persons and personnel in key positions;
2. Periodically conduct network security education, technical training and skill
assessment for practitioners;
3. Make disaster recovery backups of important systems and databases;
4. Formulate contingency plans for network security incidents, and carry out drills
periodically; and
5. Other obligations stipulated by laws and administrative regulations.

Procurement

Where critical information infrastructure operators purchase network products and
services, which may influence national security, they shall go through a security
review organized by the national cyberspace administration authority in concert with
the relevant departments under the State Council.
Shall enter into security confidentiality agreements with the providers in accordance
with the provisions, in which obligations and responsibilities in terms of security and
confidentiality shall be clarified.

Data export

Critical information infrastructure operators shall store personal information and
important data gathered and produced during operations within the territory of the
People's Republic of China. Where it is really necessary to provide such information
and data to overseas parties due to business requirements, a security assessment
shall be conducted in accordance with the measures formulated by the national
cyberspace administration authority in concert with the relevant departments under
the State Council. Where the laws and administration regulations have other
provisions, those provisions shall prevail.

Assessment

Critical information infrastructure operators shall conduct by themselves, or entrust
network security service institutions to conduct, the detection and assessment of
their network security and any potential risk at least once a year; and submit the
detection and assessment situations as well as improvement measures to the
relevant departments responsible for the security protection of critical information
infrastructure.
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rectification and be given
a warning. Where they
refuse to effect
rectification, or such
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imposed; as for the
persons directly in charge,
a fine of no less than RMB
10,000 but no more than
RMB 100,000 shall be
imposed.
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important information systems and were not
aware of possible network security situations.
Many organizations did not pay enough attention
to the security of their intranets and private
networks, and some entities did not put in place
any security protection facilities for the intranet
systems. They did not conduct vulnerability scans
for a long time, resulting in major network security
hazards.
The construction and protection of critical
information infrastructure concern the national
se u it , atio al e o o , people s li elihood,
and public interests. Therefore, the law endows
them with specific obligations and sets special
requirements and standards for network security
technology. As a result, companies face both legal
and technological challenges. During the
performance of obligations, it is advised that
enterprises who are unclear on the various
requirements seek professional legal advice.
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stages: ea l a i g, assess e t a d de isio aki g, espo se, a d su
a of e pe ie e.

Chapter XV

1. Early warning

Data crisis
management

1.1 Press & Media Awareness
Ne s epo ts a d pu li opi io a e ke
i fo atio ha els fo legal affai s pe so el a d
e te al la e s. Fo e a ple, th ough
ad i ist ati e pe alties i posed a d i te ie s
o du ted state o lo al ad i ist ati e
autho ities o e othe e te p ises, a e te p ise
a pe ei e the status of thei i dust a d thei
o legal dile
as.

Ad a e p e e tio is i po ta t fo et o k
se u it isks, ut et o k se u it i ide ts
a ot e o pletel a oided. C isis a age e t
afte the out eak of a se u it i ide t is e uall
i po ta t.
Data ises a e
iad, i ludi g
data leakage
a d et o k pa al sis aused ha ke atta ks,
su
o ed talk o pu ish e t go e
e t
autho ities fo the iolatio of the Net o k
Se u it La , a d
e e the p e-e isti g isks ot
et full lo to ises hi h a e fou d du i g
due dilige e i the ou se of e ge a d
a uisitio , fi a i g a d listi g. The su e data i
Ta le i the fi st hapte of the epo t sho s that
ea l o e-thi d of the o pa ies ha e
e ou te ed
e th eats. E te p ises that e e
i fe ted ith o pute i uses a ou t fo
. %,
a d e te p ises that e ou te ed et o k
pa al sis o data leakage a ou t fo o e %.

I ea l
, Ma iott Hotel as alled fo a
e e ge
i te ie
Sha ghai C e spa e
Ad i ist atio fo des i i g Ho g Ko g, Ma ao
a d Tai a egio s a d Ti et as states . This
should ha e se ed as a a i g to othe
o pa ies fo self- he k. If o pa ies a get o
top of the situatio i ti e a d adjust a o di gl ,
the a a oid u e essa ad i ist ati e
pe alties o i te ie s to a g eat e te t. Ho e e ,
e e afte the Ma iott e e t , so e o pa ies
a e still su je ted to ad i ist ati e pe alties due
to thei la k of se siti it to i fo atio pe eptio
a d e e utio . Fo e a ple, Za a s e site a d
othe ope ati g e tities ha e ee o de ed to
ake a e ds the Sha ghai C e spa e
Ad i ist atio hi h issued the oti e o
e tifi atio of I te et sites e ause the did ot
o e t the a o e illegal i fo atio . The Millio
Wi e APP as alled fo i te ie
the Beiji g
C e spa e Ad i ist atio e ause it des i ed
Ho g Ko g a d Tai a
egio as states. Su h
e e ts op up o e afte a othe . This epo t
suggests that legal affai s pe so el a d la e s
should pa lose atte tio to a d ai tai high
se siti it to ele a t i fo atio ha els,
ui kl espo d to i te ie e e ts a d elated
e s, a d p o ptl sol e p o le s ased o the
fo us of la e fo e e t.

The high deg ee of data flo
ea s that the
i pa t of the data isis is ot o fi ed to o e
pla e. It has oss- egio al a d oss- o de
featu es, a d o pa ies a eed to fa e
si ulta eous i estigatio s f o
a state
go e
e ts. I additio , the out eak of a data
isis is sudde , usuall ithout a sig efo e the
out eak. At p ese t, a o e hel i g ajo it of
e te p ises ha e o data isis a age e t a d
espo se e ha is . O e a isis e upts,
o pa ies a e ofte at a loss if fa ed ith a se e e
i estigatio f o go e
e t depa t e ts a d
igo ous e te al pu li opi io e i o e t.
The efo e, this epo t o side s that it is e essa
fo o pa ies to ha e the a ilit to ope ith
oss- egio al a d oss-se to data ises at all
ti es, a d to i i ize the da age afte the data
isis e upts.
C isis

1.2 Make active effort to understand new laws
and regulations and conduct self-examination and
self-correction

a age e t is ge e all di ided i to fou
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Regarding the exposure draft of relevant laws and
regulations, they should also take the initiative to
keep abreast of the trends.

This report suggests that legal personnel, technical
personnel, and management at companies, and
external lawyers should take the initiative to
understand the latest laws and regulations, and
then identify the internal weaknesses. Once a
network information security incident occurs, the
problem solving requires the coordination of many
departments. Therefore, it requires the
participation of multiple departments and multiple
types of personnel. At the same time, personnel in
this category should pay close attention to
legislative developments and perform self-checks
and self-correction based on the supporting
regulations of the Network Security Law.

2. Assessment and decisionmaking
2.1 Assess the categories of
network security events
Assessing the categories of network security events
helps companies to take appropriate measures for
the network security events of different origins.
Regarding the causes of network security incidents,
the appe di of I fo atio Te h olog Se u it
Technology |Information Security Incident
Management Part 1: Principles of Incident
Ma age e t o tai s the o espo di g
instances and classification, including the network
security incidents generated by the attacks and the
network security events caused by information

For example, internet news information service
providers should pay close attention to the
relevant law and regulation developments, such as
the P o isio s fo the Ad i ist atio of I te et
Ne s I fo atio Se i es , Measu es o the
Administration of I te et I fo atio Se i e
a d Regulatio s o the I te ie
ith I te et
Ne s I fo atio Se i e O ga izatio s .
Table 40

Network security incidents due to attacks
Attack types

Denial of service

Unauthorized access

Malware

Misuse

Definition
Mainly refers to the failure of
systems, services, or networks due to
human or natural factors and its
inability to operate consistently in
accordance with their expected
capabilities.
This includes the attempt to access or
misuse a system, service, or network
without actual authorization

Cases
Fo e a ple, a ope ato s is o figu atio o i o pati ilit
of appli atio soft a e, ope ato s iolatio of ph si al safet
regulations, or equipment theft or intentional damage and
destruction due to environmental conditions.
Attempts to increase access privileges to resources or
information outside the lawful possession by a user or
administrator.

A program or part of a program
inserted into another program in an
attempt to modify the original
conduct, often malicious activity

Theft of information and identity, destruction of information
and resources, denial of service, and dispatch of spam, and so
on.
Malware attacks can be divided into five categories: viruses,
worms, Trojans, mobile code, and mixed attacks.

Use s violation of organizational
information system security policy

Network users download and install hacking tools; use
corporate e-mail to send spam or promote personal business;
use o pa
esou es to eate u autho ized sites o
i es

Network security incidents due to information collection
In general, information collection events involve third parties (attackers) identifying and understanding the targets of the network
operator such as platform or website. In some cases, technical information collection may result in unauthorized access. For
example, an attacker will also attempt to gain unauthorized access when searching for target vulnerability; non-technical
information collection events will result in direct or indirect information leakage or falsification and consequences such as the theft
of electronically stored intellectual property rights.
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collection. Table 40 details these two types of
incidents.

corporate accountability, and penalties and even
lawsuits from the relevant authorities. So it is
vitally important to retain evidence. This report
suggests that in this process, special attention shall
be paid to the preservation of electronic data and
its storage security.

Identifying the causes and categories of network
security incidents helps companies to make quick
response, take countermeasures, address the
severity of incidents, and provide a reasonable
basis for the adoption of countermeasures and the
external reporting of incidents.

A o di g to the Regulatio s o the Colle tio
and Examination of Electronic Data in the Handling
of C i i al Cases issued joi tl
the Sup e e
People s Cou t, the Sup e e People s
Procuratorate, and the Ministry of Public Security,
electronic data is defined as data relevant to the
case that is stored, processed, and transmitted in
digital form, and that can prove the facts of the
case. Electronic data has its own features in the
process of fixing, extraction, and maintenance.

2.2 Formulate
countermeasures for network
security incidents
After the causes and categories of network security
incidents are determined, companies shall
formulate appropriate countermeasures for
subsequent response so as to address risks and
stop losses in a timely manner. When drafting such
countermeasures, consideration should be given to
the following:

From the perspective of network data security, this
report recommends that if electronic data involves
personal information and important data, it should
first ensure that the media of storage is secure and
real-time monitoring is conducted. Second, for
external disclosure, the above sensitive data can be
desensitized first. The so- alled dese sitizatio
t eat e t ea s the p o ess of e o i g
i fo atio that should ot e dis losed . Fo
specific methods, please refer to the national
sta da d ISO/IEC
Spe ifi atio s of Digital
Dese sitizatio .

First, determine the personnel who take
countermeasures, and assign responsibility for
information security incident management through
assessment, decision-making, and arrangements
for personnel;
Second, provide formal procedures for each
notified person, including reviewing and modifying
the report, assessing damages and notifying
relevant personnel;

3.2 Reports and notifications
According to the Network Security Law, when
companies discover that their network products
and services have security flaws or vulnerabilities,
or that they have suffered a leak, damage or loss of
personal information companies should
immediately take remedial measures, notify users
in a timely manner according to regulations, and
inform the competent authorities.

Third, different means are adopted for the
personnel according to the nature and severity of
the incident. If necessary, the division of labor and
cooperation can be achieved in the form of an
incident response team, so as to improve the
efficiency of resolving security incidents.
After assessing and deciding on security incidents,
companies should take countermeasures.

The party that discovers a network information
security incident shall immediately report the
situation to the person in charge of cyber security,
so that they can determine the nature and severity
of the situation and arrange the subsequent action
plan. The person responsible for network security
shall report it to the management and technical

3. Response
3.1 Fixed evidence
After a network security incident occurs,
enterprises and their executives may incur internal
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the su je ts of pe so al i fo atio o e o e, a
a i g should e issued i a easo a le a d
effe ti e a e to the pu li . The o te t of the
otifi atio should i lude ut ithout li itatio :
the o te t a d i pa t of the se u it i ide t, the
easu es take o to e take , e o
e datio s
fo i depe de t p e e tio a d isk edu tio fo
su je ts of pe so al i fo atio , e edial
easu es fo su je ts of pe so al i fo atio ,

department first and initiate the incident response
team. The incident response team is composed of
the credible personnel with appropriate skills and
is responsible for the handling of incidents. It
includes corporate management, security
technicians, legal affairs personnel, public relations
personnel, and external lawyers. The specific
events and handling methods are shown in Table
41.

Table 41
Subject
Network products and service
providers
Network operators

Event

Disposal

Network products and services have such
risks as security flaws and vulnerabilities
Occurrence or possible occurrence of
leakage, damage or loss of personal
information
Personal information of users stored is or
may be leaked, damaged or lost.

Telecommunications service
operators and Internet
information service providers

Cause or may cause serious consequences

Personal information managers

Take countermeasures in a timely manner
upon discovering that personal information
is leaked, lost, or tampered with.
Occurrence of major events

Networked entities, access
entities, and legal persons and
other organizations that use the
global computer information
network

Discover activities that endanger the
security of computer information networks

Immediately take remedial measures, and
inform users in a timely manner according to
the regulations, and inform the competent
authorities.
Take remedial measures immediately
Immediately inform the telecommunications
regulatory agency that granted permission or
processed the filing application, and cooperate
with relevant authorities in conducting
investigations and handling.
Prevent the incident from worsening and
inform the affected subjects of personal
information in time.
Notify the personal information protection and
management authorities in a timely manner.
Shall retain the original records in time and
inform the local public security bureau within
24 hours

pe so i ha ge of pe so al i fo atio
p ote tio , a d o ta t i fo atio of the pe so al
i fo atio p ote tio age .

A o di g to the I fo atio Se u it Te h olog
– Pe so al I fo atio Se u it Spe ifi atio
GB/T
, a e te p ise shall su it a
epo t to the highe autho ities i a ti el a e
i a o da e ith the Natio al Co ti ge
Pla
of Net o k Se u it I ide t i the e e t of a
pe so al i fo atio se u it i ide t. The epo t
o te t i ludes ithout li itatio : the o e all
situatio su h as the t pe, ua tit , o te t, a d
atu e of the su je ts of pe so al i fo atio ; the
possi le i pa t of the i ide t, the disposal
easu es take o to e take , a d the o ta t
details of the pe so ha dli g the i ide t. Also,
the e e t- elated situatio shall e otified to the
affe ted su je ts of pe so al i fo atio ia e ail,
lette , pho e, o oti e. Whe it is ha d to otif

The i ide t espo se tea shall judge the legal
isks of et o k i fo atio se u it i ide ts,
i ludi g ut ot li ited to: hethe it eeds to
epo t to the ele a t autho ities; if e essa , to
hi h autho ities it epo ts; hethe it eeds to
i fo the use s; if e essa , ho to i fo the
use s; hethe it eeds to i fo the pu li
se u it u eau; if e essa , hat ki d of e ide e
eeds to e as e tai ed. Spe ifi ite s a e sho
i Ta le .
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Table 42
No.
1

2

Security event notification
The incident response team should develop a detailed notification plan for security incidents, including but not limited
to: the notified party, time, issuer, content, and method.
The content to be notified by the incident response team includes without limitation:
a) The content and impact of the security incident;
b) Disposal measures taken or to be taken;
c) Recommendations for independent prevention and risk reduction by subjects of personal information;
d) Remedial measures provided for the subjects of personal information;
e) Contact information of the personal information security authority or commissioner.

3

The incident response team shall notify the affected subjects of personal information in a timely manner via email, letter,
phone, notice, etc. When it is hard to notify the subjects of personal information one by one, an announcement shall be
made in a reasonable and effective manner.

4

The incident response team shall publicly disclose the relevant security incidents according to the relevant regulations of
the state.

depending on the situation, stop loss in a timely
manner, and work with external organizations to
solve the problems.

3.3 Incident resolution
Before taking action, it is necessary to decide the
time when the action should be taken depending
on the developments of the security incident.
Some may require immediate action to resolve the
incident. But if there are changes beyond control,
further assessments and decisions may be needed
to change the course of action. In the process of
resolving an incident, it is necessary to track and
record the entire process for subsequent analysis.

After the incident is resolved, related details and
information should be disclosed in a timely manner
and follow-up analysis should be conducted. In
view of the nature and severity of the previous
incident, follow-up investigations of the incident
and related personnel are still required, and a
summary report shall be compiled from the
investigation results.

This report suggests that cooperation and sharing
of information is a useful method if the security
incident has great implications. In May 2017,
WannaCry ransomware affected nearly 100
countries. Many colleges and universities, energy
companies and government agencies in China were
affected. Important data was seriously damaged
and a high ransom was extorted by the virus maker
for decrypting and recovering documents. During
this period, the news media tracked the incident
and reminded users to install the relevant bug
patch. Security companies introduced relevant
antivirus tools. For key information network
systems, the government and the competent
authorities carried out timely intervention. The
entirety of society worked together to restore the
paralyzed network as far as possible and protect
data security. Therefore, when companies are
faced with network information security incidents,
they should cooperate and share information

4. Summary of experience
After the data security incident is resolved, it
enters the conclusion stage: lessons will be learned
and a familiar response model will be formed, so
that similar incidents can be resolved smoothly,
response time is curtailed, and losses are
minimized or even avoided.
It is necessary at this stage to conduct follow-up
investigations into the incident and related
personnel, identify the causes of the incident and
the development process, and compile a summary
report based on the investigation results, thus
producing a corporate data security incident
management plan. The relevant data is then stored
in a dedicated information security database for
research at any time.
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the summary process, and how to produce a better
summary and record the next time.

Specifically, this report holds that subsequent
investigations shall consider the following aspects:
(1) Regarding the causes of the incident,
companies shall identify weak links in data security
protection, review and improve the data security
control measures, and continuously upgrade the
protection strategies;
(2) Regarding the process of event development,
companies should specify the timeliest response
time, which stage causes the greatest loss, and
which part is the most critical link, and then record
the results of these studies;
(3) Regarding the measures taken to respond to
an incident, companies should specify which
measures are most necessary, which actions are
timeliest, and what problems there are in the
existing countermeasures, so as to upgrade and
improve the countermeasures for similar incidents
in a timely manner;
(4) After the completion of all processes,
companies should review the experience summary
link, and evaluate whether there is a missing link in

Finally, after these aspects are clarified, companies
should inform the relevant departments and
personnel of the results of the summary, store the
content, and carry out education at the company.
Based on this, companies can improve their data
security protection measures, and constantly
update the o pa s data se u it i ide t
management plan. The report stresses that the
management of data security incidents and
response should also be constantly updated and
iterated. As time goes by, companies shall regularly
review and improve their response plan, so as to
better cope with the ever-changing network
se u it situatio a d p ote t the e te p ise s data
assets.
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Disclaimer
The content of this report is for informational purposes only, and should not be relied upon or construed as
legal advice or a legal opinion of the authors of this report, MWE China Law Offices and LexisNexis. If you have
any legal consulting needs, please seek formal legal advice. The authors of this report, employees of their
entities, and their agents are not responsible for any possible consequences arising from using the information
contained in this report.

Copyright Notice
Copyright 2010 MWE China Law Offices and LexisNexis. All rights reserved.
MWE China Law Offices and LexisNexis reserve all rights to this report. No one may reproduce any copyrighted
content of this report in any form or by any means without the written permission of MWE China Law Offices
and LexisNexis.
For inquiries, comments and suggestions about this report, please contact:
Connie Zhang: Czhang@mwechinalaw.com
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